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Abstract

Reactors: A Deterministic Model of Concurrent Computation
for Reactive Systems
by
Hendrik Marten Frank Lohstroh
Doctor of Philosophy in Computer Science
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Edward A. Lee, Chair
Actors have become widespread in programming languages and programming frameworks
focused on parallel and distributed computing. While actors provide a more disciplined
model for concurrency than threads, their interactions, if not constrained, admit nondeterminism. As a consequence, actor programs may exhibit unintended behaviors and are less
amenable to rigorous testing. The same problem exists in other dominant concurrency models, such as threads, shared-memory models, publish-subscribe systems, and service-oriented
architectures.
We propose “reactors,” a new model of concurrent computation that combines synchronousreactive principles with a sophisticated model of time to enable determinism while preserving
much of the style and performance of actors. Reactors promote modularity and allow for distributed execution. The relationship that reactors establish between events across timelines
allows for:
1. the construction of programs that react predictably to unpredictable external events;
2. the formulation of deadlines that grant control over timing; and
3. the preservation of a deterministic distributed execution semantics under quantifiable
assumptions.
We bring the deterministic concurrency and time-based semantics of reactors to the
world of mainstream programming languages through Lingua Franca (LF), a polyglot
coordination language with support (so far) for C, C++, Python, and TypeScript. In LF,
program logic is given in one or more of those target languages, enabling developers to use
familiar languages and integrate extensive libraries and legacy code.
The main contributions of this work consist of a formalization of reactors, the implementation of an efficient runtime system for the execution of reactors, and the design and
implementation of LF.
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The purpose of abstraction is not to be vague,
but to create a new semantic level in which one
can be absolutely precise.
Edsger W. Dijkstra

Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter draws from and expands on previously published work titled “Deterministic
Actors” [142] that was co-authored with Edward A. Lee.

1.1

Motivation

While Alan Turing’s “computing machines” [210] remain the bedrock of modern-day computing, many of the tasks performed by computers today are not to compute in the ChurchTuring sense i.e., to produce a final result given some input. Rather, their purpose is to
maintain an ongoing interaction with their environment. This is the case for embedded software that runs in electronics like modems and television sets, but also for operating systems
that run servers, personal computers, and mobile devices, as well as for control software used
in avionics, aerospace, and automotive applications. This broad class of so-called reactive
systems [154] encompasses a substantial and growing portion of the computing systems we
surround ourselves with.
There are two important aspects of reactive systems that not a part of Turing’s model:
1. Concurrency; and
2. Time.
The work in this thesis incorporates these aspects as first-class concepts in “reactors,” a
deterministic model of concurrent computation for reactive systems. Before examining this
new model, we explore how nondeterminism arises in a strongly related model of concurrent
computation called actors. We also survey existing approaches to curbing nondeterminism
in actor systems, some of which has served as foundations for reactors.

Concurrency
Concurrency has been a central theme in computing ever since the development of operating
systems and computer networks that started in the early 1950s. Major work was done
1
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in the late 70s by Hoare with his “communicating sequential processes” (CSP) [96] and
in the early 80s by Milner with his “calculus of communicating systems” (CCS) [164] and
Bergstra and Klop with their “algebra of communicating processes” (ACP) [22]. A later
incarnation of CCS (also developed by Milner) called the π-calculus [165] adds expressivity
by allowing configuration changes in the network between concurrent computations. Several
variants of the π-calculus have been developed over the following decades, such as the ambient
calculus [40] and join-calculus [72]. The focus of these process calculi and algebras is to enable
formal reasoning about equivalences between processes (e.g., using bisimulation). What all of
these models have in common is that they interpret concurrency as a matter of interleaving.
That is, a situation where processes take turns.
The idea of “taking turns,” however, presupposes some kind of arbitrator or centralized
controller, and in systems that are composed of a mixture of computational and physical
processes, an interleaving semantics fails to accurately describe the dynamics. After all,
physical processes cannot be paused and may not be atomic. It is for this reason that in
the field that studies cyber-physical systems (CPS) [125] an alternative approach to
modeling concurrency, in which behavior is not necessarily reducible to an interleaving of
processes, is often favored. This kind of model is also referred to as real concurrency [154]
or true concurrency [184]. The actor model, introduced by Hewitt, Bishop, and Steiger [95]
in the early 70s features real concurrency. Actors were given an operational semantics by
Greif [84], a denotational semantics by Clinger [48], and a transition semantics by Agha [1].
Loosely, actors are concurrent objects that communicate by sending each other messages.
Under this loose definition, an enormous number of actor programming languages and models
have been developed, although many are called by other names, including dataflow, process
networks, synchronous-reactive languages, and discrete-event systems, all of which we discuss
in more detail in Section 1.2. A narrower definition, originally developed by Hewitt and his
doctoral students [94, 2], appears in several popular software frameworks such as Scala
actors [87], Akka [185], CAF [45] and Ray [168], and programming languages, like Erlang [9]
and P [59]. Unlike various related dataflow models, the Hewitt actor model, as it is known,
is nondeterministic, meaning that given an initial state and a set of inputs, a program can
exhibit more than one behavior.
Actors are not alone in this. Most common software engineering approaches for expressing concurrent programs, including actors, but also threads [128], reactive programming [14],
publish-subscribe systems [160], and even single-threaded event loops [6], make it very difficult construct deterministic programs. This is in stark contract with Turing model’s of
sequential computation, in which all programs are deterministic. But without a deterministic execution semantics, concurrent software tends to become intractable to rigorously test,
let alone formally verify. We argue, therefore, that loss of determinism is a significant price
to pay.
Actors have much in common with objects—a paradigm focused on reducing code replication and increasing modularity via data encapsulation—but unlike objects, actors provide
a better model for concurrency than threads [128], the default model for objects. Indeed,
each actor is presumed to operate concurrently alongside other actors with which it may
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exchange messages. Objects, in contrast, are often designed assuming a single thread of control, and retrofitting them to be “thread safe” is challenging and error prone. The inherent
concurrency of actors makes them ideal for programming reactive systems. However, the lack
of any guarantees with respect to the ordering of messages and the absence of a notion of
time make this model less useful for specifying systems in which repeatable behavior and/or
timely execution are important.
Extra machinery can be introduced for the formal specification and analysis of systems
composed of Hewitt actors. For instance, Real-time Maude [173], a timed rewriting logic
framework and temporal model checking tool, has been applied to actors [61]. Similarly,
the modeling language Rebeca performs analysis that uses a model checker to ensure that
nondeterminism allowed in the model does not lead to behaviors that violate timing requirements [106]. Alternatively, constraints can be placed on actors’ allowable behaviors so that
they adhere to a stricter rule set, satisfying desirable properties (e.g., deadlock freedom,
schedulability, bounded memory usage, and deterministic execution) by construction.

Time
Ren and Agha [183] have proposed giving actors a temporal semantics. As in our work, they
assume a sufficiently well synchronized common physical time base shared by all actors, and
they express timing requirements as constraints on message handling. Their work differs
from ours, however, in that they build off a standard actor language, thereby inheriting its
nondeterministic ordering of message handling, and they rely on separately imposing timing
constraints to control the order when needed. In contrast, we use logical timestamps to
define the order of message handling and ensure determinism.
Dataflow models are also closely related to the actor model. The (untimed) dataflow
model has also been extended with formal contracts [215] that allow guarantees, e.g., for
scheduling. There are timed models of dataflow [199], and even some structured approaches
to use timing semantics in dataflow to execute time-critical applications in cyber-physical
systems [80]. Fredlund et al. proposed timed extension of McErlang as a model checker
of timed Erlang programs [62]. In this extension, a new API is introduced to provide the
definition and manipulation of timestamps.
Even though many software applications are not particularly time sensitive, a semantic
notion of time and the use of measurements of the passing of physical time can be powerful
tools for achieving consistency in distributed systems [117, 223, 124]. Google’s Cloud Spanner [50], for example, uses timestamps derived from physical clocks to define the behavior
of a distributed database system; Spanner provides an existence proof that this technique
works at scale. Moreover, logical time, as used in synchronous languages [20], for example,
can provide a foundation for a deterministic semantics in concurrent programs.
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Listing 1.1: Actor network that is deterministic under reasonable assumptions
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

actor X {
count = 1;

handler dbl () {
count *= 2;
}

handler inc ( arg ) {
count += arg ;
print count ;

}
}

actor Y {
handler main {
x = new X () ;
x . dbl () ;
x . inc (1) ;
}

}

1.2

Background

Let us examine the problem of nondeterminism in the actor model and what can be done
about it. We begin by illustrating the concern with a simple example, given in Listing 1.1.
It uses a pseudo-code syntax that is a mashup of several of the concrete languages mentioned
above. This code defines an actor class X that has a single integer state variable count that
is initialized to 1. It has two message handlers, named dbl() and inc(). When invoked,
these handlers will double and increment count, respectively.
The actor named Y with handler main creates an instance of X and sends it two messages,
dbl and inc. Note that although many actor languages make these look like remote procedure calls, presumably because such syntax is familiar to programmers, they are not remote
procedure calls. Lines 14 and 15 send messages and return immediately. The semantics of
actors is “send and forget,” a key feature that enables parallel and distributed execution.
The program in Listing 1.1 is deterministic under mild assumptions about message delivery and processing. First, we need to assume that messages are delivered reliably in the same
order that they are sent. Since dbl is sent before inc, actor x will execute handler dbl()
before handler inc(). Second, we need to assume that handlers are mutually exclusive.1
That is, once a handler begins executing, it executes to completion before any other handler
in the same actor begins executing. This assumption prevents a race condition between
Lines 4 and 7. Thus, in this program, Line 4 will execute before Line 7 and the printed
output will be 3.
1

This assumption can be relaxed by statically analyzing the code of the handlers and enforcing mutual
exclusion only between handlers that share state variables.
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Listing 1.2: Modifications of the code in Listing 1.1 yielding a nondeterministic program
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

actor Y {
handler main {
x = new X () ;
z = new Relay () ;
z . rly ( x ) ;
x . inc (1) ;
}
}

actor Relay {
handler rly ( x ) {
x . dbl () ;
}

}

Consider now the seemingly minor elaboration shown in Listing 1.2. This program introduces a third actor class, Relay, which has a single handler rly that simply relays a
message, in this case dbl, to the actor x passed to it. This is about as close as one can get
to a “no op” in an actor-oriented program. It is an actor that, when it receives a message,
simply passes the message on. However, this innocent change has profound consequences.
The execution is no longer deterministic under any reasonable assumptions about message
delivery. The printed value could be either 2 or 3, depending on whether dbl() or inc() is
invoked first. (The final value of count will be 3 or 4.)
A similar example written in the concrete syntax of Ray [168] is shown in Listing 1.3.
Ray extends the metaphor of remote procedure calls by integrating futures [16] into the
language. In Ray, message handlers can return values. The semantics is still “send and
forget,” so when a message is sent, a “future” is returned. A future is a placeholder data
structure for the returned result. Execution can continue until returned result is actually
needed, at which point the sender of the message can call ray.get() on the future. The
call to ray.get() blocks until the result is actually received. Nevertheless, the program in
Listing 1.3 remains nondeterministic; it is capable of producing either 5 or 6 as a result. You
can easily verify this by inserting sleep() statements from Python’s time module to alter
the timing of the execution.
The blocking behavior of ray.get() provides a mechanism, one not available in any other
actor language that we know of, for controlling the execution of a network of actors. This
mechanism could be used, for example, to make the program in Listing 1.3 deterministic.
The test function could be replaced with the code in Listing 1.4. This code forces the
main actor to block until the result of the invocation of dbl() is received before sending the
inc message. This solution, however, requires a very savvy programmer and largely defeats
the purpose of the futures. We doubt that many Ray programs will be written with such
controls.
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Listing 1.3: A nondeterministic actor network in the syntax of Ray
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

import ray
@ray . remote

class X () :
def __init__ ( self ) :
self . count = 1

def dbl ( self ) :

self . count *= 2

return self . count

def inc ( self , arg ) :

self . count += arg

return self . count
@ray . remote

class Relay () :
def rly ( self , x ) :
return ray . get ( x . dbl . remote () )
def test () :
x = X . remote ()
r = Relay . remote ()
f1 = r . rly . remote ( x )
f2 = x . inc . remote (1)
return ray . get ( f1 ) + ray . get ( f2 )
ray . init ()
result = test ()
print ( result )

Listing 1.4: Modifications of the program in Listing 1.3 to make it deterministic
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

def test () :
x = X . remote ()
r = Relay . remote ()
f1 = r . rly . remote ( x )
part = ray . get ( f1 )
f2 = x . inc . remote (1)
return part + ray . get ( f2 )

6
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This type of nondeterminism is endemic to the Hewitt actor model. Moreover, without
the blocking futures of Ray, it is difficult to change the program in Listing 1.2 to consistently
print 3. One way would be to modify class X so that it always invokes dbl() before inc(),
but this is a much more restrictive actor that may as well have only one message handler that
doubles the state and then increments it. Alternatively, we could set up another message
handler in X that tells it which handler to invoke first, but we would have to ensure that
messages to that handler are invoked before any other. Moreover, the semantics now becomes
complex. Should a message telling X to invoke dbl() first apply only to the next dbl message
or to all subsequent ones? What if two dbl messages arrive with no intervening inc message?
Since such a simple program results in unfixable nondeterminism, we can only conclude
that the Hewitt actor model should be used only in applications where determinism is not
required. While there are many such applications, even for those, we pay a price. The code
becomes much more difficult to test. Standard testing techniques are based on presenting
input test vectors and checking the behavior of the program against results known to be
good; in the face of nondeterminism, the entire set of known-good results may be difficult
to determine and too vast to enumerate.
To underscore the challenges that nondeterministic software poses to testability, we cite
Toyota’s unintended acceleration case. In the early 2000s, there were a number of serious
car accidents involving Toyota vehicles that appeared to suffer from unintended acceleration. The US Department of Transportation contracted NASA to study Toyota software
to determine whether software was capable of causing unintended acceleration. The NASA
study [171] was unable to find a “smoking gun,” but they concluded that the software was
“untestable” and that it was impossible to rule out the possibility of unintended acceleration [111]. The software used a style of design that tolerates a seemingly innocuous form
of nondeterminism. Specifically, many state variables, representing for example the most
recent readings from a sensor, were accessed unguarded by a multiplicity of threads. We
suspect that this style of design seemed reasonable to the software engineers because one
should always use the “most recent” value of a sensor. But the software becomes untestable
because, given any fixed set of inputs, the number of possible behaviors is vast.
Not all concurrent software is used in such safety-critical scenarios, of course, but all
software benefits from testability. The Toyota software did not use Hewitt actors, but many
Hewitt actor programs share a similar form of nondeterminism. Messages are handled in
order of arrival, so the state of an actor represents the effects of the “most recent” messages.
There exists a large body of prior work that can be framed as extensions of the Hewitt
actor model that yield a deterministic model of computation using any of various techniques,
some of which have a long history. These include various dataflow dialects, process networks,
synchronous-reactive models, and discrete-event models. We will explore these next.
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Achieving Determinism
A system is deterministic2 if, given an initial state and a set of inputs, it has exactly one
possible behavior. For this definition to be useful, we have to define “state,” “inputs,” and
“behavior.” For example, if we include in our notion of “behavior” the timing of actions,
then no computer program in any modern programming language is deterministic. In our
discussion above, the actor programs have no inputs, the initial state is count = 1 in an
instance of actor X, and the “behavior” is the result printed. Timing is not part of the model
and therefore irrelevant to the definition of determinism.
Determinism is a property of a model, not a property of a physical realization of a
system [134]. A Turing machine, for example, provides a deterministic model of computation
that does not include timing. The “input” is a sequence of bits, and the “behavior” consists of
sequential transformations of that sequence. Any particular physical realization of a Turing
machine will have properties that are absent from Turing’s model, such as timing, but we
could construct a different model that did consider timing part of the “behavior.” Such a
model would be nondeterministic. Newtonian mechanics, to give another example, provides a
deterministic model of mechanical systems. The initial state of a system is the positions of its
parts, the “inputs” are forces, and the “behavior” is motion in a three-dimensional space over
a time continuum. Quantum mechanics, on the other hand, cannot predict the exact location
of a particle in space, only the probability of finding it at different locations [30]. Thus, if
“behavior” is motion (change of position over time), then the quantum mechanical model of
the system is not deterministic. The same physical system, therefore, is deterministic or not
depending on the model.
Determinism for Software
Whether a software system is deterministic, depends on our model of the software. A simple
model of a program defines initial state as the starting values of all variables, the inputs as
a static bit sequence (a binary number) available all at once at the start of execution, and
the output as a bit sequence produced all at once upon termination of the program. This is
the classic Church-Turing view of computation.
This classic model, however, has difficulty with many practical software systems. A web
server, for example, does not have inputs that can be defined as a binary number available
all at once at the start of execution. Nor does it terminate and produce a final output. An
alternative model for a web server defines its inputs as a (potentially unbounded) sequence
of binary numbers, and the “behavior” as sequence of binary numbers produced as outputs.
In this model, whether the web server is deterministic may be an important question.
2

Following Milner [166], some use the term determinacy to refer strictly to input/output relations that
are functions in the mathematical sense of the word, and determinism to include some notion of behavior
(such as a particular sequence to computational steps taken to yield a certain result). We use these terms
interchangeably.
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In a concurrent or distributed software system, however, defining the inputs as a sequence
of binary numbers may be problematic. A distributed database, like Google Spanner [50], for
example, accepts inputs at a globally distributed collection of data centers. It is impossible
to tell whether a query arriving in Dallas arrives before or after a query arriving Seattle.3 In
Google Spanner, however, when a query comes in to a data center, it is assigned a numerical
timestamp. The “inputs” to the global database are defined as an unbounded collection of
timestamped queries, and the “behavior” is the set of responses to those queries. Under
this model, Spanner is deterministic. We emphasize that this is not an assertion about any
physical realization of Spanner, which could exhibit behaviors that deviate from the model
(if, for example, hardware failures undermine the assumptions of the model). It is the model
that is deterministic, not the physical realization.
Consider again the actor programs in Listing 1.2 and 1.3. If we wish for these programs
to be deterministic, we have to somehow constrain the order in which message handlers are
invoked. We have an intuitive expectation that dbl() should be invoked before inc(), but
that is not what the programs say. The programs, as written and as interpreted by modern
actor frameworks, do not specify the order in which these handlers should be invoked. Thus,
it will not be sufficient to simply improve the implementation of the actor framework. We
have to also change the model.
Coordination for Determinism
Let us focus on the actor network sketched in Listing 1.2. Since actor Y first sends a message
that has the eventual effect of doubling count of actor X and then sends a second message to
increment count of X, let us assume that it is the design intent that the doubling occur before
the incrementing. Any technique that ensures this ordering across concurrently executing
actors will require some coordination. There are many ways to accomplish this, many of
which date back several decades. Here, we will outline a few of them.
In 1974, Gilles Kahn showed that networks of asynchronously executing processes could
achieve deterministic computation and provided a mathematical model for such processes
(Scott-continuous functions over sequence domains) [103]. In 1977, Kahn and MacQueen
showed that a very simple execution policy using blocking reads guarantees such determinacy [104]. Using the Kahn-MacQueen principle, actor X in Listing 1.2 could be replaced
with X KPN (for Kahn Process Network), shown in Listing 1.5. Instead of separate message
handlers, a process in a KPN is a single threaded program that performs blocking reads on
inputs. The await calls in Listing 1.5 perform such blocking reads. That code ensures that
doubling count will occur before incrementing it even if actor Y sends its output messages
in opposite order.
This way of encoding the design intent, however, has some disadvantages. Suppose that
the Relay actor, instead of just relaying messages, filters them according to some condition,
3

Fundamentally, it is not only difficult to decide which query arrives first, it is impossible to even define
what this means. Under the theory of relativity, the ordering of geographically separated events depends on
the observer.
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Listing 1.5: Variant of X in Listing 1.2 to encode design intent using blocking reads
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

actor X_KPN {
handler main {
count = 1;
await ( dbl ) ;
count *= 2;
arg = await ( inc ) ;
count += arg ;
print count ;
}
}

Listing 1.6: Modification of actor Relay in Listing 1.2 to filter messages
1
2
3
4
5

actor Relay {
handler rly ( X x ) {
if ( some condition ) { x . dbl () ; }
}
}

as shown in Listing 1.6. Now the X KPN will permanently block awaiting a dbl message. The
filtering logic would have to repeated in the X KPN actor, which would have to surround the
blocking read of dbl with a conditional. Moreover, the condition would have to be available
now to X KPN, making the Relay actor rather superfluous. Indeed, our experience building
KPN models is that conditionals tend to have to be replicated throughout a network of
connected actors, thereby compromising the modularity of the design.
Another family of techniques that are used to coordinate concurrent executions for determinism fall under the heading of dataflow and also date back to the 1970s [57, 170]. Modern
versions use carefully crafted notions of “firing rules” [129], which specify preconditions for
an actor to react to inputs. Actors can dynamically switch between firing rules governed
by some conditions, but once again the conditions need to be shared across components to
maintain coordination. One particularly elegant mechanism for governing such sharing is
scenario-aware dataflow, where a state machine governs the coordinated switching between
firing rules [205]. Although dataflow models are generally untimed, there have been some
efforts to augment them with limited temporal semantics [80]. Kahn process networks and
most dataflow models lack the notion of a message handler, something that appears in most
modern realizations of Hewitt actors. Although message handlers are merely a convenience,
for complex actors, they significantly simplify the design.
Another family of coordination techniques that can deliver deterministic execution uses
the synchronous-reactive (SR) principle [20]. Under this principle, actors (conceptually)
react simultaneously and instantaneously at each tick of a global (conceptual) clock. Like
Kahn networks, the underlying semantics is based on fixed points of monotonic functions on
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a complete partial order [66] and determinism is assured. Unlike Kahn networks, however,
the global clock provides a form of temporal semantics. This proves valuable when designing
systems where time is important to the behavior of the system, as is the case with many
cyber-physical systems. Some generalizations include multiclock versions [24]. Many projects
have demonstrated that despite the semantic model of simultaneous and instantaneous execution, it is possible to implement such models in parallel and on distributed machines using
strategies generally called physically asynchronous, logically synchronous (PALS) [195].
A fourth alternative, and the one that is the focus of this thesis, is based on discreteevent (DE) systems, which have historically been used for simulation [221, 41], but can
also be used as a deterministic execution model for actors. DE is a generalization of SR,
where there is a quantitative measure of time elapsing between ticks of the global clock [132].
In DE models, every message sent between actors has a timestamp, which is a numerical
value, and all messages are processed in timestamp order. The underlying semantics of these
models is based on generalized ultrametric spaces rather than complete partial orders, but
this semantics similarly guarantees determinism [140].

1.3

Contributions

The main contributions of this work consist of:
1. a formalization of reactors—a deterministic model of concurrent computation for reactive systems;
2. the implementation of an efficient runtime system for the execution of reactors; and
3. the design and implementation of Lingua Franca (LF)—a polyglot coordination
language based on reactors.
These contributions are meant to enable a methodology for the design and implementation of
concurrent systems that are deterministic by default. Our approach strives for understandable concurrency, improved analyzability, and scalable testing. Central to our programming
model is a semantic notion of time that allows for the existence of multiple timelines and
makes an explicit distinction between logical time and physical time. We leverage this distinction to allow for the formulation of deadlines, as well as the injection of sporadic events
into a running system such that it is able to provide deterministic responses to external
stimuli. The relationship between logical time and physical time that reactors establish
can also be exploited to implement a fully distributed coordination scheme that preserves
determinacy under quantifiable assumptions.
We show that a runtime environment implemented in a language that support threads
can automatically exploit parallelism in reactor programs. We also demonstrate that it is
possible execute reactors under an earliest-deadline-first scheduling policy. Our preliminary
performance evaluation suggests that the determinism of reactors does not come at the cost
of a performance loss when compared to ordinary actors.
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The explicit data dependencies of reactors allow for a “black box” coordination approach
which is the key enabler of the polyglot nature of LF Using LF, it is possible to integrate
reactors with legacy software and the extensive libraries that are an important factor in the
popularity of existing programming languages. LF is also capable of generating “federated”
programs which consist of reactors mapped to across hosts that communicate over a network.

1.4

Related Work

Actors
The work in this thesis is closely related to languages and frameworks that evolve around the
actor model [94, 2]. Actor based languages include Erlang [9], Scala actors [87], Salsa [212],
Rebeca [198], and P [58]. Noteworthy actor frameworks are Akka [185], Ray [168], and
CAF [45]. The flexibility of actors allows building systems that are scalable and resilient to
failures, but this comes at the cost of inherent nondeterminism, which poses challenges to
verify the correctness of actor systems. Rebeca provides a formalism and model checking
techniques for analyzing and verifying actor networks. While this can improve confidence
in a correct implementation, the programmer is still responsible for finding this correct
implementation. P goes a step further in that it also has an efficient runtime system and
compiler that generates code with reasonable performance. P now also has a verifier based
on the UCLID5 modeling and verification language [193].
The concept of “reactive isolates” [178] (coincidentally, later also called “reactors”) was
introduced to modularity combine different communication protocols inside the same actor
(realized in the Scala-based Reactors.IO framework [176]). A key difference with Hewitt
actors is that reactive isolates have separate channels for receiving messages from other
actors and internal event streams to compose reactions. Their channels are analogous to
our input ports. They have no analogy to our output ports, however. A channel in reactive
isolates is a direct reference to an isolate that other isolates can send messages to. Like classic
actors, reactive isolates do not feature a semantic notion of time, and their communication
is asynchronous with no guarantees on message arrival order.

Active Objects
Also related are a family of so-called “active object” languages [29], which approach the problem of concurrent execution by generalizing object-oriented programming with asynchronous
method calls and (sometimes) futures, techniques that allow for parallel and distributed execution. Ensuring determinacy, however, is not a priority, and even support for avoiding
the common pitfalls of threads [128] is sparse in some of these languages. Very recent
work by Henrio, Johnson, and Pun [91], studies the problem of active objects with guaranteed deterministic behavior, which they relate to the satisfaction of confluence properties
between execution steps. They propose a core language for active objects in which well-
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typed programs exhibit deterministic behavior. However, there appears to be no concrete
programming language implementation that leverages these ideas yet.

Content-addressable Memory
The “generative communication” paradigm of Linda [81] aims to unify the notion of process
creation and data exchange by encapsulating them in the same operation—the creation of a
tuple—and carrying out the distribution of tasks and delivery of data in an abstract middleware layer. While this approach achieves a nice separation of concerns between computation
and coordination, it places the order in which events are observed beyond the programmer’s
control. As such, a shared memory model provides very little support to the programmer
for achieving determinism. Tuple space may be thought as a form of distributed shared
memory [167].

Synchronous Languages
The use of synchronous-reactive principles to deterministically coordinate concurrent software has a long history, with notable contributions like Reactive C [33], SL [34], SyncCharts [7], and ReactiveML [153]. A modern variant of SyncCharts, SCCharts [88], composes
finite state machines under a synchronous semantics. It has been recently augmented with a
semantic notion of time [188] based on the concept of dynamic ticks [213, 189]. Like reactors,
components can inform the scheduler at what logical time to trigger reactions.
Synchronous languages, such as Esterel [26], Lustre [86], and Signal [21], make an
abstract notion of time an essential part of the language. Signal and Multiclock Esterel
[24], explicitly support a multiplicity of abstract timelines. Signal supports asynchronous
actions and nondeterministic merging of signals. Some care is required when comparing our
work to these efforts, however. We use the term “clock” in a more classical way as something
that measures the passage of physical time. In the synchronous language use of the term
“clock,” a sequence of events sent from one reactor to another has an associated “clock,”
which is the sequence of tags associated with those events. Since these clocks can all be
different, LF supports at least the multiplicity of timelines like those in Multiclock Esterel.
A federated execution of LF also has the capability of decoupling logical time advance,
so despite our tags coming from a totally ordered set, LF achieves properties similar to
the polychrony of Signal. LF can even accomplish the nondeterminism of Signal by
using physical connections. Like LF, Signal can be used effectively to design distributed
systems [77]. A major difference, however, is that LF is a coordination language, with the
program logic expressed in a target language (C, C++, Python, or TypeScript), whereas
Signal is a complete standalone programming language.
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Dataflow and Process Networks
The embedded systems community commonly uses variants of the actor model with deterministic semantics such as dataflow models [57, 27, 120] and process networks [103, 121].
The fixed graph topologies inherent to these models, enable improved static analysis and optimization [79], but the static topology also limits flexibility and the application’s capability
to react to external events.
Other works that follow a deterministic-by-construction approach but are more focussed
on parallel computing are LVars [115], FlowPools [177] and isolation types [37]. LVars ensure
determinism by allowing only monotonic writes and “threshold” reads that block until a lower
bound is reached. FlowPools are a data structure for composable deterministic parallel
dataflow computation through the use of functional programming abstractions. Isolation
types let programmers declare what data they wish to share between concurrently executing
tasks, and those tasks fork and join isolated revisions of the shared data.

Reactive Programming
Reactors have an overlap with the reactive programming paradigm. In reactive programming
language runtimes, programs are also internally represented by a dependency graph for the
purpose of automatically (re)computing parts of a program whenever values change. The
reactive programming community is mostly focussed on asynchronous, event-driven, and
interactive applications. Sometimes a framework or language is already called “reactive” if
it implements the observer pattern [78]. A wide range of reactive software technologies is
available [14] including programming frameworks like ReactiveX [161] and Reactors.IO [176]
as well as language-level constructs like event loops [207], futures [16], and promises [73]. All
synchronization in actor and reactive programming frameworks needs to be added explicitly
by the programmer. Futures are commonly used to avoid the explicit use of continuation
messages, which gives the “feel” of imperative code but does not prevent programming errors
due to nondeterminism. Finding such errors in reactive systems is particularly difficult [17,
148]. Even more problems arise if languages, frameworks and libraries do not enforce the
underlying model and invite the programmer to break its semantics [203].

Hardware Description Languages
Another family of languages that are related to LF are hardware description languages
(HDLs) such as Verilog [206] and VHDL [8], which can be used to model a digital system at
many levels of abstraction, ranging from the algorithmic level to the gate level. These concurrent programming languages follow both the dataflow and reactive programming paradigm.
They are mostly aimed at electronic design automation to describe digital and mixed-signal
systems such as field-programmable gate arrays and integrated circuits, but they can be used
as a general-purpose parallel programming language as well. Verilog is nondeterministic [64]
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in ways that VHDL is not4 [150] as it updates its internal state and advances to the next tick
only after having handled all pending requests. Unlike reactors, the outputs of components
in VHDL often have to be manually brought into alignment with “delta cycles” (akin to microsteps in our superdense time model). This is because outputs are always produced with a
(microstep) delay in VHDL, whereas reactors can produce output logically instantaneously.
Also noteworthy are the guarded atomic actions of another HDL called Bluespec [11], which
bear resemblance to the reactions of reactors.

Frameworks for System-level Modeling
System-level modeling frameworks such as SystemC [135, 202], and the related SpecC [76]
are closely related to hardware description languages. Programs written in these using these
frameworks compile down to executable programs that implement a discrete-event model
much like reactors do. Where LF is intended for the coordination of software components in
deployed systems, the goal of these frameworks is to aid tasks like design space exploration
and performance modeling.

Modeling and Simulation Tools
A lot of valuable lessons learned in the Ptolemy project [179] and from related modeling
and simulation tools such as Simulink [52] and LabVIEW [28] have been reapplied in the
design of and implementation of reactors and LF. The influence that the Ptolemy project has
had on this work is difficult to overstate. There is a significant overlap between the reactor
model and the discrete-event domain in Ptolemy II, but there are important differences.
The most fundamental difference is that reactors are a departure from the actor abstract
semantics [209] that form the blueprint of all models of computation implemented in Ptolemy
II. Where a Ptolemy actor has a single “fire” function, reactors can have multiple reactions,
some, all, or none of which could execute at any given logical time (depending on which
triggers are present). Reactors and Ptolemy actors share the notion of ports, but the notion
of actions (and their physical or logical “origin” that lets their events be linked to either a
physical or logical timeline) are unique to reactors. The focus of reactors is on performance
and interaction with the physical world, whereas Ptolemy is aimed at the modeling and
simulation of cyber-physical systems.

Accessors
Reactors could be viewed as a continuation of the work on accessors [119, 36], which are
actors that interface asynchronous atomic callbacks through a deterministic coordination
layer based on discrete events [145]. Reactors can fulfill the same role as accessors and
4

Strict determinism was lost with the ’93 revision of the VHDL standard, which introduced shared global
variables [98].
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serve as proxies for remote services, sensors, or actuators. The reactor model’s notion of
actions and reactions resolves an awkwardness that exists in accessors due the fact that their
functionality is broken down in a set of distinct handlers even though they still have a single
“fire” function that causes all handlers to be invoked when the component fires, making
it difficult to schedule the execution of a specific handler. Accessors also feature runtime
mutations, but the dynamic substitution mechanism only takes into account whether the port
types match, not whether the modification could introduce causality loops, for example. In
[102], accessors were augmented with labeled logical clock domains (LLCDs), which allow
asynchronous events to be scheduled relative to the last-known time in a particular clock
domain. In reactors, this would be synonymous with asynchronously scheduling an event on
a logical action, which we explicitly prohibit as this could cause logical time to lag arbitrarily
far behind of physical time, or allow attempts to schedule events in the past with respect
to the current logical time. In a federated reactor program such behavior could also lead to
one federate blocking the advancement of logical time in other federates.

Real-Time Languages
Time naturally plays an essential role in application design for real-time systems [201, 112].
Many languages such as Real-Time Euclid [110], Ada [38], or Real-time Java [208, 214] provide support for modeling temporal as well as behavioral application aspects. Commonly,
such languages focus on time-predictability and are often limited to specifying schedules of
periodic tasks, whereas the primary focus of LF is coordination based deterministic coordination of periodic as well as sporadic tasks. Ada is one of the few languages other than
C that have seen a considerable degree of adoption in avionics, air traffic control, railways,
banking, military and space technology [70]. Another notable exception is the synchronous
language SCADE [23]. Ada’s tasking system is based on an event-driven scheduling model,
but unlike that of reactors, it is nondeterministic [15]. While LF has potential as a language
for designing hard real-time properties, we consider this a secondary goal.
Like LF, Timed C [172] has a logical time that does not elapse during the execution of
a function (except at explicit “timing points”). Moreover, like LF, priorities are inferred
from timing information in the program. The deadlines of LF are all “soft deadlines” in the
terminology of Timed C, meaning that the tasks are run to completion even if they will lead
to a deadline violation. It would be useful further work to realize the “firm deadlines” of
Timed C, but these require the use of low-level C primitives setjmp and longjmp, and it is
not clear that it is possible to provide these in our polyglot approach.
Giotto [92] provides an abstract programming model for the implementation of embedded control systems with hard real-time constraints. In Giotto, platform-independent concerns (functionality and timing) are separated from platform-dependent ones (mapping and
scheduling). Unlike LF, Giotto is a purely task-based model. It is augmented with modes,
which allows for more flexibility, but it is not equipped with the ability to handle sporadic
events, which reactors are able to do via physical actions.
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The logical execution time (LET) paradigm [108], where logical time delays are used to
“mask” physical delays in the system so that all delays are predictable and exact, is fully
compatible with reactors.

Verification of Timing Properties
One of the distinguishing features of reactors is its model of time. There exist formalisms that
also embrace a multiplicity of time lines in parallel and distributed systems. The MARTE
profile of UML, and its Time Model and CCSL (Clock Constraint Specification Language)
[152] specify constraints among instants in a multiplicity of clocks. TimeSquare analyzes
systems of constraints in CCSL [56]. CCSL can be used for embedded systems with distinct
clocking mechanisms [174]. (such as time-driven combined with crankshaft-rotation driven).
TESL (Tagged Events Specification Language), which is based in part on CCSL, like LF,
uses explicit tags and ensures determinism [31]. Neither TESL nor CCSL is a programming
language, but rather a language for modeling timing relationships. They could prove useful
for analyzing LF programs.

1.5

Outline

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction of reactors followed by a formalization of reactors. This chapter provides all the algorithms that are involved in the execution of
reactors.
• Chapter 3 introduces Lingua Franca by explaining its basic syntax and discussing
examples. At the end of this chapter we show that any reactor can be modeled as
a strictly contracting function. This allows us to conclude that the behavior of any
reactor at any logical time can be expressed in terms of a unique fixed point, and
therefore is deterministic.
• Chapter 4 discusses the use of physical actions, the distinction between physical and
logical actions, and the workings of deadlines and logical time delays. It explains
in more detail how reactors expose parallelism, how earliest-deadline-first scheduling
can be achieved, and what can be done to improve performance. We also show how
reactors can be extended with support for subroutines. This chapter concludes with
a preliminary evaluation that compares our performance against the popular actor
framework Akka over a small subset of the Savina [99] benchmark suite.
• Chapter 5 shows how reactors can execute in a federation that spans multiple hosts.
We discuss a centralized coordination method fashioned after HLA [114] and a decentralized coordination method based on Ptides [223].
• Chapter 6 provides conclusions and discusses avenues for further work.

All problems in computer science can be solved
by another level of indirection.
David Wheeler

Chapter 2
Reactors
This chapter draws from and expands on previously published work titled “Reactors: A deterministic model for composable reactive systems” [144] that was co-authored with Ínigo Íncer
Romeo, Andrés Goens, Patricia Derler, Jeronimo Castrillon, Edward A. Lee, and Alberto
Sangiovanni-Vincentelli.
Reactors, first described in [146], can be thought of as deterministic actors composed of
reactions. Reactions bear resemblance to the message handlers of actors, except rather than
responding to messages, reactions are triggered by discrete events and may also produce
them. An event relates a value to a tag. A tag represents the logical time at which the event
was released into the system. Reactions have access to state shared with other reactions, but
only within the same reactor. Events are the only means by which reactors can communicate
with one another.
Where message handlers in actors are invoked in no particular order, the order in which
reactions in reactors can occur is subject to specific constraints. Events are always observed
in tag order. Events with identical tags are logically simultaneous. An event can trigger
a reaction, but a triggered reaction does not execute before all events with the same tag
that it can observe have been produced. This means that any reactions responsible for
producing such events are forced to execute prior (should they be triggered at that logical
time). Reactors can be classified as a “sparse synchronous model” [63] as the synchronousreactive interactions that occur at any particular logical time may be limited to isolated
parts of the system. When a reaction executes, it has exclusive access to the reactor’s state,
and for any two reactions of the same reactor that are triggered by events with the same
tag (or one and the same event), the order in which they execute is predefined. Because of
these constraints, reactors react deterministically to inputs, making it possible to verify the
correctness of their behavior through testing.
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Figure 2.1: A reactor implementation of the introductory example. Reactor X has a startup
reaction that produces an event on output ports dbl and inc. The second reaction of Y,
triggered by input port inc, cannot execute 1) before Relay has reacted; and 2) until after
the first reaction of Y has executed in case it was triggered by an event on dbl.

2.1

Ports, Hierarchy, and Actions

The term “reactors” is a nod to Hewitt and Agha’s actors [95, 1] (actors, revisited), but
also to the synchronous reactive programming paradigm that underpins languages like Esterel [26], Signal [21], Lustre [86], and their derivatives. Different from Hewitt actors,
reactors do not directly refer to their peers. Reactors have named (and typed) ports that
allow them to be connected to other reactors (depicted by black triangles in Figure 2.1). An
event produced by one reactor is only observed by other reactors that are connected to the
port on which the event is produced. Events arrive at input ports, and reactions produce
events via output ports.
The extra level of indirection implied by ports enables a hierarchical design where a
reactor that contains other reactors, such as the one named Composite in Figure 2.1, has
access to dependency information that makes it possible to enforce ordering constraints that
preserve determinacy. The Composite reactor in Figure 2.1 contains one instance of each of
the three other reactors and defines how their ports are connected. In this example, there
is only one composite, but composite reactors themselves can also have input and output
ports and can be contained by (and connected to) other composites. There is one exception:
top-level reactors are not allowed to have inputs or outputs. The containment hierarchy of
reactors also serves as a scoping mechanism for ports, imposing constraints on the kinds of
connections that can be drawn. Specifically, connections are not allowed to traverse more
than one level of hierarchy. For instance, it is possible to connect the input port of a container
to the input port of a contained reactor, but not to any input ports embedded deeper in
containment hierarchy.
Reactors also feature a special variant of ports called actions. Unlike ports, actions are
not visible to other reactors and it is not possible to connect to them. Actions are used for
scheduling events that trigger reactions of the same reactor at a future logical time. Actions
are also used as a synchronization mechanism between the logic inside reactions, which
execute at well-defined logical time instants, and asynchronous events originating from the
environment, such as data being reported from a sensor or a message being received through
a network interface. Such sporadic external events get assigned tags in a way that ensures
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determinacy, in the sense that once a tag has been assigned, the response of the reactor
program is well defined.
In addition to user-defined actions, each reactor has two distinguished triggers: one called
“startup,” (represented by the circle in Figure 2.1) which is present only at the very first
time instant of a reactor’s execution, and another called “shutdown,” which signals the end
of a reactor’s execution.

2.2

State Variables

Reactions may share state variables with other reactions in the same reactor. It is this
capability that is the prime motivator for bundling multiple reactions in a single reactor.
A shared resource may simply be a variable, but it could also be a socket, or a physical
device. To preserve determinacy, reactions within one reactor are invoked in a predefined
order when there are logically simultaneous input messages. Semantically, this approach
follows the sequential constructiveness principle of SCCharts [89], which are an extension of
Harel’s Statecharts [90] that allows arbitrary sequential reads or writes of shared variables
during a synchronous-reactive tick. Because reactors do not share state among one another,
if two distinct reactors receive logically simultaneous messages, then their reactions may be
invoked in parallel unless there exists a connection between the two reactors that requires
the upstream reactor’s reaction to execute first.

2.3

Connections

The usage of ports and connections to establish explicit communication channels between
actors—such as is done in Ptolemy II [179]—readily exposes dependencies that are difficult
to infer in a setting where actors address each other directly. But even such an explicit
communication topology does not reveal all dependency information required to make wellinformed scheduling decisions that honor data dependencies.
Internally, actors may also establish dependencies between ports through their application
logic (i.e., inside their handlers). The most conservative approximation of application logic
induced dependencies would assume that all outputs of an actor depend on all inputs of
that actor, but that may lead to the false flagging of potential problems such as zero-delay
feedback loops or deadlock situations. In Ptolemy II, actors are equipped with causality
interfaces [224] to report dependencies more accurately. Those dependencies, however, need
to be declared by the programmer or inferred on the basis of code analysis. Reactors, on the
other hand, make causality interfaces an integral part of component definitions, by breaking
down their functionality into reactions, each of which is subject to simple lexical scoping
rules that limit access to input and output ports, thereby eliminating dependencies between
ports that are out of scope.
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A major advantage of this approach is that the causality interface of a reaction is always
complete. If a dependency exists, then it must be reflected in the interface definition. Using
this scheme, a programmer cannot forget to declare a dependency without breaking the
program, and effort associated with declaring dependencies incentivizes the programmer
to only declare dependencies necessitated by the logic in the reaction. This promotes the
goal of imposing the fewest constraints necessary to preserve causal consistency during the
execution of a reactor program while leaving maximum freedom to the runtime scheduler
to exploit parallelism in the program—all while treating the functionality of a reaction as a
black box. This allows a schedule to be devised purely based on dependency information,
although there is a cost. If a reaction declares that it reads an input, for example, then it
may only be executed after that input is known. If it then does not actually read the input,
due to a data dependency in the reaction body, then the constraint was unnecessary.
Statically declaring the dependencies comes at the cost of a slight loss in the accuracy
of the reporting of causal dependencies, but it facilitates the polyglot nature of LF the
reactor-oriented coordination language we discuss in Chapter 3. In LF, the implementations
of reactions are given in verbatim target code that is not even parsed, much less analyzed.
While it would be possible to infer the declared input/output dependencies through static
analysis, whenever the reading of input messages or writing of output messages in a reaction
is data dependent, then whether a declared dependency is actually a real dependency proves
undecidable. Hence, even the most sophisticated analysis will be conservative. Through LF,
a variety of target languages can be supported by the reactor model. For example, using C
as a target language is appropriate for resource constrained, deeply embedded systems, while
Python may be a better choice for AI applications and Java for enterprise-scale distributed
applications. Because target-language code is not analyzed in the LF compiler, comparatively
little effort is required to add support for new target languages.

2.4

Example: Drive-by-wire System

To illustrate how reactors behave, let us return to the “unintended acceleration” problem
mentioned in the introduction and consider a power train of an electric vehicle implemented
using reactors. Our example, illustrated using the diagram in Figure 2.2, implements a
so-called drive-by-wire system. In most modern road vehicles there is still a mechanical
coupling between brake pedal and brakes, but so-called “brake-by-wire” designs have started
to appear in cars in the recent years. These modern designs can improve the braking efficiency
and stability of the vehicle [219]. The six reactors contained in the PowerTrain reactor
jointly coordinate the control of the brakes and the engine. While this example is obviously
oversimplified, it features enough complexity to allow us to highlight some of the most
interesting aspects of our model. Following the “accessor” pattern from [35], each reactor
in the figure (represented by a box with rounded corners) endows a complex subsystem of
the car with a simple interface that allows it to be connected to other reactors. Connections
are shown as solid lines in the diagram; other dependencies (through ports and actions) are
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represented by dashed lines.
PowerTrain
a : Accelerator
Setup callback

Apply the requested force
Output reported angle

1

2

P
min delay: 0
min spacing: 2msec
policy: replace

angle

Adjust the force

b : Brakes

bc : BrakeControl

Reaction with deadline

angle

force

force

Apply the requested torque

bp : BrakePedal
Setup callback

Output reported angle

1

2

angle

P
min delay: 0
min spacing: 1msec
policy: replace

2msec

applied

angle

brkOn

mc : MotorControl

m : Motor

Set torque to zero if car is braking

Reaction with deadline

1

torque

torque

3msec

Adjust torque unless car is braking

2

Figure 2.2: A reactor that implements a simplified power train control module.
Consider the bp (brake pedal) reactor, in Figure 2.2, which is used to signal the braking
demand. We assume that updates from the pedal are reported via an interrupt, which
enables an interrupt service routine (ISR) that schedules a physical action (represented by a
small triangle labeled with a P) without further delay. This internal action triggers a reaction
that sets the value of the angle and applied output ports. In order to avoid overwhelming
the system, the physical action specifies a minimum spacing of 1 ms, which means that
subsequent invocations of this reaction are always at least one millisecond apart. The values
angle and applied, if present, are propagated to bc (brake control) and mc (motor control),
respectively. Notice that bp only has to set applied at times that the pedal changes from
being released to pressed and vice versa. This prevents the system from being burdened with
handling insignificant events. This sparsity of events is characteristic of reactor systems and
other “sparse synchronous” models [63]. Eliminating “redundant” events has the advantage
of reducing system load and making execution traces easier to comprehend.
Let us now consider the mc reactor, which has two reactions. We interpret the number
associated with each reaction as its priority; this way, we obtain an execution order in case
both brkOn and angle are present at the same logical time. The first reaction, mc.1, is
triggered by brkOn; it updates the state of the reactor to reflect whether the brake pedal is
currently pressed or released. If the brakes are being applied, then it adjusts the torque to
zero. The second reaction, mc.2, is triggered by the angle input; it checks a state variable to
see whether the brakes are applied, and only if this is not the case, sets the torque output in
correspondence with the requested angle.
The design of a (accelerator) is identical to that of bp except for the larger minimum
spacing of 2 ms, limiting the frequency at which a can produce events to 500 events per
second.
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The design assures that when the accelerator pedal is stuck or reports faulty readings,
the car will still slow down in response to the break pedal being pressed; the motor is never
allowed to apply torque when the brakes are applied. Note that this approach does not
attempt to artificially eliminate nondeterminism that is intrinsic to the physical realization
of the system; actions can occur sporadically, but the logic constituted by reactions is deterministic, and therefore, testable. The behavior of the system is relatively easy to reason
about, and it is straightforward to formulate meaningful test cases to build confidence in the
correctness of the implementation of the reactions.
Finally, reactors can be subjected to deadlines, which are elaborated on in more detail in
Section 4.1. Two deadlines are present in Figure 2.2: a 2 ms deadline marked at the reaction
of b (brakes) and a 3 ms deadline marked at the reaction of m (motor). Conceptually, these
deadlines specify end-to-end physical time delays in the system between the occurrence of
events and reactions triggered by those events. An event may originate from a physical action
that is scheduled in response to the arrival of a sensor reading (e.g., bp in our example), and
the triggered reaction may be driving an actuator (e.g., reactor b). The 2 ms deadline in our
example simply states that reaction in b should start no later than 2 ms past the physical
time at which bp reported a new angle.

2.5

Formalization

In this section we formalize the concept of reactors and specify their behavior as it is guided
algorithmically by the runtime environment that performs their execution. The provided
algorithms ought to be interpreted as an abstract reference implementation, and, as such,
delineate the dynamic semantics of reactors. For readers who prefer to read programming
language syntax and code examples over mathematical notation, it may be advisable to skip
over this material and continue reading at the start of Chapter 3. Specific parts of the
formalization that offer clarification of aspects not fully covered in the remaining chapters
will be referred back to, making it easy to consult them whenever a more formal explanation
is preferable. Appendix A also provides a summary of our model as a quick reference for
looking up the meaning of symbols we use in our notation.
Some central concepts we will introduce are described by lists of elements. In order to
simplify notation, we will use the symbol for the element of a list to also denote a function
that maps the list to the element corresponding to that symbol. For example, if x = (a, b),
we reuse the symbols a and b to be functions that map x to its elements a and b, respectively.
Thus, we will commonly use the notation a(x), where x is a list, and a is the symbol of one
of the elements in that list.
First, we need to introduce some notation. Let Σ be a set. We refer to the elements of Σ
as identifiers. We will use identifiers to uniquely refer to various objects to be introduced.
There is no need to further define the structure of identifiers.
Let V be a set, which we refer to as the set of values. This set represents the data
values exchanged between or within reactors. Similarly, we do not assume any structure in
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the values, i.e., reactors are untyped. We define one distinguished element in the value set:
ε ∈ V is called the absent value.

Notions of Time
Reactors use a superdense model of time [133, 151]. In this model, a time instant is
represented by a tag [123]. A tag is denoted by a pair, of which the first element is a
time value—an integer representation of time in some predefined unit (e.g., milliseconds or
nanoseconds)—and the second element denotes a microstep index. Formally, the set of tags
G = T × N, where T is order-isomorphic with the natural numbers and N is the set of
non-negative integers. Two tags are equal if and only if both their time value and microstep
index are equal. We define a total order on G lexicographically: if (t, m), (t0 , m0 ) ∈ G, we
say that (t, m) < (t0 , m0 ) if and only if (t < t0 ) ∨ (t = t0 ∧ m < m0 ) . G has an addition operation that operates element-wise. Using an integer representation for time ensures that
addition is associative [51], which is not normally the case when using floating-point representations1 . Given a tag g = (t, m), we can extract the time value and the microstep using
the conventional projection operator π, where π1 (g) = t and π2 (g) = m.
Definition 1 (Logical time). Logical time is a monotonically increasing sequence of tags
of the form g = (t, m), where t is referred to as the time value and to m as the microstep
index.
Remark 1 (Time units). The time values of logical time and physical time must be given
in some unit of measurement. In order to meaningfully relate two time values, their units
must be the same. Whenever we omit units in expressions that relate time values, we simply
assume the units match. Microstep indices, on the other hand, are unitless.
While we use logical time to track the progress our computation, we use physical time
to understand the order of events observed in the physical world and order these events
with respect to events on our logical timeline. We assume a background Newtonian time
τ ∈ R, but in our notation we will only refer to time values T ∈ T that represent imperfect
measurements of it. We use the same set for time values drawn from physical clocks as the
time values that originate from logical clocks because we are interested in cyber-physical
systems, which conjoin the dynamics of the physical world with that of the software. This
allows us to take the current physical time T and place it on our logical timeline by converting
it to a tag g = (T, 0). Likewise, we can take a tag g = (t, m) and compare its time value
π1 (g) to T .
Definition 2 (Physical time). Physical time refers to a time value T ∈ T that is obtained
from a clock on the execution platform.
1
Recent work by Ahrens, Demmel, and Nguyen [4] describes a method that achieves reproducible summation independent of summation order using only standard floating-point operations, but at a 7x performance
cost. New floating-point operations described in the IEEE Floating Point Standard-2019 [97] can be used to
reduce the cost of their algorithm.
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Tagged Events
Definition 3 (Event). An event e is defined as a list e = (a, v, g), where a ∈ Σ is called
the event’s action, v ∈ V its value, and g ∈ G the tag. Events inherit an order from their
tags. If e and e0 are events, we say that e < e0 if and only if g(e) < g(e0 ). Finally, e and e0
are logically simultaneous if and only if g(e) = g(e0 ).
Given an action a, we define T (a) to identify the reactions that are triggered by a (see
Table 2.1).
Events
Event instance
Event action
Event value
Event tag
Triggered reactions

e = (a, v, g)
a∈A
v∈V
g∈G
T (a) = {n ∈ N (C(a)) | a ∈ T (n)}

Table 2.1: A formal model of events.

Reactors
We now proceed to define reactors.
Definition 4 (Reactor). A reactor r is a list r = (I, O, A, S, N , M, R, P, {•, }), where
1. I ⊆ Σ is a set of inputs,
2. O ⊆ Σ × V a set of outputs,
3. A × V a set of actions,
4. S ⊆ Σ × V a set of state variables,
5. N a set of reactions,
6. M ⊆ N a set of mutations,
7. R a set of contained reactors,
8. P : N → P the priority function, and
9. {•, } distinguished triggers called startup and shutdown, respectively.
Given two reactors r and r0 , the sets I(r), O(r), A(r), S(r), I(r0 ), O(r0 ), A(r0 ), and
S(r0 ) are all pairwise disjoint. Similarly, the sets R(r) and R(r0 ) are disjoint, and so are
the sets N (r) and N (r0 ) and M(r) and M(r0 ).
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While input ports, output ports, and state simply bind identifiers to values, actions
are more elaborate because they need to provide the runtime scheduler with additional
information.
The reactor tuple distinguishes between reactions and mutations which are a subset of
reactions that are capable of changing the internal structure (i.e., the contents of R and N ) of
the containing reactor. Because such structural changes have further-reaching consequences
than the mere triggering of reactions, additional dependencies are implied by mutations (see
Section 2.6).
Reactors can contain other reactors, which are listed in reactor set R. We use the
following definition to navigate the hierarchy of a reactor.
Definition 5 (Container function). The container function C maps a reactor r to the
reactor which contains it. The function returns > (pronounced “top”) if no reactor contains
r. Since the sets R(r), R(r0 ) are disjoint for r 6= r0 , C is well-defined. Let r be a reactor. If
C(r) = >, we say that r is top-level. We also define the container function for reactions:
let n be a reaction; then C(n) yields the reactor r such that n ∈ N (r). The same applies to
mutations. Finally, we define the container function for inputs, outputs, and actions: let i,
o, and a be an input, output, and action, respectively, of three reactors r, r0 , and r00 . Then
C(i) = r if and only if i ∈ I(r), C(o) = r0 if and only if o ∈ O(r0 ), and C(a) = r00 if and
only if a ∈ A(r00 ). Similarly, the function C is well-defined here since all the relevant sets
are pairwise disjoint for two distinct reactors.
Remark 2 (Hierarchy). We define an atomic reactor as above, with an empty contained
reactor set R. We call these degree-0 reactors. Then, for n ≥ 1 we define a reactor of degree
n as a reactor with a set R of reactors of degree at most n − 1. Moreover, the reactor set of
a degree-n reactor contains at least one reactor of degree n − 1.
Using P, the reactor imposes an order on its constituent reactions to serialize the execution of simultaneously triggered reactions. It does this by mapping all contained reactors R
to P, which is defined as follows.
Definition 6 (Priority set). Let Z be the set of integer numbers, Z+ the set of integers larger
than zero, Z− the set of integers smaller than zero, and ∗ a symbol which is not an integer.
The priority set, P, is given by P = Z− ∪ Z+ ∪ {∗}. The set P is a partial order given by
the order in Z extended with ∗ ≤ ∗ and p < ∗ for all p ∈ Z− .
The use of ∗ is to allow particular reactions of the same reactor to be executed in parallel
if is statically known that they do not touch the reactor’s state.
Remark 3 (Connections). Notice that connections are not modeled explicitly in this formalization. Instead, we represent connections with reactions whose only purpose is to relay
the value from one port to another. These so-called relay reactions are assigned the priority ∗, meaning they can execute concurrently with other reactions in the containing reactor.
To preserve determinacy, it must be checked that if there exist two or more reactions that
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Reactors
Reactor instance
Set of input ports for r
Set of output ports for r
Set of actions for r
Set of state variables for r
Set of reactions contained in r
Set of mutations contained in r
Set of contained reactors of r
Priority function
Startup trigger for r
Shutdown trigger for r
Reactor containing reactor r

r = (I, O, A, S, N , M, R, P, {•, }) ∈ R
I(r) ⊆ {p ∈ P | C(p) = r}
O(r) ⊆ {p ∈ P | C(p) = r}
A(r) ⊆ {a ∈ A | C(a) = r}
S(r) ⊆ Σ × V
N (r) ⊆ {n ∈ N | C(n) = r}
M(r) ⊆ N (r)
R(r) ⊆ {r0 ∈ R | C(r0 ) = r}
P(r) : N (r) → P
•(r)
(r)
C(r) ⊆ R

Table 2.2: A formal model of reactors.
share a particular port p among their effects, those reactions must be strictly well-ordered in
P, i.e., ∀n, n0 ∈ D∨ (p) . C(n) = C(n0 ) ∧ n 6= n0 =⇒ P(n) < P(n0 ) ∨ P(n0 ) < P(n). It
should be emphasized that this choice was made merely to simplify the formalization. Any
concrete runtime implementation could avoid this level of indirection and set the value of
downstream ports directly.
Finally, each reactor has two reserved triggers: • and  which are used to signal the
starting up or shutting down of the reactor, respectively. While these can be used to trigger
reactions, the reaction code cannot schedule them. They can be seen as “hooks” for executing
code at the beginning or end of a reactor’s life cycle.

Ports
Definition 7 (Port). A port is defined as p = (p, v), where
1. p ∈ Σ is the port identifier; and
2. v ∈ V is the port value;
We will find it convenient to have auxiliary functions that return the reactions which have
a given port as one of their sources (which include triggers), and the reactions which have
a given port as their effect. To this end, we define the maps N (i) and N ∨ (p), respectively.
Their definition is shown in Table 2.3.
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Ports
Port instance
Port identifier
Port value

p = (x, v) ∈ P
x∈Σ
v∈V n


Reactions with p as an effect

o


S
p
∈
D(n)
N (p) = n ∈
N
(r)
∪
N
(C(p))
r∈R(C(p))
o
n
S


∨
p ∈ D∨ (n)
N (p) = n ∈
r∈R(C(p)) N (r) ∪ N (C(p))

Reactor containing p

C(p) ⊆ R

Reactions with p as a source

Table 2.3: A formal model of ports.

Actions
Definition 8 (Action). An action is defined as a = (x, v, o, d, s, p), where
1. x ∈ Σ is the action identifier;
2. v ∈ V is the action value;
3. o ∈ O is the action origin, which specifies whether events on this action are to be
scheduled relative to logical time or relative to physical time;
4. d ∈ {t ∈ T | t ≥ 0} is the minimum delay of an event scheduled on this action with
respect to the last-processed tag;
5. s ∈ {t ∈ T | t ≥ 0} ∪ ⊥ is the minimum spacing between any two events that are
subsequently scheduled on this action, or ⊥ if no constraint applies; and
6. p ∈ P is the spacing violation policy of the action, which determines how violations
of the minimum spacing requirement are handled.

Action Origin
When an event is being scheduled on an action, this event will have a tag that is computed
based on the minimum delay d, possibly an additional delay, and the current logical time
or the current physical time, depending on whether the action’s origin is logical or physical,
respectively. An action a for which o(a) = Logical is called a logical action; a physical
action, on the other hand, is an action a for which o(a) = Logical.
Definition 9 (Origins).
O = {Logical, Physical}
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While this logic is detailed in Algorithm 2 in Section 2.5, the intent behind distinguishing
logical and physical actions is that logical actions must only be scheduled during reactions,
at well-defined logical time instants, whereas physical actions can be scheduled at any time,
asynchronously (from another thread of execution), in response to something happening in
the physical world. After all, there is no well-defined current logical time outside of the
context of a reaction. Hence, for physical actions, not only the value of the event is an input
to the system, but so is be the timestamp that will determine its tag.
The subtle interaction between logical and physical time in the reactor model can be
understood as establishing an interface between inherently asynchronous and nondeterministic concurrent tasks on the one hand (e.g., a sensor that monitors a physical process) and
deterministic computational tasks that benefit from testability and could require precise and
predictable timing on the other (e.g., to drive an actuator to influence said physical process).
Rather than superimposing a deterministic world view on things that are inherently unpredictable, or, rejecting determinism entirely (and fundamentally compromising testability),
reactors provide a model of computation that that reconciles these disparate views.
Event Spacing
In order to prevent overwhelming the runtime environment by inundating with events, actions
can be parameterized with a constraint on the volume of events that can be scheduled per a
given time interval. Having such constraint is critical for enabling schedulability analysis in
the face of sporadic events.
Definition 10 (Minimum event spacing). We define the minimum spacing of an action
a, denoted as s(a), to be the non-negative minimum distance between the tags of any two
subsequently scheduled events on a. If s(a) = 0 then the minimum distance is one microstep.
If a minimum spacing has been specified (i.e., it is not ⊥), then a policy determines how
violations if the spacing requirement are handled. For instance, a broken sensor or unforeseen
circumstance in the physical part of a cyber-physical system could cause a flood of events to
be scheduled. The policy then specifies how the runtime system has to cope with this.
Definition 11 (Spacing violation policies). We define the spacing violation policy of an
action a, p(a) ∈ P, where
P = {Defer, Drop, Replace}.

The exact meaning of these policies is clarified in Algorithm 2, but they can be summarized as follows:
• Drop: Ignore the scheduling request;
• Replace: Attempt to update the previously scheduled event if it has not been handled
yet; defer the event otherwise; and
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• Defer: Schedule the event, but adjust its tag so that it satisfies the minimum spacing
requirement.
Actions
Action instance
Action identifier
Action value
Action origin
Minimum delay
Minimum spacing
Spacing violation policy
Last scheduled event
Reactor containing a

a = (x, v, o, d, s, p) ∈ A
x∈Σ
v∈V
o ∈ {Logical, Physical}
d ∈ {t ∈ T | t ≥ 0}
s ∈ {t ∈ T | t ≥ 0} ∪ ⊥
p ∈ {Defer, Drop, Replace}
L(a) ⊆ ({a} × V × G) ∪ ⊥
C(a) ⊆ R

Table 2.4: A formal model of actions.
In order to enforce a minimum spacing between scheduled events, some bookkeeping is
required. For this, we introduce the following function that maps a given action to the last
event that has been scheduled on that action, or ⊥ if there is no such event:
L(a) ⊆ ({a} × V × G) ∪ ⊥.

Reactions
Definition 12 (Reaction). A reaction n is defined as n = (D, T , B, D∨ , H, ∆, B∆ ), where
S
1. D ⊆ I(C(n)) ∪ r∈R(C(n)) O(r) is a set of sources, ports whose value the reaction may
read;
2. T ⊆ D ∪ A(C(n)) ∪ {•, } is a set of triggers, whose presence cause the execution of
the reaction;
3. B is the body of the reaction (i.e., the code that runs when the reaction executes);
S
4. D∨ ⊆ O(C(n)) ∪ r∈R(C(n)) I(r) is the set of effects, ports whose value the reaction
may write;
5. H ⊆ A(C(n)) is the set of schedulable actions, actions for which n can generate
events;
6. ∆ ∈ {t ∈ T | t ≥ 0} ∪ ⊥ is a deadline that, if not ⊥, imposes a bound on the extent to
which logical time is allowed to lag behind physical time when the reaction is triggered
and ready to execute; and
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7. B∆ is the body of a deadline miss handler, which is an alternative reaction body to
be executed when the deadline has been violated.
Reactions
n = (D, T , B, D∨ , H,
S∆, B∆ ) ∈ N 
D(n) ⊆ I(C(n)) ∪
r∈R(C(n)) O(r)

Reaction instance
Set of reaction sources
Set of reaction triggers
Reaction body
Set of reaction effects

T (n) ⊆ D(n) ∪ A(C(n)) ∪ {•, }
B(n)
S

D∨ (n) ⊆ O(C(n)) ∪
I(r)
r∈R(C(n))

Set of schedulable actions
Reactor containing reaction n

H(n) ⊆ A(C(n))
C(n) ⊆ (
R

Reaction priority

P(n) ∈

Priority of unordered reactions
Deadline
Deadline miss handler

∀p ∈ Z− ∀q ∈ Z+ .(p < ∗) ∧ (q ≮ ∗) ∧ (∗ ≮ q) ∧ (∗ ≤ ∗)
∆(n) ∈ {t ∈ T | t ≥ 0} ∪ ⊥
B∆ (n)

Z−
Z+ ∪ {∗}

if n ∈ M(C(n))
otherwise

Table 2.5: A formal model of reactions.

Remark 4 (Reaction priority). Reaction priority determines the order in which reactions
of the same reactor execute when triggered at the same logical time instant. P maps mutations
to elements that are strictly less than the elements that it maps reactions to (see Table 2.5).
Thus, a reactor’s mutations will always have precedence over its reactions. The priority set
includes a special priority element ∗ which is incomparable with the positive integers. It
can be assigned to reactions that may execute in arbitrary order and therefore may execute
concurrently, but only after all mutations of the reactor have finished executing.

API for Reactions
A reactor program executes in the context of a runtime environment that provides the
following procedures:
• currentTag: Returns tag g = (t, m), the last observed logical time;
• get: Returns the value associated with given port/action at the current tag;
• physicalTime: Returns T , the last observed physical time;
• schedule: Schedules a given action with minimum delay of one microstep; and
• set: Binds a given value to a given port at the current tag;
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• requestStop: To request the execution of the entire program to halt.
These procedures are the only means provided for code in the body of an ordinary
reaction or deadline miss handler to interact with other reactors. While set and set facilitate
synchronous communication with reactions in other reactors, schedule is intended to trigger
reactions at a later tag within the same reactor, via an action. Actions can have a minimum
delay associated with them, which schedule uses to determine the tag of the resulting event.
Moreover, an action must have a specified origin: logical or physical. When scheduled, an
action with a logical origin (i.e., a logical action) will have an event occur with a tag relative
to the last known logical time. On the other hand, actions with a physical origin (i.e., physical
actions) allow events to be tagged based on a time value obtained from the platform (i.e., a
physical clock).

Data Structures
Definition 13 (Event queue). We define the event queue QE as a set of scheduled events,
to be handled no earlier than the moment at which physical time matches the time value of
their tag.
Definition 14 (Reaction queue). We define the reaction queue QR as a set of triggered
reactions, to be executed in order of precedence at the current logical time.
Definition 15 (Defunct reactor stack). We define the defunct reactor stack SD as a set
of defunct reactors (i.e, reactors that have been marked for deletion and are reacting to  at
the current logical time), to be removed from their container after the last reaction at the
current logical time has concluded.
While we define QE and QR as ordinary sets in this formalization, any concrete implementation of a reactor runtime environment would use priority queues for these. Likewise,
SD is an ordinary set could conveniently be substituted with a stack to ensure that reactors
are removed in the correct order (i.e., remove contained reactors before removing their container). While QE stores events that are to trigger reactions at some future instant, QR only
stores reactions that have been triggered at the current logical time. Events are retrieved
from QE ordered by tag (smallest tag first). Reactions are retrieved from QR ordered by
precedence, which is determined through dependency analysis (see Section 2.6).

Event Generation
We now discuss how events are created. The body of a reaction is a container for application
code. Let n be a reaction. Then the body B(n) of this reaction is allowed to invoke the
following two functions that affect the execution environment: schedule and set.
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Setting Ports
A reaction can only execute set on its declared effects. The execution of set in the body of
a reaction propagates the set value to downstream ports and adds triggered reactions to QR ,
the set of reactions to be executed at the current logical time. set is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Set a value on port p and trigger reactions
1: procedure set(p, value)
2:
v(p) ← value
3:
reactions ← T (p)
4:
lock(mutex)
5:
QR ← QR ∪ reactions
6:
unlock(mutex)
7: end procedure

. Obtain lock to ensure integrity of the reaction queue
. Queue triggered reactions for execution
. Release the lock

The name of this procedure was chosen carefully to reflect its semantics. Its invocation
is analogous to the setting of a variable, not the sending of a message. Of subsequent
invocations of set on the same port at the same logical time only the last value will be
observed by other reactors. Reactions triggered by the setting of a port are queued for
execution at the same logical time instant.
Thread Synchronization
The procedures given as part of this formalization assume a multi-threaded execution platform. While it is not necessary for a reactor runtime environment to execute reactions in
parallel, there are clear circumstances under which it could. The fact that opportunities
for parallelization are statically known for a reactor program makes is a major attraction of
the reactor model. While a non-threaded runtime environment would be somewhat simpler
to explain, the complications introduced by threads are limited. Most importantly, thread
synchronization is required to protect the integrity of concurrently accessed data structures.
Specifically, QE and QR , as well as the variable g that holds the current logical time, must
be protected from data races. We achieve this using a single mutex lock, as shown in
Algorithm 1, Lines 4–6. A major advantage of this design is that the use of a single lock
ensures deadlock-freedom.
Threads do not only enable the parallel execution of independent reactions; they are also
useful for facilitating non-blocking interactions with the (physical) environment—think of
asynchronous callbacks or code in an interrupt service routine. Communication between such
asynchronously executing code and the runtime system designed to occur through physical
actions. Here, too, thread synchronization is necessary to protect the integrity of the event
queue QE and the variable that stores the logical time g.
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Scheduling Actions
A reaction can only call schedule on its set of schedulable actions. An invocation of
schedule amounts to a request to have an event occur on a given action at some future
instant. The logic used by the runtime environment to handle such request is shown in
Algorithm 2, which is summarized as follows:
Algorithm 2 Schedule an action a.
1: procedure schedule(a, additionalDelay, value)
2:
delay ← d(a) + additionalDelay
3:
lock(mutex)
. Ensure exclusive access to g and QE
4:
if o(a) = Logical then
5:
if delay = 0 then
. Compute tag for logical action
6:
tag ← currentTag()
. Preserve microsteps if delay is zero
7:
else
8:
tag ← (π1 (currentTag()) + delay, 0)
. Ignore microsteps otherwise
9:
end if
10:
else
11:
tag ← (physicalTime() + delay, 0)
. Compute tag for physical action
12:
end if
13:
if s(a) = ⊥ then
. Defer to next available microstep
0
0
0
14:
conflicts ← {e ∈ QE | a(e ) = a ∧ π1 (g(e )) = π1 (tag)}
15:
tag ← max({tag} ∪ {g(e0 ) | e0 ∈ conflicts}) + (0, 1)
16:
else if L(a) 6= ⊥ then
. Determine whether tag is “too early”
17:
if (tag < g(L(a)) + s(a)) ∨ (tag = g(L(a)) ∧ s(a) = 0) then
18:
if p(a) = Drop then
19:
unlock(mutex)
20:
return
. Do not schedule
21:
else if p(a) = Replace ∧L(a) ∈ QE then
22:
v(L(a)) ← value
. Update the value of the last event if still in QE
23:
unlock(mutex)
24:
return
25:
else
26:
tag ← max(g(L(a)) + (s(a), 0), g(L(a)) + (0, 1))
. Defer the event
27:
end if
28:
end if
29:
end if
30:
e ← (a, value, tag)
31:
QE ← QE ∪ {e}
. Enqueue the event
32:
L(a) ← e
. Record e as the last event for a
33:
unlock(mutex)
34: end procedure
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• L2 Compute the scheduling delay by adding the minimum delay of the given action
d(a) and specified the additional delay.
• L4–12: Compute a preliminary tag. If the action’s origin is Logical, then do this based
on the current logical time g. Microsteps are only preserved if the computed scheduling
delay is zero. If the action’s origin is Physical, then compute the preliminary tag based
on the current physical time.
• If no minimum spacing has been specified, then determine whether there are any events
already queued for the same action that have a tag with a time value that matches the
computed tag. We call these events conflicting.
– L15: If there exist conflicting events, then adjust the timestamp of the computed
tag to have a microstep larger than the greatest tag among the conflicting events.
If there are no conflicts, just add one microstep to the computed tag.
• L16: If a minimum spacing has been specified, enforce it according to the specified
policy. If no policy has been specified, the assumed policy is Defer. Enforcement is
only necessary if a previous event has been scheduled on the same action with a tag
that is closer to the computed tag than is permitted by the minimum spacing, or when
the minimum spacing is zero and the tag of the last-scheduled event matches the time
value of the computed tag.
– L19 If the policy is Drop, simply drop the event and return without having inserted
a new event into the event queue.
– L22 If the policy is Replace and the previously scheduled event L(a) is still on
the event queue, then update its value and return. No new event will be inserted
in the event queue.
– L26: If either the policy is Defer or it is Replace but the previously scheduled
event L(a) has already left the event queue, then recompute the tag to satisfy
the minimum spacing requirement. If the minimum spacing is greater than zero,
then let the new tag be the tag of the previously scheduled event g(L(a)) with
the time value offset by the minimum spacing. If the minimum spacing is zero,
then let the new tag be g(L(a)) plus one microstep.
• L30–L32: Proceed to schedule the event by inserting it into the event queue.
Causality
Logical actions are always scheduled with a minimum delay of one microstep. A microstep
delay is an increment of the index in superdense time [133, 151, 13] with respect to the
current logical time. Actions therefore do not imply causal dependencies and cannot give
rise to causality loops. As such, they are excluded from the dependency analysis described
in Section 2.6.
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Monotonicity
The additional delay parameter of schedule is useful for specifying “variable” delays, but
it also enables non-monotonic scheduling behavior. That is, an event e can get scheduled
after another event e0 has already been inserted into the event queue and g(e) < g(e0 ).
One practical implication of this sort of this behavior is that a computationally expensive
search (O(|QE |) for a min-heap) is necessary to determine whether conflicting events already
exist in the event queue (see L14 in Algorithm 2). It should be noted that specifying a
minimum spacing also forces monotonicity, reducing the detection of conflicts to an O(1)
operation. The monotonicity of microsteps is enforced irrespective of the minimum spacing
since microsteps cannot be controlled explicitly by the programmer (the delay parameter
passed to schedule is a time value, not a tag).
Requesting Termination
Finally, reaction code can request termination of the entire program using the procedure
requestStop, shown in Algorithm 3, which only has the side effect of determining the
logical time at which the runtime will perform its last series of reactions. When executing
on a single machine, the delay between the tag of the request and the resulting gstop is one
microstep. The picture is inherently more complex in a distributed execution setting, which
is why we leave δstop unspecified. To see how the runtime responds after gstop has been set,
refer to the doStep procedure in Algorithm 12.
Algorithm 3 Request execution to come to a halt
1: procedure requestStop()
2:
gstop ← min(gstop , g + δstop )
3: end procedure

. δstop is determined by the execution platform

Mutations
Mutations are reactions that have the capability to structurally change a reactor (specifically: R and N ) during the course of execution. These changes can be carried out using the
following API extension that is available only to mutations:
• create: Creates a new reactor instance given a reference to a reactor class;
• delete: Deletes the reactor identified by a given references from its container;
• connect: Connects the ports of two reactors; and
• disconnect: Disconnects the ports of two reactors.
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Creating New Reactors
A new reactor can be created using the create procedure (see Algorithm 4), which creates
an instance from a given class and adds it to the set of contained reactors of the instance
serving as the container of the new instance. If create is called at (t, m), then any reaction
of the newly-created reactor and any reactor in its containment hierarchy that is triggered
by • will execute at (t, m) also (see start in Algorithm 5), but not before the last mutation
of the new reactor’s container has finished executing (see Section 2.6).
Algorithm 4 Create a reactor instance given a reactor class and a container instance
1: procedure create(class, container)
2:
r ← ν(class, cinst )
3:
cinst ← cinst + 1
4:
R(container) ← R(container) ∪ {r}
5:
start(r)
6: end procedure

. Get a new instance
. Atomic update of the instantiation counter
. Add instance r to the container
. Trigger startup reactions

Algorithm 5 Start the execution of a reactor
1: procedure start(r)
2:
QR ← QR ∪ T (•(r))
3:
for each r0 ∈ R(r) do
4:
start(r0 )
5:
end for
6: end procedure

. Stage for execution all reactions triggered by •(r)

Deleting Existing Reactors
A reactor can also be deleted at runtime. If delete (see Algorithm 6) is called at (t, m),
then the given reactor is marked for deletion, any of its reactions triggered by  are queued
for execution, and delete is called recursively on all reactors that the given reactor contains.
All reactors deleted at (t, m) will have their shutdown reactions triggered at (t, m). When
the runtime has finished executing all reactions triggered at (t, m), all reactors marked for
deletion have any connections that they may still have removed, and the runtime frees any
resources they might occupy (see Algorithm 12). When the next step is executed at (t0 , m0 )
where t0 ≥ t ∧ m > m0 , reactors that were deleted at (t, m) no longer exist.
Creating New Connections
Using connect (see Algorithm 7), a mutation m can connect any ports that are in its
sources D(m) or effects D∨ (m), or ports of reactors that it created at runtime. Connection
creation is, like reactor creation, logically instantaneous. All mutations of a container are
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Algorithm 6 Delete a given reactor
1: procedure delete(r)
2:
SD ← SD ∪ {r}
3:
for each r0 ∈ R(r) do
4:
delete(r0 )
5:
end for
6:
QR ← QR ∪ T ((r))
7: end procedure

. Mark r for removal at the end of the current step

. Stage for execution all of r’s reactions triggered by 

Algorithm 7 Connect port p to downstream port p0
1: procedure connect(p, p0 )
2:
if p ∈ O(C(p)) ∧ p0 ∈ I(C(p0 )) then
3:
r ← C(C(p))
. Connect output to downstream input
4:
else
5:
if p ∈ I(C(p)) ∧ p0 ∈ I(C(p0 )) then
. Connect input to contained input
6:
r ← C(p)
7:
else if p ∈ O(C(p)) ∧ p0 ∈ O(C(p0 )) then
. Connect contained output to output
0
8:
r ← C(p )
9:
else
10:
error: Cannot connect input to output.
11:
end if
12:
end if
13:
if D∨ (p0 ) 6= ∅ then
. Check for conflicts
14:
error: Connection would break strict total ordering among reactions that affect p0 .
15:
end if
16:
before ← δr
. Record causality interface δr before change
17:
n ← ({p}, {p}, {set(p0 , get(p))}, {p0 }, ∅, ⊥, {})
18:
N (r) ← N (r) ∪ {n}; P ← P ∪ {(n, ∗)}
. Add relay reaction
19:
after ← δr
. Record causality interface δr after change
20:
if before 6= after ∨ isCyclic(γN (r)) then
. Check for changed δr and causality loops
21:
N (r) ← N (r) \ {n}
. Undo adding relay reaction
22:
error: Connection would create direct feedthrough or causality loop.
23:
end if
24:
if v(p) 6= ε ∧ p ∈ I(r) then
25:
lock(mutex)
26:
QR ← QR ∪ {n}
. Propagate input to contained input
27:
unlock(mutex)
28:
end if
29: end procedure
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executed to completion before the start of any reaction of any contained reactor, including
newly created reactors. Every contained reactor, including newly created reactors, will react
to events that are present at the current logical time. If a connection is made between an
upstream port that has a value, that value is also propagated to the downstream port that
it is connected to.
We summarize connect as follows.
• L2–7: Determine the containing reactor to add the connection to, based on whether
this is an output-to-input, input-to-input or output-to-output connection.
• L10: Do not create input-to-output connections.
• L13–15: Do not proceed if the downstream port is already listed as an effect of an
existing reaction.
• L16 Before enacting any changes, record the causality interface of the container.
• L17–L18: As explained in Remark 3, we use relay reactions to realize connections. We
add the relay reaction to the appropriate container and assign it the priority ∗.
• L19 After making the change, again the record the causality interface of the container.
• L20–L23: Verify that the new connection has not altered the causality interface of the
container or introduced cycles in the reaction graph of the container. If either of these
things happened, remove the added relay reaction and report an error. For definitions
of reaction graph γN (r) and causality interface δr , see Section 2.6 (Definitions 16 and
18, respectively).
• L26: Finally, if the upstream port is an input of the containing reactor and it has a
value, propagate the value to the downstream port.
Deleting Existing Connections
A mutation can also disconnect any two ports that it declares as a source or effect. It can also
disconnect any ports of reactors that it has created at runtime (if it stored a reference to those
instances). As with the creation of connections, these changes are reflected instantaneously,
and are not witnessed by any contained reactors until they have been finalized for that time
step. It is not necessary to remove connections to/from or inside a reactor that is deleted,
as this will be taken care of automatically at the end of the time step at which the deletion
happens. However, if the goal is to prevent certain reactions from occurring at the time of
deletion, or to prevent any outputs created at time of a reactor’s destruction from being
witnessed by other reactors, one can remove connections manually to achieve this.
Of course, disconnect essentially performs the inverse operation of connect. For
completeness, disconnect is described in Algorithm 8.
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Algorithm 8 Disconnect p from downstream port p0
1: procedure disconnect(p, p0 )
2:
if p ∈ O(C(p)) ∧ p0 ∈ I(C(p0 )) then
3:
r ← C(C(p))
. Disconnect output from downstream input
4:
else
5:
if p ∈ I(C(p)) ∧ p0 ∈ I(C(p0 )) then
. Disconnect input from contained input
6:
r ← C(p)
7:
else if p ∈ O(C(p)) ∧ p0 ∈ O(C(p0 )) then . Disconnect contained output from output
8:
r ← C(p0 )
9:
else
10:
return
11:
end if
12:
n ← {n ∈ r | p ∈ D(n) ∧ B(n) = {set(p0 , get(p))} ∧ p0 ∈ D∨ (n)}
13:
N (r) \ {n}; P ← P \ {(n, P(n))}
. Remove relay reaction
14:
end if
15:
if v(p) 6= ε ∧ p ∈ I(r) then
16:
lock(mutex)
17:
QR ← QR \ {n}
. Prevent propagation of input to contained input
18:
unlock(mutex)
19:
end if
20: end procedure

2.6

Dependency Analysis

In the reactor model, each event has a tag. Reactions to events occur at a logical time equal
to the tags of the events that are present, and logical time does not advance during a reaction.
A port or action can have at most one event at any logical time. At any given logical time
g = (t, m), multiple reactions may be triggered. Some care is needed to ensure that triggered
reactions execute in the correct order. Specifically, no reaction is to be executed before the
values of all sources and reactor state that it depends have been determined. If during a
reaction n triggered by an event with some tag g a particular trigger or source is absent,
then it must be guaranteed that no event appears on that port or action with a tag equal to
(or smaller than) g during or after the execution of n.
To determine the necessary constraints on the execution order of reactions, we first arrange reactions as vertices in a dependency graph using Algorithm 9, in which edges between
reactions are implied by 1) the sources and effects of reactions; 2) priority with respect to
other reactions within the same reactor; and 3) mutations. We can then use this graph
decide whether a reaction r depends on another reaction r0 and thus weather or it would be
safe to execute r before or during r0 . In a concrete implementation, one could assign each
reaction an index based on a topological sort of the dependency graph and simply order
reactions by index. This topic is discussed in more depth in Chapter 4.
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Definition 16 (Reaction graph). Let r be a reactor. The reaction graph γN (r) is a graph
whose vertices are all reactions contained in the hierarchy of r and whose directed edges
denote dependencies between vertices. It is computed according to Algorithm 9.

Dependencies on Mutations
Before discussing Algorithm 9, let us consider one particular kind of dependency that must
appear in the reaction graph; those between a reaction n and mutations that might affect
the structure of its container C(r). Specifically, we need to ensure that each first reaction
(by priority) of a reactor depends on the last mutation (again, by priority) that exists up the
hierarchy. Without such dependency, reactions could start executing while their upstream
connections are being rerouted or their container is being deleted. We define an auxiliary
function in order to find the nearest mutation:

{m ∈ M | ∀m0 ∈ M(C(r)) . P (m0 ) ≤ P (m)}



mut(r) = mut(C(C(r)))



∅

if C(r) 6= > ∧ M(C(r)) 6= ∅,
if C(r) 6= > ∧ C(C(r)) 6= >
∧ M(C(r)) = ∅,
otherwise.

Algorithm 9 Return the reaction graph of reactor r
1: function γN (r)
S
2:
(V, E) ← r0 ∈R(r) γN (r0 )
3:
V ← V ∪ NS
(r)
{n} × N ∨ (p)
4:
E←E∪

. Contained reactors
. Reactions
. Sources

n∈N (r)
p∈D(n)

5:

E←E∪

S

N (p) × {n}

. Effects

n∈N (r)
p∈D∨ (n)

6:

E←E∪

S

{(n, n0 ) | P(n0 ) < P(n)}

. Reaction priority

n,n0 ∈N (r)

7:
E ← E ∪ {n ∈ N (r) | ∀n0 ∈ N (r) . P(n) = ∗ ∨ P(n) ≤ P(n0 )} × mut(r)
8:
return (V, E)
9: end function

. Mutations

The reaction graph is constructed as follows:
• L2. Make the vertices and edges of the dependency graphs of the constituent reactors
of r part of the graph of r. We define the union of graphs to operate element-wise (i.e.,
on the vertex sets and edge sets).
• L3. Make the reactions of r vertices of the graph.
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• L4-5. Relate each reaction of r to other reactions based on its sources and effects. Note
that the function N , when applied to ports, returns the reactions that list the given
port as a source; N ∨ returns the reactions that list the given port as an effect.
• L6. For all reactions of this reactor, add an edge to the graph between two reactions
when the priority of one is smaller than the priority of the other (i.e., C(n) = C(n0 ) ∧
(P(n) < P(n0 )))
• L7. Make the first reaction of each contained reactor r0 dependent on the last mutation
that can affect the container r (if there is one). This mutation may be located further
up the containment hierarchy. The dependency ensures that no contained reactions
execute before mutations performed on the container are finalized.
After computing the dependency graph G using Algorithm 9, the graph must be checked
for directed cycles. Cyclic dependency graphs must be rejected, as they represent causality
loops; we do not handle them. If G is acyclic, then its reachability relation is a partial
order [49]. It is this partial order that determines the execution order of reactions during
the execution of a reactor.
We define isCyclic : V × (V × V ) → {true, f alse} as
(
true if ∃v ∈ V.(v, v) ∈ E + ,
isCyclic(V, E) =
f alse otherwise.
Note that while actions may be featured in a reaction’s sources and effects, they excluded
from the dependency analysis because actions are always scheduled at least one microstep
into the future.
Definition 17 (Reaction precedence). Given a top-level reactor r and its reaction graph
γN (r) = (VR , ER ), a reaction n is said to be dependent on another reaction n0 , or equivalently, n0 precedes n, if and only if n0 is reachable from n, meaning that there exists a
sequence of adjacent vertices in Gr (i.e., a path) which starts in r and ends in r0 . In order to
be able to test for the existence of a dependency between two reactions, we define the predicate
≺r : N × N → {true, f alse} which we define as follows:
(
true if (n, n0 ) ∈ ER+
≺r (n0 , n) =
f alse otherwise
where ER+ denotes the transitive closure of ER .
In a dependency graph, a directed edge denotes a “depends on” relation between two
nodes. A dependency graph can also be encoded as a precedence graph, in which directed
edges denote a “happens before” relation, a term that became famous due to Lamport’s
logical clock algorithm for achieving a causal ordering of events in a distributed system [118].
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These representations are topologically identical, but the polarity of the edges is inverse.
In the context of concurrency control in databases, precedence graphs are also commonly
referred to as “conflict graphs” or “serializability graphs” [196]. In Definition 17, we chose
to clarify what it means for there to exist a dependency between two reactions in terms of
precedence because it aligns with the flow of information between reactions. Suppose we
have two reactions n and n0 where n depends on n0 we can equally say that n0 precedes n
(i.e, n0 ≺ n) which is equivalent to say that n0 is upstream relative to n, or, alternatively,
n is downstream of n.
Similarly, we can construct a port graph for any given reactor—a dependency graph of
which the vertices are ports (see Algorithm 10). This graph forms the basis of the definition
of a reactor’s causality interface (see Definition 18).
Algorithm 10 Report the dependencies between all ports in reactor r
1: function γP (r)
S
2:
(V, E) ← r0 ∈R(r) γP (r0 )
3:
V ← V ∪ I(r)
S ∪ O(r)
4:
E←E∪
D∨ (n) × D(n)

. Contained reactors
. Ports
. Reactions

n∈N (r)

5:
return (V, E)
6: end function

Definition 18 (Causality Interface). Given a top-level reactor r and its port graph γP (r) =
(VP , EP ), a port p is said to be dependent on another port p0 if and only if p0 is reachable
from p. In order to be able to test for the existence of a dependency between two ports, we
use a causality interface, a predicate δr : I(r) × O(r) → {true, f alse} which we define
(cf. [224]) as follows:
(
true if (n, n0 ) ∈ EP+
δr (n0 , n) =
f alse otherwise
where EP+ denotes the transitive closure of EP .

Causality Loops
The dependencies imposed by reaction priority (i.e., the ordering of reactions within the
same reactor) can have an unexpected side effect of introducing causality loops, which are
cycles in the reaction graph. To explore this problem, let us examine a simple “rock, paper,
scissors” game, illustrated in Figure 2.3. This simultaneous, two-player, zero-sum game,
has only two possible outcomes: a draw, or a win for one player and a loss for the other.
In case of a draw, the game repeats after approximately one second. The game works as
follows. At the same logical time instant, each player picks either a rock, paper, or scissors,
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and observes the other player’s pick to determine the winner. A rock is defeated by paper.
Paper is defeated by scissors. Scissors are defeated by a rock. The first reaction of each
Player, triggered by either • or its logical action, randomly picks a symbol. The second
reaction, triggered by the observe input, compares the two picks and either claims victory or
scheduled the logical action in case of a draw. Naturally, each player has to pick a symbol
before observing the other player’s pick, or else they would be cheating. Interestingly, this
kind of cheating is actually impossible using reactors.
RockPaperScissors
Player
observe

2

L

Player

1

min delay: 1sec

reveal

observe

2

L

1

min delay: 1sec

reveal

Figure 2.3: A reactor implementation of a simple “rock, paper, scissors” game.
If we were to swap the priorities of the two reactions, a causality loop would appear.
While this might not come as a surprise in this particularly simple example, it is often more
difficult to anticipate the emergence of causality loops in reactor programs. For this reason,
a programming environment for reactors has to be equipped with a mechanism to accurately
report these kinds of unanticipated causality loops. In our own IDE (see Section 3.1), we
leverage our diagram synthesis tool to provide such feedback. The automatically synthesized
diagram in Figure 2.4 highlights the direct feedthrough.
RockPaperScissors
Player
observe

1

L
min delay: 1sec

Player
2

reveal

observe

1

L

2

min delay: 1sec

reveal

Figure 2.4: A causality loop due to reaction priority.
The rendering in Figure 2.5 goes a step further by filtering out all elements that are not
part of the causality loop. As these diagrams are interactive, the programmer can simply
click on the involved reactions to quickly navigate to their definition in the code.

2.7

Execution Algorithm

The execution of reactors in a reactor runtime is based on a discrete-event model of
computation that guarantees determinacy, a property that can be proven by showing the
existence of unique fixed points over generalized ultrametric spaces given that the reaction
graph that governs the execution (see Definition 16 in Section 2.6) contains no directed cycles
[140, 157].
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RockPaperScissors
Player
observe

1
2

Player
reveal

observe

1
2

reveal

Figure 2.5: A filtered version of diagram in Figure 2.4.
The execution environment keeps a notion of a global event queue QE that tracks events
scheduled to occur in the future, and a reaction queue QR for queueing reactions to be
executed at the current logical time, in precedence order.
The execution of a reactor is captured in the execute procedure in Algorithm 11. At
the beginning of execution, logical time starts at a value of g = (T, 0), and it may increase as
execution progresses. Logical time increases step-wise. A step starts when the previous step
has concluded (if there is one) and there is an event in QE with a tag greater than or equal
to the current physical time T . A step ends when QR is empty and all triggered reactions
have finished executing. Execution can be subjected to a timeout by assigning a value gstop
that is offset with respect to (T, 0). If no timeout applies, gstop = (∞, 0).
Algorithm 11 Execute top-level reactor r
1: procedure execute(r)
2:
g = (T, 0)
3:
start(r)
4:
doStep(r)
5:
while true do
6:
next(r)
7:
end while
8: end procedure

. Set logical time equal to physical time
. Trigger startup reactions
. Perform the first step
. Handle the subsequent events

Start of Execution
All reactors have a special startup trigger •. It is present only at the logical time instant at
which the reactor is created. It serves as a trigger for reactions that carry out initialization
tasks. The invocation of start will push all reactions triggered by • onto the reaction queue
QR . Before entering the main loop, we call doStep to perform the first step in which the
queued reactions will get executed (as well as any subsequent reactions triggered in effect).
The logic of doStep procedure is described in Algorithm 12 and can be summarized as
follows:
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Algorithm 12 Execute triggered reactions until QR is empty
1: procedure doStep(r)
2:
if g = gstop then
3:
shutdown(r)
. Trigger all shutdown reactions
4:
end if
5:
repeat
6:
for all n ∈ execSet do
7:
if isDone(n) then
. Check whether executing element is done
8:
doneSet ← doneSet ∪ {n}; execSet ← execSet \ {n}
9:
end if
10:
end for
11:
if QR 6= ∅ then
. Execute something, if possible
12:
if threadIsAvailable() then
13:
P ← QR ∪ execSet
14:
readyForExec ← {p ∈ P | 6 ∃p0 ∈ P . p0 ≺r p)} \ execSet
15:
if readyForExec 6= ∅ then
16:
n ← Select(readyForExec); execSet, QR ← execSet ∪ {n}, QR \ {n}
17:
if ∆(n) = ⊥ ∨ π1 (currentTag()) + ∆(n) < physicalTime() then
18:
runInThread(n)
19:
else
20:
runInThread(B∆ (n))
21:
end if
22:
else
23:
waitUntilNumberOfIdleThreadsHasIncreased()
24:
end if
25:
else
26:
waitUntilThreadHasBecomeAvailable()
27:
end if
28:
else
29:
if execSet 6= ∅ then
30:
waitUntilNumberOfIdleThreadsHasIncreased()
31:
end if
32:
end if
33:
until QR ∪ execSet = ∅
34:
cleanup ()
. Remove defunct reactors and dangling connections
35:
if g = gstop then
36:
exit
37:
end if
38: end procedure
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• L5-10. If a reaction that has been under execution is done, move that reaction to
doneSet and remove it from execSet.
• L12–21. The routine threadIsAvailable reports whether the runtime system has
a thread available for executing the selected reaction of mutation. If this is the case,
on L16, select one reaction from the set of ready-to-execute reactions. None of these
reactions have any dependencies on other reactions that have been triggered but have
yet to execute or finish executing at this logical time instant. For a definition of the
predicate ≺r , see Definition 17. If the selected reaction is on time (L18), then execute
it in the available thread. If the reaction is late (L20), then execute the reaction’s
deadline miss handler instead.
• L23. If all pending tasks have dependencies on currently-executing tasks, wait until one
of the currently-executing tasks concludes, freeing up a thread. With POSIX threads,
waitUntilNumberOfIdleThreadsHasIncreased could be implemented using
pthread cond wait.
• L26. If there are pending tasks, but the runtime system does not have resources to accept a new task, then wait until it can accept a new task. Again, pthread cond wait
could be used to implement the wait.
• L30. If there are no pending tasks, but there are tasks currently in execution, then
wait until at least one of the tasks under execution finishes.
• L33. We iterate the loop L5-33 until there remain no reactions to be executed, and
there are none currently under execution.
• L34: At the end of every step, remove all defunct reactors without leaving any dangling
connections.
The cleanup procedure invoked on Line 34 of doStep is shown in Algorithm 13. The
order in which reactors are removed guarantees that no reactor gets removed before its
contained reactors are removed first.

End of Execution
The logical time that marks the last step performed in the execution of a reactor is determined
by gstop , which is ∞ by default. This variable can either be set prior to execution as a means
to enforce a timeout, or it can be set during execution through a call to requestStop.
Before doStep starts executing reactions, it first checks whether the current logical time g
is equal to gstop (Lines 2–4) of doStep, in which case it invokes shutdown which puts all
reactions triggered by  on the reaction queue. If gstop is found to be equal to the start time
(T, 0), then doStep will execute exactly once and both • and  will be present for each
reactor during this step. If g = gstop , doStep will exit the program rather than return (see
Lines 35–37).
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Algorithm 13 Detach and remove defunct reactors from reactor r
1: procedure cleanup(r)
2:
while SD 6= ∅ do
3:
F ← {r ∈ SD | @r0 ∈ SD . r0 ∈ R(r)}
4:
b ← {set(p0 , get(p))}
. Relay reaction body
5:
D←∅
. Build set of dangling connections
6:
D ← D ∪ {n ∈ N (C(r)) | p ∈ I(C(r)) ∧ p0 ∈ I(r) ∧ B(n) = b}
0
7:
D ← D ∪ {n
n ∈ N (C(r)) | p ∈ O(r)
S ∧ p ∈ O(C(r))
 ∧ B(n) = b}
o
0 ∈ I(r) ∧ B(n) = b
8:
D ← D ∪ n ∈ N (C(r)) p ∈
O(r)
∧
p
r∈R(C(r))
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:

n
S

o
D ← D ∪ n ∈ N (C(r)) p ∈ O(r) ∧ p0 ∈
I(r)
∧
B(n)
=
b
r∈R(C(r))
N (C(r)) \ D
. Remove dangling connections
for all r ∈ F do
free(r); SD ← SD \ {r}
end for
end while
end procedure

Algorithm 14 Stop the execution of reactor r
1: procedure shutdown(r)
2:
QR ← QR ∪ T ((r))
3:
for each r0 ∈ R(r) do
4:
shutdown(r0 )
5:
end for
6: end procedure

. Enqueue all reactions triggered by (r)

Processing Events
Once the first invocation of doStep has concluded and execution has not terminated, the
main event loop is entered (Algorithm 11, Lines 5–7), which consists of repeatedly invoking
next. The next procedure (Algorithm 15) is summarized as follows:
• L9-17. Determine what the next logical time should be, based on the event in QE that
has the smallest tag, and wait for physical time to match its time value. The procedure timedWaitForEventQueueChange blocks until either the event queue was
modified or the specified physical time was reached, whichever comes first. Upon being
called, timedWaitForEventQueueChange is expected to release the mutex and
reacquire it after receiving a signal that an event has been added to QE . This allows
concurrent invocations of schedule to proceed while next is waiting. In an implementation based on POSIX threads, pthread cond timedwait could be used for this.
In a single-threaded runtime a routine like nanosleep (POSIX) or clock nanosleep
(Linux) could be used. A bare-iron runtime will have to implement its own timer
routine.
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Algorithm 15 Process the next event(s) for a top-level reactor r
1: procedure next(r)
2:
lock(mutex)
. Mutual exclusivity with concurrent schedule
3:
if (QE = ∅ ∧ ¬keepAlive) then
4:
g ← g + (0, 1)
. Increment the microstep
5:
gstop ← g
. End execution after completing a last step
6:
unlock(mutex)
7:
doStep(r)
. Execute final step
8:
end if
9:
while true do
10:
T ←physicalTime()
11:
gnext ← min(g(peek(QE ), gstop ))
. Obtain the tag of the first-in-line event
12:
if (T, 0) ≥ gnext then
13:
break
14:
else
. Wait until QE changes or physical time matches tag
15:
timedWaitForEventQueueChange(π1 (gnext ))
16:
end if
17:
end while
18:
g ← gnext ; QR , doneSet, execSet ← ∅, ∅, ∅
. Advance logical time
19:
E ← {e ∈ QE | g(e) = g}; QE ← QE \ E
. Gather events for current time t
20:
unlock(mutex)
. Release mutex
21:
clearAll()
. Clear all inputs, outputs, actions
22:
for all e ∈ E do
23:
v(a(e)) ← v(e)
. Set the value of the associated action a(e)
24:
end for
S
25:
QR ← e∈E T (a(e))
. Enqueue reactions triggered by events
26:
doStep(r)
27: end procedure

Algorithm 16 Recursively reset the values of all ports and actions of reactor r to absent
1: procedure clearAll(r)
2:
for all p ∈ I(r) ∪ O(r) do
3:
v(p) = ε
4:
end for
5:
for all a ∈ A(r) do
6:
v(p) = ε
7:
end for
8:
for all r0 ∈ R(r) do
9:
clearAll(r0 )
10:
end for
11: end procedure
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• L18. Advance logical time to match the smallest tag currently in QE .
• L21. Set the values of all ports and actions to ε.
• L19. Obtain events to process at the current logical time.
• L20. Release the mutex, allowing concurrent calls to schedule to proceed.
• L22-24. Set triggers according to the value of the events pulled from QE .
• L25. Obtain all reactions triggered by any of the events with a tag equal to the current
logical time and insert them into QR .
• L26: Perform another step.
The clearAll procedure invoked on Line 34 of next is given in Algorithm 16. It simply
ensures that any values that were set during a previous step are cleared.

2.8

Implementations

At the time of writing, there are several implementations of reactor runtimes in existence.

Reactor-C
Implemented by Edward A. Lee, Marten Lohstroh, and Soroush Bateni.
Because C is a rather low-level language, lacking a strong type system, memory management, and support for object-oriented design, it presents a number of challenges. On the
other hand, C is the most universally supported language for embedded system design, and
it runs efficiently on processors ranging from the smallest 8-bit microcontrollers to sophisticated 64-bit multi-core processors. A major goal of developing a C target is to quantify the
minimal cost of supporting the deterministic concurrency model of reactors, a goal for which
C is a suitable choice. Since the C runtime is designed purely as a target for code generation
(not for standalone usage), it is developed as part of LF which we describe in Chapter 3.
Two implementations of the C runtime library exist. The first is suitable for very lowlevel embedded controllers, even those lacking an operating system. It relies on a subset of
the C standard library. Any embedded platform with a C compiler and an implementation
of this library can run the code generated by the LF compiler. For a bare-metal platform,
we use newlib, a C standard library optimized for embedded systems. This implementation
is suitable for embedded applications where most activities are periodic. The second implementation requires additionally a POSIX thread library. The addition of this library enables
multi-core execution and integration of asynchronous external events (e.g., those generated
by an interrupt request).
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The C runtime provides utilities for dynamic memory allocation for non-primitive values
(i.e., arrays and structs) created during reactions. After those values are passed along to
other reactors, the burden of freeing the allocated memory is on the runtime. We use
reference counting to determine when the memory occupied by such values can be freed.
The single-threaded C runtime consists of about 2,000 lines of extensively commented
code; the threaded runtime has about 3,000 lines. A minimal application only occupies tens of
kilobytes of memory, making it suitable for deeply embedded platforms. We have tested it on
Linux, Windows, and Mac platforms, as well as on a bare-iron platform called Patmos [187].
On platforms that support pthreads (POSIX threads), it transparently exploits multiple cores
while preserving determinism. A POSIX implementation for Patmos recently developed by
Tórur Biskopstø Strøm has allowed us to successfully run our multi-threaded regression
tests on Patmos as well. The runtime system includes features for real-time execution and
is particularly well suited to take advantage of platforms with predictable execution times,
such as Patmos and PRET machines [65, 225, 130].

Reactor-Cpp
Implemented by Christian Menard.
The C++ runtime is based on the reactor-cpp framework2 which implements the reactor
model. The framework provides mechanisms for specifying reactors and composing them,
as well as the scheduler that is required for executing reactor programs. Similar to the C
implementation, the scheduler transparently maps reactions to multiple threads for parallel
execution while preserving determinism. The framework only depends on the standard
template library (STL) of C++ and therefore executes on any platform that provides an STL
implementation. It has also been shown that the framework integrates well with existing
software frameworks. In particular, reactor-ccp has been used to augment the Adaptive
Platform software stack that is part of the AUTOSAR automotive standard [162].
In contrast to C, C++ provides advanced support for object orientation, generic programming, and functional programming paradigms that allow for stricter enforcement of the
reactor principles. Naturally, the concept of a reactor translates to the concept of a class in
C++. In reactor-cpp, each reactor is represented as a specialized class that inherits basic
reactor functionality from a common base class. The specialized class encapsulates all parameters, state, ports, actions, and reactions of the reactor while only exposing ports on its
public interface. Ports and actions are implemented by generic classes and carry values of
a fixed type. Only ports of the same type can be connected with each other. This enforces
type-safety within the reactor network.
Each reactor program consists of multiple files: a header and a source file for each Reactor
definition, a main file (main.cc) that controls the program execution, and a CMakeLists.txt
file containing directives for an automatic build of the target. While the C++ code generator
2

https://github.com/tud-ccc/reactor-cpp
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enforces a more strict realization of the reactor principles than the C target, these principles
can still be violated by reactions that are not well behaved. For instance, a reaction of
reactor A could send a reference to the inner state of A to reactor B. Also, reactions of
different reactors could have shared state, e.g., by using a common library that uses global
variables. Strictly enforcing the reactor principles in C++ would only be possible by code
inspection. Instead, reactor-cpp aims to prevent common mistakes and accidental violations
of the reactor principles.
Another essential difference between the C and the C++ code generator is that the C++
implementation uses the ownership semantics of smart pointers to implement references to
mutable and immutable values that are passed between reactors. When a reactor sends data
to multiple downstream reactors, it is important that one of those reactors not be able to
modify the data before it is seen by the other reactors. In this case, the downstream reactors
will see immutable values. If one of those downstream reactors wishes to modify the data,
it may request a unique pointer to a mutable version of the value. In most cases, this would
create a copy of the original value and return a unique pointer to the mutable copy. If
the reaction writes this mutable value to an output port, then the semantics of the unique
pointer requires that the reaction transfers value ownership to the port. In other words, as
soon as a mutable value leaves the scope of a single reaction, this reaction loses the capability
to modify the value. In the special case where there is only one downstream reaction, the
copying of the data can be avoided by passing a unique pointer in the first place, thereby
enabling the downstream reactor to modify the data without compromising determinacy.

Reactor-TS
Implemented by Marten Lohstroh and Matt Weber.
Like reactor-ccp, the reactor-ts3 framework that implements a TypeScript runtime was
designed with standalone use in mind. Extra care has gone into ensuring type safety for programs written using reactor-ts. Reactions are modeled as instances of a Reaction<T> class
where, type parameter T denotes the type of the argument list of the reaction function of type
(...args: ArgList<T>) => void that implements the reaction body, which is passed into
the constructor of Reaction<T> as an anonymous function. The type ArgList<T> is actually
a conditional type [5] that is assignable only if all list elements are subtypes of Variable,
an interface shared by all ports, actions, state variables, and parameters. The assigned type
will be an inferred tuple type (essentially a list of types corresponding to the individual arguments), or, if the arguments have among them elements that do not subclass Variable, the
assigned type will be never. We make use of TypeScript’s strictBindCallApply compiler
option to ensure that the actual argument list, which is also passed into the constructor of
Reaction<T> matches the type signature of the reaction function that it is applied to.
3

https://ts.lf-lang.org/
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The runtime implementation depends on Node.js [207]. Of course, Node.js has its own
event loop implementation, and does not provide access to threads. Because of this, the logic
described in Algorithm 15 does not apply. Specifically, we must avoid blocking the event
loop and use a timer to wake up when events in QE are due to be released. For this, we
have a custom timer implementation that makes use of Node’s process.hrtime with which
we reach higher precision than is possible with the standard setTimeout routine.

Reactor-Py
Implemented by Soroush Bateni and Edward A. Lee.
The Python target developed for LF reuses the core of the C runtime through the use of
Python C Extensions. It does not implement an independent runtime system.

One thing [a language designer] should not do is
to include untried ideas of [their] own. [Their]
task is consolidation, not innovation.
C.A.R. Hoare

Chapter 3
Lingua Franca
3.1

Overview

The goal of the reactor model is to provide effective means for building concurrent systems
that can maintain an ongoing and interaction with their environment through a series of
deterministic responses to external stimuli. The property of determinism makes rigorous
testing much more feasible, but also allows for a more compositional approach to the design
and implementation these kinds of systems. Indeed, the reactor model gives an unambiguous
meaning to the composition of two reactors. But in order to be able to define reactors, specify
their reactions, and compose them, we need a concrete software framework or programming
language. To this end, we have developed Lingua Franca (LF).
As the name suggests, LF is intended as a “bridge language.” One of the key advantages
of reactors is that they can be coordinated as black boxes, without any knowledge about the
specifics of the implementation of their reactions. LF capitalizes on this by concerning itself
only with the definition and composition of reactors, and leaving the implementation of their
reactions to some target language. LF is perhaps best described as a polyglot coordination
language. The static semantics of an LF program can be understood in terms of mathematical objects discussed in Section 2.5; its dynamic semantics in terms of the algorithms that
describe the reactor runtime system. We also discuss a formal semantics of LF based on
fixed points in generalized ultrametric spaces in Section 3.8. LF currently supports C, C++,
TypeScript, and Python. Rather than compete with immensely popular, feature-rich, and
well-supported languages, LF is positioned to augment them with a deterministic coordination layer. This approach lets LF programs to leverage whatever libraries and compilers or
interpreters the target language is equipped with.

Architecture
The general architecture of the Lingua Franca approach is outlined in Figure 3.1. An LF
program, written in LF syntax, has to first be parsed and validated. Aside from straightforward syntax errors, there are less obvious problems that can render the program invalid.
54
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For instance, the validator implements a static check for instantiation cycles (i.e., a reactor
A instantiates reactor B which, in turn, instantiates A). It also makes sure that there
exist no cyclic dependencies between reactions (i.e., the reaction graph as constructed in
Algorithm 9 is acyclic). These are semantic checks that need to be performed to ensure
that constructiveness of the program (see Section 3.8). It is also checked that all references
to parameters, ports, and actions, are resolvable given the scoping rules enforced by LF.
As a byproduct of the validation process, there is also the option of rendering the program
graphically as an interactive diagram. These diagrams have proven to be very helpful for
explaining the structure of the program. They also play a key role in error reporting as they
can highlight the cause of aforementioned cycles, which are at times difficult to glean from
the source code (see Section 2.6).
If no structural problems exist in the program, then the next step is to transpile the
LF code to target code. While the structure of the resulting program is determined by the
LF code, the implementation of reactions is given is verbatim target code, which is spliced
directly into the generated code. In order to yield an executable program, the generated
code has to be combined with a runtime implementation that is capable of coordinating the
execution of reactors. If the target is a compiled language, the generated code has to first
run through the target compiler, which is another point in the process where errors might
occur. In order to relate compilation problems back to particular locations in the LF code,
target-specific means are leveraged (e.g., the #line directive in C).
As a coordination language, LF governs the interactions and concurrent execution of
chunks of target code. We make no attempt to limit what those chunks of code can do,
and instead assume that they conform to the principles of reactors. The extent to which
these principles can be enforced (such one reactor not sharing state with another reactor)
varies between target languages. For example, in C there is little that can be enforced,
and enforcement would likely add significant overhead. Hence, we assume that the chunks
of target code are well-behaved. Better safety properties could be achieved by either code
generating the chunks of C code from a safer language or using LF with a different target
language, such as Java or Rust. Our C++ implementation, discussed in Section 2.8, already
puts in place some guardrails to prevent target code from violating the reactor semantics.

Development Environment
Lingua Franca comes with a standalone command-line compiler called lfc and an Eclipse1 based IDE. The backbone of the compiler is the language implementation built using the
Xtext [68] framework. Xtext applies a model-based approach to create an abstract syntax
tree (AST) for a program. The grammar for a language is defined in extended Backus-Naur
form from which Xtext derives a meta-model in the Eclipse Modeling Framework [200].
Xtext then provides extensions to populate data structures and set up cross-references in
parsed AST models, for example, between the usage of a variable and its declaration. The
1

https://www.eclipse.org/
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Figure 3.1: A flow chart describing the Lingua Franca compiler toolchain.
parser for a language is generated from the grammar, as well as skeleton code for handling
scoping, performing code validation (semantic checks on the AST), and code generation.
Furthermore, Xtext can automatically create editor support for syntax highlighting,
content-assist, folding, jump-to-declaration, and reverse-reference lookup across multiple
files. It can do this for the Eclipse-based editor, but (some of) these features are also
available through a language server, extending the support to any editor that implements
the language server protocol. This includes popular ones like VIM, Emacs, and Visual Studio
Code. At the moment, a standalone Eclipse IDE for LF development with editor and compiler support is available and can be built and run from the LF repository.2 In the future, we
plan to additionally distribute a pre-built Eclipse application, editor plugins for integration
into existing Eclipse installations, and a language server. Our goal is for Lingua Franca
IDE functionality to be easily integrated into existing development setups of (future) LF
users.
Diagram Synthesis
The Eclipse-based Lingua Franca IDE also provides automatically synthesized diagram
representations for LF programs. They are based on the idea of transient views [186]
that are created on-demand and usually focus on certain aspects of the program. This
fits especially well with textual languages, such as LF, where a diagram allows for a fast
and intuitive understanding of the general structure and important aspects of a program
while the textual representation enables comfortable editing of every detail. A key enabler
of this approach is the automatic layout [190]. It removes the tedious task of manually
arranging elements in a diagram, which is especially undesirable when you are not even
2

https://repo.lf-lang.org/
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editing graphically in the first place. We implemented the diagram synthesis3 for LF with
the KIELER4 Lightweight Diagrams framework [186]. Automatically generated diagrams
are used throughout this thesis for illustrational purposes.

Syntactic Quirks in LF
Semicolons
Semicolons are optional in LF, but we do not feature them in our grammar definitions to
avoid clutter. While some programmers may be used to write code without semicolons,
others might have the habit to end every statement with a semicolon. While they are not
technically necessary, it fits the spirit of a true “lingua franca” to allow both styles and
provide a more fluid experience for the programmer who writes target code in a language
like C that requires a semicolon at the end of each statement.
Comments
The LF syntax permits C/C++/Java-style comments and/or Python-style comments. All
of the following are valid comments:
Listing 3.1: Using comments
// Single - line C - style comment .
/*
Multi - line C - style comment .
*/
# Single - line Python - style comment .
’’’
7
Multi - line Python - style comment .
8 ’’’
1
2
3
4
5
6

Target Code
Verbatim target code can appear in several places in LF programs, such as in types and the
body of a reaction. The {= =} delimiters are used to demarcate where target begins and
ends. These target code delimiters consist of character sequences obscure enough that
we have yet to encounter them in actual target code. As such, we have not yet seen the need
to introduce an escape mechanism.
The time Type
LF generally does not do any type checking. If the target language has a static type checker,
then the target compiler will fulfill this role. The common denominator among all target
3
4

The diagram synthesis capability was contributed by Alexander Schulz-Rosengarten.
https://rtsys.informatik.uni-kiel.de/kieler
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languages we have considered thus far, however, is that they all lack a type for time values.
Hence, LF fills in this gap with a time type. Time values are used in LF to specify behavior,
and in order to be able to interpret such them correctly, they need to be accompanied by
units. The LF validator checks this and reports it when units are missing, except when the
value is zero. A time value has the following syntax:
htimei
huniti
hnsi
husi
hmsi
hsi
hmi
hhi
hw i

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

hINT ihuniti | 0
hnsi | husi | hmsi | hsi | hmi | hhi | hw i
‘nsec’ | ‘nsecs’
‘usec’ | ‘usecs’
‘msec’ | ‘msecs’
‘sec’ | ‘secs’
‘min’ | ‘mins’
‘hour’ | ‘hours’
‘week’ | ‘weeks’

Lists
Lingua Franca also provides a convenient syntax for initializing arrays and lists. If the type
in the target language is an array, vector, or list of some sort, then its initial value can be
given as a list of values. For example, in the C target, you can initialize an array parameter
as follows:
Listing 3.2: Using LF lists
1
2
3

reactor Foo ( my_array : int [](1 , 2 , 3) ) {
...
}

Equivalently, one could use target code delimiters, but this looks less elegant.
Listing 3.3: Declaring a static type initializer in verbatim C
1
2
3

reactor Foo ( my_array : int []({={1 , 2 , 3}=}) ) {
...
}
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Target Declaration

Each LF program has to specify a target, which clarifies as to how the contents of reaction
bodies are to be interpreted. The syntax is as follows:
htargeti ::= hIDi(‘{’hpropertyi*‘}’)?
hpropertyi ::= hIDi‘:’hvaluei
A target specification may have optional parameters, called target properties, the
names and values of which depend on the specified target. The syntax for specifying target
properties is a simplified YAML [19] format limited to key-value pairs. Target parameters
that are supported by all target languages are:
• compiler : A string giving the name of the target language compiler to use.
• fast : A boolean which, if true, specifies to execute as fast as possible without waiting
for physical time to match logical time.
• files : A list of files to be copied to the directory that contains the generated sources.
• flags : A string giving options to be passed to the target compiler.
• keepalive : A boolean value to indicate whether to keep executing even if the event
queue is empty. It is particularly useful to set this to true the execution is driven by
sporadic physical actions (i.e, events scheduled in response to sensor input or network
packet). By default, a program will exit once there are no more events to process.
• no-compile : If true, then do not invoke a target language compiler.
• timeout : A time value (with units) specifying the logical stop time of execution.
Sidebar: Metasyntax Notation
We define the LF syntax using a notation similar to Extended Backus-Naur Form
(EBNF) notation used in Xtexta . The ‘?’ as used in the htargeti production denotes
“zero or one” repetitions. The ‘*’ and ‘+’ operators denote “zero or more” and “one or
more” repetitions, respectively. The binary ‘&’ operator in the grammar joins elements
into an “unordered group,” where elements can occur in any order but each element
may only appear once.
Bracketed terms written in capitals such as the hIDi represent terminals that are captured using some regular expression that is omitted for
brevity.
For instance, hIDi is specified as: ’^’?(’a’..’z’|’A’..’Z’|’\_’)
(’a’..’z’|’A’..’Z’|’\_’|’0’..’9’)*
a

https://www.eclipse.org/Xtext/documentation/301_grammarlanguage.html#syntax
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Example The target statement:
Listing 3.4: Example target statement with target properties
1

target C { compiler : " cc " , flags : " - O3 " , fast : true , timeout : 10 secs }

specifies to use compiler cc instead of the default gcc, to use optimization level 3, to execute
as fast as possible, and to exit execution when logical execution time has reached 10 seconds.
The timeout effectively specifies gstop = gstart + 10 s. During the very last execution step at
gstop , all shutdown reactions will be triggered in addition to the reactions triggered by pending
events with tag gstop . Events on the event queue with a tag greater than gstop will be not be
handled.

3.3

Import Statement

It is also possible to import reactor definitions from other files. The import statement has
the form:
himporti
hreactorsi
hrenamei
hfilei

::=
::=
::=
::=

‘import’hreactorsi‘from’hfilei
hrenamei(‘,’hrenamei)*
hIDi(‘as’hIDi)?
‘"’hSTRINGi‘"’

where hfilei specifies another LF file in the search path, which currently only includes the
location of the current file, but could be expanded in the future to include other locations,
such as those listed in a project or package manifest. LF does not have a package system
yet.
Example The following statement:
Listing 3.5: Example import statement
1

import Foo , Bar as Baz from " foobar . lf "

imports reactors Foo and Bar from ”Foobar.lf”, but it renames Bar to Baz, presumably to
avoid a name collision with a local reactor named Bar. The renaming mechanism of imports
obviates the need for so-called “fully qualified names” for disambiguation.

3.4

Preamble Block

Reactions may contain arbitrary target code, but often it is convenient for that code to
invoke external libraries or to share function definitions. For either purpose, a reactor may
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include a preamble. Notice that hcodei can be anything, as long as it is delimited by an
opening {= and closing =} (and does not include occurrences of either delimiter).
hpreamblei ::= hvisibilityi?‘preamble’hcodei
hcodei ::= ‘{=’.*‘=}’
hvisibilityi ::= ‘public’ | ‘private’

The preamble can also be used to include local source files. In order for the files to be found,
the files files target property can be used to automatically copy them into the output
directory of the generated code.
The hvisibilityi modifier is not supported by all targets, hence it is not required. Its
intent is to limit the scope in which the preamble code is visible. A preamble can occur in
at the outer-most lexical scope of an LF file, or as part of the definition of a reactor. When
a reactor is imported in another file, its private preamble is meant to not be visible in that
file, whereas its public preamble is.
Example The following reactor uses the common stdlib C library to convert a string to
an integer:
Listing 3.6: Using a preamble
1
2
3
4

target C ;
main reactor StringToInt {
preamble {=
# include < stdlib .h >
=}

5
6
7
8
9
10
11

reaction ( startup ) {=
char * s = " 42 " ;
int i = atoi ( s ) ;
printf ( " Converted string % s to int % d .\ n " , s , i ) ;

=}
}

When executed, this will print: Converted string 42 to int 42.

3.5

Reactor Definition

A reactor class definition is similar to a class definition in an object-oriented programming
language like Java. It is structured as follows:
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hmodifiersi
hparametersi
hhosti
hbodyi
hconfigurationi
hinterfacei

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
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hmodifiersi‘reactor’hIDihparametersihhosti?hparentsi?hbodyi
(‘federated’ | ‘main’)? &‘realtime’?
(‘(’hparameter i(‘,’hparameter i)*‘)’)?
‘at’hURI i
‘{’(hconfigurationi | hinterfacei)*‘}’
hpreamblei | hvar i | hinstancei | hconnectioni | hreactioni
hinputi | houtputi | hactioni | htimer i

Modifiers
Each file can only have only a single main keyword. It denotes the top-level reactor (see
Definition 5 in Chapter 2) that is to execute when the program runs. When instead of main
the federated keyword is used, this indicates that the program shall execute as a federation,
where each reactor instance in the top-level reactor runs as a separate process, potentially
at a distinct location. Federated execution is discussed in more detail in Section 5. That
section also explains the purpose of the at clause in hhosti.
The realtime keyword is used to indicate so-called realtime reactors, which are committed to never run ahead of physical time because they interact with a sensor, actuator
or some other source of sporadic events, such as a network interface. This is necessary to
prevent a situation where a new event enters the system with a tag that is in the past relative to the current logical time. Any reactor that features physical actions is automatically
considered a realtime reactor. The formalization of reactors in Section 2.5 makes no mention
of this realtime property because the execution algorithm is conservative and considers all
reactors to be realtime. Relaxation of the constraint that no event is handled before its tag
has been surpassed by physical time, however, offers more scheduling flexibility and could
increase the amount of exploitable parallelism during execution.

Parameters
Reactors can be given parameters, which can be overridden during initialization but are
immutable after their initial assignment. The syntax for a parameter declaration is as follows:
hparameter i
hinitializer i
hvaluei
hliteral i

::=
::=
::=
::=

hIDi‘:’hTYPE i?hinitializer i
‘(’hvaluei(‘,’hvaluei)*‘)’
hIDi | htimei | hliteral i | hcodei
hINT i | hSTRINGi | hFLOAT i | hBOOLi
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Depending on whether the target language is statically typed, a type must be declared. For
hTYPE i we allow common expressions for types, such as identifiers, rectangular brackets for
arrays, stars for pointers, etc., but it is always possible to use hcodei if the required syntax
is not natively supported by LF.
Reactors do not have constructors, so each parameter has to be initialized with a default
value. LF has native support for static list initializers as they are common in target languages; an hinitializer i can either be a singleton value or a list of values. A hvaluei can either
be a htimei, hcodei, or an ordinary hliteral i. Because reactor definitions are not allowed to
be nested, there are no parameters in scope that a hIDi can point to. But, as we will see,
during instantiation of the reactor a parameter can be overridden with a value that refers to
a parameter of the containing reactor.

Reactor Instantiation
Unlike objects classes, reactors classes do not have a constructor. Therefore, all contained
reactor instances (analogue to class members in object orientation) must be statically initialized as part of their declaration. An instantiation looks as follows:
hinstancei ::= hIDi‘=’‘new’hwidthi?hIDihassignmentsihhosti?
hassignmentsi ::= ‘(’hassignmenti(‘,’hassignmenti)*)?‘)’
hassignmenti ::= hIDi‘=’hvaluei
This syntax features the familiar new keyword commonly used in most object-oriented
languages, and the kind of optional that one might recognize from class instantiation in
Python. The optional hwidthi relates to LF’s capability to create multiple instances at once.
This feature is explained in more detail in Section 3.7. The optional hhosti declaration
can only be used for instances that part of the definition of a federated reactor, a concept
explained in Chapter 5.
Example The following example prints Hello World! because "Stranger", the default
value of parameter who, is overridden with the string "World".
Listing 3.7: Example of instantiation and parameter overriding
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

target TypeScript ;
main reactor HelloWorld {
print = new Hello ( who = " World " ) ;
}

reactor Hello ( who : string ( " Stranger " ) ) {
reaction ( startup ) {=
console . log ( " Hello " + who + " ! " )
=}

}
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Reactor instantiation gives rise to a containment hierarchy that is perhaps most apparent
when an LF program is rendered as a diagram, as shown in Figure 3.2. Each instance is placed
within a container instance, represented by a box with rounded corners. The outermost box
denotes the main reactor. In the IDE, each reactor can be expanded or collapsed by doubleclicking on it to show or hide its contents. The shown figure is fully expanded. The innermost
reactor, which corresponds to the Hello reactor in Listing 3.7 only shows one reaction that
is triggered by startup, which is represented by a circle (echoing the • notation used in
Section 2.5).

Figure 3.2: Graphical rendering of the “Hello World” program in Figure 3.7.

Inheritance
Reactors have their own inheritance mechanism that is fully independent of any inheritance
mechanisms that may be featured in the target language. A reactor definition can declare
which other reactors it extends using the following syntax:
hparentsi ::= ‘extends’hIDi(‘,’hIDi)*

All the hparametersi, hconfigurationi, and hinterfacei AST nodes are inherited from a reactor
that gets extended. A reactor can only be extended successfully if all locally declared and
inherited class members are of the same sort (e.g., if the extension has an hinputi and any
of the hparentsi has an identically named member, it has to also be an hinputi) and their
hTYPE i has to match. A reactor can extend multiple reactor classes. Special attention must
be paid to the order in which they are listed in the hparentsi clause; reactions, which are
unnamed but ordered entities (see Remark 4 in Chapter 2) are inherited in the same order
as their containing reactors appear in hparentsi.
Example Consider the code in Listing 3.8. The main reactor SubclassesAndStartup has
an instance of SubA and an instance of SubB. Both SubA and SubB extend Super, so they
each inherit the startup reaction from Super, and it has to execute before their own startup
reaction. When executed, the output will show the output in Listing 3.9.
Note that when the target property threads is set to a value greater than 1, then
the order in which these print statements appear will permute across runs, but never will
‘SubB started’ appear before ‘SubB(Super) started’ or ‘SubA started’ appear before
‘SubA(Super) started’.
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Listing 3.8: Subclassing a reactor
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

target C ;
reactor Super {
reaction ( startup ) {=
printf ( " % s ( Super ) started \ n " , self - > name ) ;
=}
}

reactor SubA ( name : string ( " SubA " ) ) extends Super {
reaction ( startup ) {=
printf ( " % s started \ n " , self - > name ) ;
=}

}

reactor SubB ( name : string ( " SubB " ) ) extends Super {
reaction ( startup ) {=
printf ( " % s started \ n " , self - > name ) ;
=}

}

main reactor S u b c l a s s e s A n d S t a r t u p {
a = new SubA () ;
b = new SubB () ;

}

Output 3.9: SubclassesAndStartup
SubA ( Super ) started
SubB ( Super ) started
SubB started
SubA started

Ports
Port declarations have the form:
hinputi ::= ‘mutable’?‘input’hwidthi?hIDi‘:’hTYPE i?
houtputi ::= ‘output’hwidthi?hIDi‘:’hTYPE i?
The mutable keyword in hinputi is a directive to the code generator indicating that reactions
that read this input will also modify the value of the input. Without this modifier, inputs
are considered immutable; modifying them is disallowed. The precise mechanism for making
use of mutable inputs is target-language specific, and the extent to which immutability can
be enforced varies from target to target.
The optional hwidthi relates to the notion of multiports that LF provides, which is
described in more detail in Section 3.7. In a nutshell, this allows a single port to represent
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not one, but multiple channels, each of which can receive data simultaneously from a
different source. An ordinary port can only observe data coming from a single source.
Whether a htypei must be provided, is dependent on the target language. Unlike parameters, ports cannot be initialized with some value; they are always absent by default. If it is
required, the LF validator will enforce it.

Actions
An action, like an input, can cause reactions to be invoked. Whereas inputs are provided
by other reactors, actions are scheduled by this reactor itself, either in response to some
observed external event or as a delayed response to some input event. The action can be
scheduled by a reactor by invoking a schedule procedure provided by the runtime system.
An action declaration is structured as follows:
hactioni ::= horigini‘action’hIDihtimingi?‘:’hTYPE i?
horigini ::= ‘logical’ | ‘physical’
htimingi ::= ‘(’hvaluei(0 ,0 hvaluei(0 ,0 hSTRINGi)?)?‘)’

Like ports, actions carry values. If the target language is statically typed, then a hTYPE i
must be provided.
Origin
An action always has to specify its horigini, which is either logical keyword or physical
keyword. We refer to an action with a physical origin as a physical action and an action
with a logical origin as a logical action. As laid out in Algorithm 2, the origin of the action
passed to schedule determines whether the tag of the resulting event will be based on
the time value of the current tag π1 (g), or T , the current physical time. In either case, let
us refer to this time value as the time basis for computing the tag of the resulting event.
Additional parameters that affect the behavior of schedule are specified in the optional
htimingi clause of the action. It is possible to specify htimingi parameters with references
to parameters of the reactor (hence the use of hvaluei instead of htimei). Of course, the
LF validator will check whether parameters referenced in htimingi are of the time type and
report an error if they are not.
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Sidebar: Physical vs. Logical Actions
Physical actions are typically used to assign timestamps to external events, such as
the arrival of a network message or the acquisition of sensor data, where the physical
time at which these external events occurs is of interest. A typical use case for a
physical action is to turn sensor readings into action events or to react to incoming
messages received via a network. This can be achieved by invoking schedule in an
asynchronous callback function or directly in an interrupt service routine (ISR).
Note that physical actions make it possible to inject into an executing program
tagged events that result from asynchronous physical events outside the program.
This goes considerably further than, for example, the timed extension of Esterel in [32],
which provides mechanisms for controlling the timing of the execution of the program
and hence for controlling the timing of its effects on the physical world. Physical
actions enable more reactive programs; the program can react in predictable ways to
unpredictable external events. As we will explain below in section 3.8, this may seem
to undermine the determinacy of the Lingua Franca, but if one considers the tag
assigned to these external events as part of the input to the program, then the program
remains deterministic. This is the key property that enhances testability; test vectors
that include the timing of external events yield exactly one correct response.
Logical actions, on the other hand, can be used to achieve irregular (not periodic)
events where the tag is under program control. Just like physical actions, logical
actions can have an offset of zero. However, this does not result in an event at the
same logical time that schedule is called because this could lead to nondeterminism.
Instead, reactors adopt a superdense model of time [42, 151], in which each timestamp
is replaced by a pair (t, m) that we call a tag, where t is a time value, and n a microstep
index. This allows for the existence of events that have the same time value but are
nonetheless ordered. Also see Section 5.1 for a discussion of our model of time. An
event that was scheduled at tag (t, m) with zero delay will have a tag (t0 , m0 ) such that
t0 = t but m0 > m.

Minimum Delay
The first hvaluei in htimingi denotes the minimum delay, which specifies the minimum
distance between the tag of the resulting event and the time basis. It can be thought of
as a minimum scheduling offset. Calling schedule on an action a with minimum delay
d(a) and additional delay dextra communicates the intent of scheduling an event at tintended =
B + d(a) + dextra , where B is the time basis, which is π1 (g) if the origin o(a) = Logical,
and physical time T otherwise. This combination of a minimum delay, which is static and
statically analyzable, and an additional delay, which can be computed at runtime, offers a
balance that enables writing programs with strong guarantees that require static analysis,
but also enables programs that require more flexibility.
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Minimum Spacing
The second hvaluei in htimingi denotes the minimum spacing that has to be observed. It
specifies the minimum distance between the tags of any two subsequently scheduled events
on that same action. Setting a minimum spacing limits the extent to which invocations of
schedule can overwhelm the runtime. It is particularly useful for physical actions, because
the runtime cannot exercise any control over their scheduling. Without a minimum spacing
requirement, physical actions would make schedulability analysis impossible. At runtime,
spacing enforcement can also be used as a mechanism to implement back pressure such as is
done in Reactive Streams [54].
If no minimum spacing is specified, then no minimum spacing is enforced.
Spacing Violation Policy
The third and last argument of htimingi is a hSTRINGi that denotes the spacing violation policy that shall be applied when the required minimum spacing between subsequently
scheduled is violated. In other words, it determines is done when tintended is too close to the
tag of the last event that was scheduled on this action. The precise meaning of these policies
is specified in Algorithm 2 in Section 2.5. We summarize them as follows:
• “drop”: Do not insert a new event;
• “replace”: Replace the last event; and
• “defer” (default): Insert a new event, but adjust its timestamp so that the minimum
spacing requirement is satisfied.

Timers
Timers are a convenient means for specifying periodic tasks, which are very common in
embedded computing. For this reason, timers are offered as a language primitive in LF. The
syntax of a timer declaration is as follows:
htimer i ::= hIDi(‘(’hvaluei(‘,’hvaluei)?‘)’)?

A hvaluei in htimer i may again refer either to a parameter or a time value. The first hvaluei
specifies the offset. The second hvaluei specifies the period. A timer triggers once at the
start time plus the given offset, which is zero if it is left unspecified. If a period is given, then
the action will continue to trigger repeatedly at regular intervals equal to the given period.
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Listing 3.10: Using a timer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

target C ;
main reactor Periodic (
offset : time (0) ,
period : time (500 msec ) ) {
timer t ( offset , period ) ;
reaction ( t ) {=
printf ( " % lld \ n " , g e t _ e l a p s e d _ l o g i c a l _ t i m e () ) ;
=}
}

Listing 3.11: Using logical actions instead of a timer
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

target C ;
main reactor Periodic (
offset : time (0) ,
period : time (500 msec ) ) {
logical action init ( offset ) ;
logical action recur ( period ) ;

reaction ( startup ) -> init , recur {=

8
9
10
11
12
13

if ( self - > offset == 0) {
printf ( " % lld \ n " , g e t _ e l a p s e d _ l o g i c a l _ t i m e () ) ;
schedule ( recur , 0 , NULL ) ;
} else {
schedule ( init , 0 , NULL ) ;
}

14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

=}

reaction ( init , recur ) -> recur {=
printf ( " % lld \ n " , g e t _ e l a p s e d _ l o g i c a l _ t i m e () ) ;
schedule ( recur , 0 , NULL ) ;
=}
}

69
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Example The timer on line 5 will trigger the reaction of the Periodic with a zero offset and
period of 500 ms, which will print the elapsed logical time in nanoseconds (i.e., 0, 500000000,
1000000000, . . . ). Timers are syntactic sugar. As shown in Listing 3.11, the exact same can
be achieved using logical actions.
Diagrams of Listings 3.10 and 3.11 are shown in Figures 3.3a and 3.3a, respectively.

(a) Graphical rendering of Listing 3.10

(b) Graphical rendering of Listing 3.11

Figure 3.3: Timers are syntactic sugar for periodically recurring logical actions.

State Variables
A reactor may declare state variables, which are class members just like ports, timers, and
actions; each reactor instance will have their own independent instances of these entities.
State variables allow for reactions share information with other reactions within the same
reactor and carry over information from one logical time to the next. A state variable is
declared using the following syntax:
hvar i ::= ‘state’hIDi‘:’hTYPE i?hinitializer i?

Example The following reactor will produce the output sequence 1, 2, 3, . . . by incrementing the state variable count every time it reacts to timer t:
Listing 3.12: Using a state variable
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

target TypeScript ;
main reactor Count {
state count : number (0) ;
timer t (0 , 100 msec ) ;
reaction ( t ) {=
count ++;
console . log ( count ) ;
=}
}

While it may be tempting to use a preamble block for specifying shared state, doing so
would lead to a very different behavior and, most likely, nondeterministic results. Unlike a
state variable whose scope is limited to a single reactor instance, a global variable declared
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in a in a preamble is shared among all reactor instances, which obviously leads to data races
under multi-threaded execution. But even in purely sequential execution models, global
variables have long been flagged as problematic. It was only a few years after Dijkstra’s
famous letter condemning the “goto” statement as harmful [60], that Wulf and Shaw argued
for the abolishment of “non-local variables” [218]. The same reasons that applied then still
apply now. Reactors formally do not feature global variables, and their usage in LF is
strongly discouraged.

Connections
A reactor definition can specify connections between the ports of reactors it contains. It
can also draw connections between the ports of contained reactors and its own ports. The
syntax for specifying a connection is as follows:
hconnectioni ::= (href i | hrefListi)(‘->’ | ‘∼>’)(href i | hrefListi)
href i ::= hIDi(‘.’hIDi)?
The dotted notation in href i is used to refer to ports of contained reactors, where the first
hIDi is the name of the port and the second hIDi refers to the name of the contained reactor.
If no dot is used, then it is implied that the hIDi refers to a port of the containing reactor
(i.e., a port of the reactor class in whose lexical scope the connection is defined). It is
also reference multiple ports at once using a hrefListi, the details of which we discuss in
Section 3.7.
Logical Connections versus Physical Connections
We distinguish two types of connections: logical connections, denoted by a straight arrow
->, and physical connections, denoted by a squiggly arrow ∼>. Whereas the logical
connection is synonymous with an ordinary connection in the reactor model (see Section 2.3),
physical connections are syntactic sugar for a reaction that gets triggered by the upstream
port, schedules a physical action, at some later tag gets triggered by the resulting event,
and then sets the port of the downstream port. The net effect of this level of indirection
is that data gets transferred between the upstream and downstream port without implying
a dependency between those ports. This can be useful if no synchronization is necessary
between the produced output and downstream reactions that observe it. One can compare
this sort of interaction with the handling of events in JavaScript [149]; when an event occurs,
it will be pushed onto a queue and handled later, in some arbitrary order. In other words,
physical connections are a mechanism for intentionally introducing nondeterminism in places
where no strict ordering of events is required.
Example We can show the difference in timing behavior between using a physical connection and using a logical connection using the code in Listing 3.13 by simply changing
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Listing 3.13: Printing a timed sequence through a logical connection
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

target C { timeout : 599 msec };
main reactor TimedSequence {
ramp = new Ramp () ;
print = new Print () ;
ramp . y -> print . x ;
}

reactor Ramp {
timer t (0 , 100 msec ) ;
output y : int ;
state count : int (0) ;
reaction ( t ) -> y {=
SET (y , self - > count ) ;
self - > count ++;
=}

}

reactor Print {
input x : int ;
reaction ( x ) {=
printf ( " Logical time : % lld , Physical time : % lld "
" , Value : % d \ n " ,
g e t _ e l a p s e d _ l o g i c a l _ t i m e () ,
g e t _ e l a p s e d _ p h y s i c a l _ t i m e () , x - > value ) ;
=}

}

Output 3.14: TimedSequence with logical connection
Logical
Logical
Logical
Logical
Logical
Logical

time :
time :
time :
time :
time :
time :

0 , Physical time 442124 ,
100000000 , Physical time
200000000 , Physical time
300000000 , Physical time
400000000 , Physical time
500000000 , Physical time

Value : 0
100146322 ,
200140962 ,
300146657 ,
400092148 ,
500142916 ,

Value :
Value :
Value :
Value :
Value :

1
2
3
4
5

Line 5 from ramp.y -> print.x to ramp.y ∼> print.x. When we compare the output in
Output 3.14 to Output 3.15, we see that the logical times are no longer exact when the
physical connection is used. Note that extra slack was added to the timeout target property
to account for the time delay incurred by the physical connection (also see the discussion
in Section 5.4 about coordinating the end of execution). The logical time of the last event
in Output 3.15 is 500 153 069 ns (rather than 500 000 000 ns), meaning that only four events
would show if the timeout was chosen to be exactly 500 ms.
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Output 3.15: TimedSequence with physical connection
Logical
Logical
Logical
Logical
Logical
Logical

3.6

time :
time :
time :
time :
time :
time :

103524 , Physical time 160233 , Value : 0
100075065 , Physical time 100130927 , Value :
200130178 , Physical time 200202198 , Value :
300101395 , Physical time 300168437 , Value :
400025707 , Physical time 400079239 , Value :
500087864 , Physical time 500153069 , Value :

1
2
3
4
5

Reaction Definition

A reaction definition is somewhat similar to that of a class method or function. A reaction
consists of hcodei, a block of code surrounded by target code delimiters, and a signature.
Whereas the signature of a function usually consists of parameters and their types, a return
type, and possibly extra annotations such as visibility modifiers and exception declarations,
a reaction signature consists of a list of htriggersi, hsourcesi, and heffectsi, and an optional
hdeadlinei. The syntax is as follows:
hreactioni
htriggersi
hsourcesi
heffectsi
hioi
hdeadlinei

::=
::=
::=
::=
::=
::=

‘reaction’htriggersihsourcesiheffectsi?hcodeihdeadlinei
‘(’hioi‘)’
hioi?
‘->’hioi
href i(‘,’href i)*
‘deadline’‘(’htimei‘)’hcodei

An entry in htriggersi, hsourcesi5 , or heffectsi may refer to a port or action of the containing
reactor, or a port of a contained reactor. A reaction has to have at least one trigger (or else
it would never execute). There are two additional triggers that may be used: startup for
triggering the reaction at the very first logical time instant of the containing reactor’s life
cycle, and shutdown for triggering the reaction at the very last logical time instant of the
container’s existence. Ports or actions that should not trigger the reaction, but whose value
might be read in the reaction’s hcodei, must be listed among the reaction’s hsourcesi. Failure
to do so will cause a compilation error. Ports whose value might be set in the reaction’s
hcodei and actions that might be scheduled in the reaction’s hcodei must be listed among
the heffectsi, i.e., after the ->. Again, if a reaction sets a port or schedules an action that is
not among its heffectsi, the compilation error will result.
While actions do not imply dependencies, making them part of the reaction signature
allows their effects to be considered as part the static analysis of the program. For instance,
if a reaction n schedules an action a that has a minimum delay d(a), then a will not trigger
5

In the formalization, sources include triggers, but in LF we separate them to avoid verbosity.
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any reactions until T > π1 (g) + d(a), in which T denotes physical time and g is the tag at
which a was scheduled. Facts like these determine whether a program is schedulable or
not (i.e., whether timing constraints can always be met) [159].
Timing constraints can be specified using a hdeadlinei. A hdeadlinei is a property of a
hreactioni that stipulates that whenever the reaction gets triggered, its hcodei is to execute
before T > g + ∆, where T denotes the current physical time, g denotes the current logical
time, and ∆ is specified by the htimei parameter of the hdeadlinei. Should a deadline miss
occur at runtime, the hcodei of the hdeadlinei will be invoked rather than the hcodei of the
hreactioni. This behavior is codified in Algorithm 12 in Section 2.7.
Example The example discussed in Section 2.4 has an implementation that is available
in the LF repository. Instead of interacting with physical pedals, brakes, and a motor, this
demo receives input from a keyboard and prints a log of the performed control to stdout.
The LF code for the Brake reactor is sketched in Listing 3.16. When the deadline is brought
down sufficiently, say to 100 microseconds, deadline misses will start to occur. When this
happens, the alternative reaction body on Line 8 is invoked instead of the reaction body on
Line 6. While in a braking system even late application of the brakes is probably better
than none at all, there exist scenarios in which late actuation can do substantial harm.
For instance, imagine an automatic lane switching system that has to query a number of
sensors and process their data in order to determine whether it is safe to switch lanes. Any
conclusion that such system reaches that is not confined to a very limited time window would
be dangerous to act upon.
Listing 3.16: Using a deadline
1
2

reactor Brakes {
input force : int ;

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

// @label Reaction with deadline
reaction ( force ) {=
// On time
=} deadline (2 msec ) {=
// Too late
=}
}

3.7

Banks and Multiports

In programs that require a “dense” connection topology, i.e., where some reactors have to
interact with a significant number of peers, it can quickly become tedious to allocate ports,
draw each individual connection, and specify reaction signatures. To avoid this, LF features
ports that can send or receive over multiple channels, called multiports, and bundles of
instances of a reactor class, called banks of reactors.
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To declare an input or output port to be a multiport, or instantiate a bank of reactors
instead of a single one, the optional width parameter must be used, which can be a positive
integer constant hINT i or a parameter name hIDi.
hwidthi ::= ‘[’hINT i | hIDi‘]’

Connecting Equal-width Multiports
Example Consider the code in Listing 3.17. This example features two multiports that are
connected using an ordinary hconnectioni on Line 23, which connects each channel of a.out
to b.in. In this case, the width of the ports match. If the widths do not match, then a
warning is issued. The data of unconnected output channels gets discarded and unconnected
input channels are always absent. This statement is legal because the widths of a.out and
b.in match. The hwidthi of a.out is determined by the parameter width, which has a
default value of 1 but is overridden during the instantiation of a, whereas Destination.in
has a fixed width of 4. Downstream reactor b simply adds up the values 0, 1, 2, and 3 that
it collects from the four channels of b.in and it prints:
Sum of received:

6.

A reaction triggered by a multiport will be triggered when any of the multiport’s channels
have a value. Hence, when using multiports, it is important to test for presence of the input
on each channel, as done in Listing 3.17 on Line 15
When a hreactioni declares a multiport as a htrigger i (Line 12), hsourcei, or heffecti
(Line 4), then this brings into scope of the reaction body a way to access the width of the
port and a way to write to each channel of the port. It is also possible to test whether a
previous reaction has set an output value and to read what that value is (values are not
actually cleared in between steps, only the indicator of their presence is reset). The exact
syntax for this depends on the target language. In the C target, the width of a port name
out is accessed with the variable out width, and x[i] references the output channel to
write to using the SET macro, as shown on Line 6.

Connecting Different-width Multiports
It is also possible to connect different-width ports using a hrefListi on either side of the
arrow in a hconnectioni. The hrefListi production is defined as follows:
hrefListi ::= ‘(’href i(‘,’href i)*‘)’‘+’?
Instead of referencing a single port, this construct allows one to reference lists of ports. The
channels of ports on the left of the arrow are connected to channels of ports on the right, in
the order they are listed (from left to right), until there are no more available channels on
the right. If the total width on the left does not match the total width on the right, then a
warning is issued. If the left side is wider than the right, then output data will be discarded.
If the right side is wider than the left, then inputs channels will be absent.
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Listing 3.17: Reactors with multiports
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

target C ;
reactor Source ( width : int (1) ) {
output [ width ] out : int ;
reaction ( startup ) -> out {=
for ( int i = 0; i < out_width ; i ++) {
SET ( out [ i ] , i ) ;
}
=}
}

reactor Sink ( width : int (1) ) {
input [ width ] in : int ;
reaction ( in ) {=
int sum = 0;
for ( int i = 0; i < in_width ; i ++) {
if ( in [ i ] - > is_present ) sum += in [ i ] - > value ;
}
printf ( " Sum of received : % d .\ n " , sum ) ;
=}

}

main reactor M u l t i p o r t T o M u l t i p o r t {
a = new Source ( width = 4) ;
b = new Sink ( width = 4) ;
a . out -> b . in ;

}

Listing 3.18: Connecting multiports
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

target C ;
import Source , Sink from ’ M u l t i p o r t T o M u l t i p o r t . lf ’ // See Listing 3.17.
main reactor M u l t i p o r t T o M u l t i p o r t 2 {
a1 = new Source ( width = 3) ;
a2 = new Source ( width = 2) ;
b = new Sink ( width = 5) ;
a1 . out , a2 . out -> b . in ;
}

Example Consider the code in Listing 3.18, which has a main reactor with two Source
instances: a1 that has width=3 and a2 that has width=2. It also has a Sink b with width=5.
On Line 7, the first three channels of b are connected to the outputs of a1 and the last two
channels of b are connected to a2.
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Listing 3.19: A multicast connection
1
2
3
4
5

target C ;
import Source , Sink from ’ M u l t i p o r t T o M u l t i p o r t . lf ’ // See Listing 3.17.
main reactor Multicast ( width : int (4) ) {
a = new Source ( width = 1) ;
d = new [ width ] Destination ( width = 1) ;

6
7

}

( a . out ) + -> d . in ;

Multicast Connections
It is also possible to have fewer ports on the left of a connection and have their channels
multicast to ones on the right. To signal this intent, the optional parentheses and ‘+’ in
the hrefListi must be used. The content inside the parentheses can be a comma-separated
list of ports, the ports inside can be ordinary ports or multiports, and the ports be can
members of ordinary reactors or banks of reactors. In all cases, the number of ports inside
the parentheses on the left must divide the number of ports on the right.
Example The statement (a.out)+ in Line 6 of Listing 3.19 means “repeat the output
port a.out one or more times as needed to supply all the input ports of d.in.”

Using Banks of Reactors
Like an hinputi or houtputi, an hinstancei can be parameterized with a hwidthi. This syntax
allows for the creation of a bank of reactors where hwidthi specifies the number of reactors
in the bank. Banks and multiports can be combined; a href i in a hconnectioni can refer to
a port in a single instance, to a multiport in a single instance, to a regular port in a bank
of reactors, or to a multiport in a bank of reactors. Whenever the total number of channels
on left side of a hconnectioni does not match the total number of channels on the right, a
warning will be issued. To distinguish the instances in a bank of reactors, the reactor will
automatically have a parameter called bank index of type int. This will be assigned a
number between 0 and n − 1, where n is the number of reactor instances in the bank.
Example The connection between a.out and b.in in Listing 3.20 is balanced.
Listing 3.20: Connecting banks of reactors
1
2
3
4
5
6

target C ;
import Source , Sink from ’ M u l t i p o r t T o M u l t i p o r t . lf ’ // See Listing 3.17.
main reactor B a nk T o Ba n k Mu l t ip o r t {
a = new [3] Source ( width = 4) ; b = new [4] Sink ( width = 3) ;
a . out -> b . in ; // 3 * 4 = 12 channels
}
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Example In Listing 3.21, we connect a Source with a multiport of width 3 to a bank of
three Sink reactors. Because each Sink instance has an input of width 1, the connection is
balanced.
Listing 3.21: Connecting a multiport to a bank
1
2
3
4
5
6

target C ;
import Source , Sink from ’ M u l t i p o r t T o M u l t i p o r t . lf ’ // See Listing 3.17.
main reactor MultiportToBank {
a = new Source ( width =3) ; b = new [3] Sink () ;
a . out -> b . in ;
}

3.8

Semantics

Lingua Franca, with its timestamped events, is rooted in a discrete-event model of computation. We can leverage prior work with the semantics of discrete-event systems [182, 220,
127, 222, 42, 139, 156, 158] to prove determinism. A program is deterministic if it exhibits
exactly one behavior for each set of inputs. Some care is needed, however, because this
statement requires defining precisely what we mean by “behavior” and “input.”
First, LF cannot be fully dealt with by the DEVS formalism of [222] because there is no
requirement for a nonzero logical time delay from inputs to outputs of reactors. Outputs are
simultaneous (in logical time) with inputs, much like the synchronous languages [20].
Second, LF uses a superdense model of time [151, 155], where there is no requirement for
a delta-causal component in feedback loops. As a consequence, the metric-space semantics of
[182, 220, 127], which uses the Cantor metric and the Banach fixed point theorem, cannot be
used unmodified. We can choose a semantics based on complete partial orders (CPOs)
[139] or on a generalized ultrametric space [42, 156, 158]. Here we choose the latter.
We will not give the full formalism here, since it is well documented in the literature, but
instead will only explain how to map LF onto this formalism. A full understanding will
require reading the prior work.
We use the concept of a signal to represent the sequence of timestamped messages that
flow from output ports to input ports in LF. Formally, a signal is a partial function s : T * V ,
where T is the tag set and V is the set of possible message values. A signal is defined for
tags where there is an event (a message is sent) and is undefined for other tags. For the
purposes of proving determinism, we take “behavior” to be the set of signals produced by a
program execution.
The prior work with ultrametric space semantics assumes a superdense time tag set
T = R × N, but the theory applies for any totally ordered set. There are no real numbers
in LF, so the tag set can be accurately modeled by T = N × N, where N is the set of
natural numbers. The set is ordered lexicographically. Dispensing with real numbers means
that some of the corner cases that arise in a generalized ultrametric semantics do not arise
in LF. One subtlety that we do not escape, however, is the possibility of Zeno systems,
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where one part of the system fails to advance time past a certain finite point while another
part of the system proceeds beyond that point. Consider a program where one portion
advances time only by microsteps and another by metric time. It can be shown that whether
a given program is Zeno is undecidable; a clever demonstration of this has been given by
Ben Lickly [126] who gives an example discrete-event program that is Zeno if the Collatz
conjecture is false and non-Zeno if it is true. This example can also be easily be implemented
in LF, as shown in Listing 3.22. Since Zeno systems are probably not useful, we will simply
assume that our semantics does not include Zeno systems. The only thing remaining to do
is prove that a program is modeled by a strictly contracting endofunction in the generalized
ultrametric space. Determinism will then follow from the existence and uniqueness of a fixed
point for this function.
First, we have to show that each reactor is indeed modeled by a function. This function
has the form
F : (T * V )N → (T * V )M ,
where (T * V ) is the set of all signals, N is the number of input ports, and M is the
number of output ports. Some care is need here because a reaction contains arbitrary code
in a target language, code that LF is not concerned with. If that code is nondeterministic,
e.g., by invoking a random number generator seeded by the current time, then it is far from
obvious how to model the reactor as such a function. But recognizing that our goal is to
show the LF is deterministic (it does not introduce nondeterminism), not that the target
language is deterministic, for each execution of the program, we can take the function to
be the one determined by the particular outcome of every nondeterministic choice in the
target language. This is analogous to the way the prior DE semantic models handle external
inputs. For each execution, the function realized by each component is determined, in part,
by the particular external inputs provided to that execution. For the example of the random
number generator, we can consider the seed to be an external input. The function will be
different for each execution of the program because the input will be different, but it will be
a function nonetheless.
A similar strategy can be used to handle physical actions, which gets assigned a tag
based on the current physical clock of the executing platform. The function realized by a
reactor will depend on that tag, so that function will be different for every execution, but it is
nevertheless a function, rendering the theory applicable. Hence, the tag, not just the value, of
a physical action is considered an external input to the program. Given the inputs, including
the tags assigned to physical actions, the behavior of the program will prove deterministic,
an extremely valuable property (consider that it enables regression testing, for example).
A final subtlety is that LF allows reactions to overwrite an output produced by a previous
reaction. Since these two output values have the same tag, this would seem to make it
impossible to model an output signal as a function whose domain is the set of tags. However,
because of the dependency analysis, which constrains the execution order of reactions, no
other reactor will see the first value. Every other reactor sees only the final value at any
tag, and hence there is no contradiction. That final value is the output from the function
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Listing 3.22: Stuttering Zeno behavior exhibited if input disproves Collatz conjecture
1
2
3
4
5
6

target TypeScript { keepalive : true };
main reactor Collatz {
logical action check : bigint
physical action response : string
preamble {=
const readline = require ( ’ readline ’)
const rl = readline . createInterface ({
input : process . stdin ,
output : process . stdout
})

7
8
9
10
11

=}

reaction ( startup ) -> response {=

12
13
14
15
16
17

rl . question ( " Enter an integer :\ n " , ( answer : string ) = > {
actions . response . schedule (0 , answer )
rl . close ()
})
=}

reaction ( response ) -> check {=

18
19
20
21
22
23

actions . check . schedule (0 , BigInt ( response ) )
=}

reaction ( check ) -> check {=
let n = check
if ( n !== undefined ) {
console . log ( n )
if ( n <= 1 n ) {
util . requestShutdown ()
} else {
actions . check . schedule (0 ,
( n % 2 n == 0 n ) ? n /2 n : 3 n * n +1 n )
}
}

24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33

=}
}

80
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F (this also explains why we model reactors, not reactions as functions). We next need to
show that for every execution, the F function for each reactor is contracting in a generalized
ultrametric space. Following [42, 139, 156], we define the generalized ultrametric over the
set (T * V )N of N -tuples of signals to be a function
d : (T * V )N × (T * V )N → Γ
where Γ is the set of down sets of the tag set T , and N is a positive integer. For a particular
pair of tuples of signals s1 , s2 , d(s1 , s2 ) is the largest down set of T where the restrictions of
s1 and s2 to this down set are equal. In other words, d(s1 , s2 ) is the tag set of the largest
common prefix of s1 and s2 .
The set Γ is totally ordered by reverse set containment. Thus, for γ1 , γ2 ∈ Γ, we write
γ1 ≤ γ2 if and only if γ1 ⊇ γ2 . A function F modeling a reactor is a contraction if for all
N -tuples s1 , s2 ∈ (T * V )N ,
d(F (s1 ), F (s2 )) ≤ d(s1 , s2 ).
In words, the tag set of the common prefix of two possible outputs from the function is at
least as big as the tag set of the common prefix of the two possible inputs that produce
these outputs. This property is trivially satisfied by all LF reactors because outputs cannot
depend on events with tags larger than that of the output. In other words, every reactor is
causal (no output event depends on a future input event, one with a larger tag).
One final step is needed. Using the connections between ports to guide function composition, the individual functions Fr for each reactor r can be systematically composed to
construct a function
G : (T * V )P → (T * V )P ,
where P is the total number of signals in the program and G describes the entire program.
The procedure for constructing this function G is systematic (see [131], chapter 6).
An example fashioned after Figure 6.1 of [131] is given in Figure 3.4. Figure 3.4a shows a
cyclic composition of four reactors producing four signals (P = 4). Each reactor is modeled
by a function F1 through F4 . These functions are assembled in parallel in Figure 3.4b to
define an endofunction G that has the four signals as inputs and outputs. Four feedback
connections then route each output to the corresponding input. The constraints of LF ensure
that the graph of reactions (not reactors) is acyclic (any feedback loop in the dependency
graph between reactions must include at least one microstep delay), and hence there always
exists a finite unrolling (the function G applied to its own outputs some number N times)
such that there is no path through the resulting graph of reactions from any input to the
first G to any output of the last G. Since there is no such path, at each logical time, each
output from GN at each logical tag does not depend on any input at that logical tag. In the
example, N = 3 is sufficient (see Figure 3.4c). In general, it is easy to show that N is no
larger than the total number of reactions in the program.
Since any parallel composition of contracting functions is contracting, G is a contracting
function. The function GN , however, is strictly contracting because of the lack of direct
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(b) Feedback composition

(c) Unrolled feedback

Figure 3.4: Constructing a strictly contracting function GN that models an LF program.
paths from any input to any output. Hence, every LF program can be modeled as a feedback
loop with a strictly contracting function GN mapping all signals to all signals. A classic
fixed point theorem [175] tells us that such a function has exactly one fixed point, and
hence there can be only one set of signals that satisfy the program. Hence, the program is
deterministic. That fixed point theorem, however, is not constructive (it gives no way to find
the fixed point). In [42], the classic Banach fixed point theorem, which applies to ordinary
metric spaces, is generalized to apply to generalized ultrametric spaces. That theorem is
constructive. The constructive procedure for finding the fixed point offers an operational
semantics for LF. At the same time,the existence and uniqueness of the fixed point gives a
denotational semantics. These two semantics match and hence are “fully abstract.”
For completeness, one final observation is in order. LF permits the structure of programs
to change at runtime through a mechanism called mutations (see Section 2.5). Logically,
these mutations can be modeled as occurring between logical time steps because, at each
time step, the mutations always precede any reaction that may be affected by the mutation.
Semantically, this is termination of the execution of one deterministic program at the conclusion of a logical time step and starting a new deterministic program at the next logical
time step. Two or more distinct functions G participate in determining the behavior of the
program. As long as the time step is chosen deterministically and the mutation itself is a
function of the inputs, the result is still a deterministic program.

We have to fight chaos, and the most effective
way of doing that is to prevent its emergence.
Edsger W. Dijkstra

Chapter 4
Concurrency and Timing
Precise timing plays an important role in cyber-physical systems [124]. With their increasing
computational demand, so is efficient exploitation of parallelism [12]. In order to effectively
program these systems, there is a need for models with semantics that includes time, and
we need runtime systems that are capable of harnessing the computing power of modern
multi-core systems. The Reactor model and its Lingua Franca implementation is aimed
at meeting these demands. Our approach is in contrast with today’s general-purpose hardware and programming languages, where timing properties of software are emergent rather
than specified, and exploiting concurrency is tedious due to the intrinsic difficulties dealing
with threads [128] or endemic nondeterminism in coordination models like actors or serviceoriented architectures [162]. The state-of-the-art in engineering realtime systems (which
has not changed much since the early 2000s) relies heavily on overly detailed modeling and
analysis or testing for the verification of timing properties [138, 47], but effectively testing
software in the face of nondeterminism is challenging and sometimes infeasible.
Our goal is to chart a path toward a practice where timed behavior can be specified
explicitly and its feasibility assessed statically, at compile-time. We are not there yet, but
we see LF with its ability to specify timing behavior using first-class language constructs
as an important step toward that goal. The key feature of the reactor model that enables this is its multiplicity of timelines and the relationship is establishes between them.
Reactors leverage logical time, following classical synchronous-reactive principles, to cater
deterministic responses to external stimuli that register as events with a tag derived from
physical time (i.e., wall-clock time). This allows for the formulation of deadlines, which are
bounds on the physical time permitted to elapse while reacting to events. While the LF
toolchain currently performs no static WCET-analysis [180] or schedulability analysis [69,
18]—capabilities worth developing in the future—reactors are equipped with a fault handling
mechanism for handling runtime violations of timing constraints. As faults can never be ruled
out completely, we consider static analysis and fault handling complementary approaches to
achieving robustness in time-critical systems.
The deterministic concurrency model of reactors is useful not only for systems that are
time-critical. Any application that seeks to utilize multi-core architectures—even if it does
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not care about timing at all—could benefit from the way reactors transparently exploit
concurrency and help achieve reproducible program behavior.

4.1

Physical Actions in Reactive Systems

The use of physical actions and the distinction between physical and logical actions is sufficiently subtle that we feel compelled to offer an example illustrating the use of both. The
example in Listing 4.1, which can be found in the Lingua Franca GitHub repository1 ,
implements a “reflex game” (a similar example was used by Berry and Gonthier [25]), where
a user is presented with a prompt at a random time and asked to respond to the prompt by
typing Return or Enter on the keyboard. The game then reports the number of milliseconds
that elapsed between the prompt and the Return. If the user attempts to cheat by hitting
return before seeing the prompt, the program detects it.
ReflexGame
RandomSource
1
GetUserInput
1

P

L

2

out

2secs

2

3
another

another

3
prompt

Figure 4.1: Diagram generated from the LF code in Listing 4.1.
The program consists of two reactors. RandomSource is responsible for generating a
prompt at a random time. On Line 6, in response to startup, it uses the logical action
named prompt to schedule a prompt to occur after two seconds plus an additional random
delay specified by the function rnd time. When that action occurs, it will print a prompt
(Line 9). When an input event another occurs, it will schedule another instance of the
prompt action (line 13). Using a logical action in this reactor makes sense because the
reactor itself, not its physical environment, controls the timing of events.
The second reactor, GetUserInput, uses the pthreads library to start a thread that listens
for keyboard inputs. The thread is started on Line 28 in response to startup. The new
thread will, upon detecting that the user has typed Return, schedule the physical action
rspns (Line 21). That action will be assigned a tag based on the current physical time
as reported by the operating system or other time service on the execution platform. The
reaction to rspns (Line 30) checks to see whether the user cheated and, if not, reports the
response time. It then issues a request for another prompt (Line 38).
1

https://repo.lf-lang.org/
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Listing 4.1: Reflex game written in LF
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

target C ;
reactor RandomSource {
input another : bool ; output out : bool ;
logical action prompt (2 secs ) ;
reaction ( startup ) -> prompt {=
schedule ( prompt , rnd_time () , NULL ) ;
=}

reaction ( prompt ) -> out , prompt {=

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18

printf ( " Hit Return ! " ) ;
set ( out , true ) ;
=}

reaction ( another ) -> prompt {=
schedule ( prompt , rnd_time () , NULL ) ;

=}
}

reactor GetUserInput {
preamble {=
void * read ( void * rspns ) {
while (1) {
... wait for Return key ...
schedule ( rspns , 0 , NULL ) ;
}
}

19
20
21
22
23
24

=}

input prompt : bool ; output another : bool ;
physical action rspns ; state prompt_time : time (0) ;
reaction ( startup ) -> rspns {=

25
26
27
28
29
30

pthread_create (... , & read , rspns ) ;
=}

reaction ( rspns ) -> another {=
if ( self - > prompt == 0 LL ) {
printf ( " YOU CHEATED !\ n " ) ;
} else {
int t = ( get_logical_time () - self - > prompt ) / MSEC (1) ;
printf ( " Time in ms : % d \ n " , t ) ;
self - > prompt_time = 0 LL ;
}
set ( another , true ) ;

31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47

=}

reaction ( prompt ) {=
self - > prompt = get _physi cal_t ime () ;

=}
}

main reactor ReflexGame {
p = new RandomSource () ; g = new GetUserInput () ;
p . out -> g . prompt ; g . another -> p . another ;

}
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Using a physical action for the second reactor makes sense because the timing of the
events of this action are determined by the physical environment, not by the reactor itself.
LF ensures that the tags assigned to these events will not appear “in the past.” In other
words, it ensures that all reactors see events in timestamp order. The precision with which
these logical timestamps match physical time, of course, will depend on the properties of the
real-time clock on the execution platform.

Deadlines
The GetUserInput reactor in Listing 4.1, which turns keystrokes into tagged events through
a physical action, is an example of a reactor that wraps a sensor. A typical use case for such
a component would be to integrate it into a control system such that it triggers some computation, the result of which ultimately drives an actuator. In our reflex game, the “actuator”
just prints to stdout. (Line 35). Such control systems are prevalent in automotive applications, fly-by-wire systems in aircraft, and really any kind of cyber-physical system. What
these applications typically have in common is that they are subject to a specification that
imposes bounds on the maximum latency between sensing and actuation. In an automotive
brake system, for instance, the physical time that elapses between the moment of pressing
the brake pedal and the brakes being applied has to be bounded in order to guarantee a
braking distance that is considered safe (see Section 2.4).
sensor
ISR

Controller c
deadline

logical time
Actuator a

physical time

(max. 100 msec)

Figure 4.2: A deadline defines the maximum delay between the logical time of an event and
the physical time of the start of a reaction that it triggers.
We call these bounds deadlines. A deadline ∆ specifies a time interval such that the
reaction to the input in with tag g = (t, m) is required to be invoked before physical time,
as measured on the local platform, exceeds t+∆. In other words, before invoking the reaction
to input in at a logical time g, the LF runtime system checks the local physical time T ; if
T ≤ t + ∆, then it invokes the reaction as usual (Line 13). Otherwise, it invokes the code at
Line 15 that handles a deadline miss. That code could, for example, raise an alarm and/or
change the system to operate in some sort of safe degraded mode.
The program in Listing 4.2 illustrates how the end-to-end latency between a sensor and
an actuator can be bounded by a deadline. The program instantiates two reactors c and a,
instances of Controller and Actuator respectively. The physical action sensor on Line 2
will be triggered by an asynchronous call to the schedule procedure, for example, within
an interrupt service routine (ISR) handling the sensor (that code is not shown). The action
will be assigned a tag based on what the physical clock indicates when the ISR is invoked.
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Listing 4.2: Bounded end-to-end delay between a sensor and an actuator
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

reactor Controller {
physical action sensor : int ;
output y : int ;
// ...

reaction ( sensor ) -> y {=
int control = calculate ( sensor_value ) ;
set (y , control ) ;

=}
}

reactor Actuator {
input x : int ;
reaction ( x ) {=

12
13
14
15
16
17

}

18
19
20
21
22

}

// Time - sensitive code
=} deadline (100 msec ) {=
printf ( " *** Deadline miss detected .\ n " ) ;
=}

main reactor Composite {
c = new Controller () ;
a = new Actuator () ;
c . y -> a . x ;

That tag, therefore, is a measure of the physical time at which the sensor triggered. The
reaction to sensor, on Line 6, performs some calculation and sends a control messages to
its output port. Line 21 connects that output to the input x of the actuator.
The actuator’s reaction to the input x declares a deadline of 100 ms on Line 14 followed
by a deadline violation handler. If this reaction is not invoked within 100 ms of the tag of the
input, as measured by the local physical clock, then rather than executing the time-sensitive
code in the reaction, the deadline violation is handled. The deadline, therefore, is expressing
a requirement that the calculation on Line 6 (plus any overhead) not take more than 100 ms
(in physical time). This relation across timelines is illustrated in Fig. 4.2.
A deadline in an LF program has two roles. First, it provides a hint to the scheduler. Our
multi-core scheduler for the C target implements an earliest-deadline-first (EDF) scheduling
strategy [39], where every reaction upstream of a reaction with a deadline inherits its deadline
(or an earlier deadline if there are more than one downstream reactions with deadlines).
Second, it provides a mechanism for providing a fault handler, a body of target code to invoke
if the deadline is violated. Note that the deadline construct in LF admits nondeterminism.
The program will be deterministic only if the deadlines are not violated. Whether the
deadline is violated or not depends on factors outside the semantics of LF.
If the tag g for the event presented to input in was ultimately derived from a physical
action, then the deadline in Listing 4.2 specifies an end-to-end deadline between sensing
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and actuation. The deadline may be violated, for example, by excessive execution times of
reactions in the path to in, or by poor scheduling decisions that failed to take into account
the deadline. To provide assurance that deadlines are not violated requires estimates of
worst-case execution time (WCET) of code fragments. LF’s architecture naturally breaks
down code into fragments, the reactions, that may prove more amenable to WCET analysis
than arbitrary programs. An excellent survey of the state of the art in WCET analysis is
provided by Wilhelm et al. [216]. We have not implemented such analysis, but see adding
WCET estimation tools to our compiler toolchain as potential future work.

Logical Time Delays
A logical time delay between two reactions can be implemented using a logical action. As
a convenience, LF allows for connections to be annotated with an after-clause that specifies
a time delay. Such delay effectively shifts a produced output along the logical time line. As
such, this mechanism can be used to reduce the amount by which logical time lags physical
time, and account for the execution time of reactions. By choosing the logical delay between
two reactions connected to one another via ports—a producer and a consumer—such that
the logical delay exceeds the worst-case execution time (WCET) of the producer, the tags
of the events are always greater than the physical time at which they are produced. This
effectively assigns a logical execution time (LET) [93] to the producer, allowing the execution
of the consumer to be timed more precisely with respect to physical time.

4.2

Runtime Scheduling and Real-Time Constraints

The execution algorithm for reactors explained in Section 2.7 honors the data dependencies
that exist between reactions, but it leaves room for scheduling decisions that may affect
the system’s performance, both in terms of latency, throughput, and its ability to meet
deadlines. Specifically, on Line 16 of Algorithm 12 (the doStep procedure), the select
procedure that picks the next reaction to be executed from the pool of “ready” reactions
remains unspecified.
More generally, several key implementation details of the runtime algorithms discussed
in Section 2.7 are intentionally abstracted with mathematical notation. To get a better
understanding of some trade-offs an actual runtime scheduler is able to make, a bit more
detail is needed. Let us first assume that event queue QE and reaction queue QR are
implemented as a priority queue Using priority queues allows us to efficiently ordering
events and reactions, without having to perform expensive graph searches at runtime, for
instance. While QE simply has to order events by their tag, it is less clear how the priority
of reactions in QR should be encoded. There are several options. The most straightforward
way to prioritize reactions is to assign them a numerical value based on their position in
what is called a topological sort. A topological sort of the reaction graph γN (r) of some
top-level reactor r consists of a linear ordering of the graph’s vertices such that for every
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directed edge (n0 , n) from reaction n0 to reaction n, n comes before n0 in the ordering. There
is often more than one ordering possible that satisfies this topological sorting constraint.
Algorithm 17 Assign levels to all reactions in a top-level reactor r
1: procedure assignLevels(r)
2:
(V, E) ← γN (r)
. Reaction graph; vertices are reactions and edges denote dependencies
3:
for each n ∈ V do
4:
l(n) ← 0
. Initialize the level of all nodes to zero
5:
end for
6:
S ← list({n ∈ V | @n0 ∈ V . (n, n0 ) ∈ E})
. Create list of start nodes
7:
while |S| > 0 do
8:
n ← pop(S)
. Remove one element from the list of start nodes
0
0
9:
for each n ∈ V . (n , n) ∈ E do
. Iterate over reactions that depend on n
10:
l(n0 ) ← max(l(n0 ), l(n) + 1))
. Assign level one higher than upstream neighbor
11:
E ← E \ {(n0 , n)}
. Remove visited edge from the graph
12:
if @n0 ∈ V . (n, n0 ) ∈ E then . Check whether unvisited upstream neighbors exist
13:
push(S, n)
. If not, add the node to the start list
14:
end if
15:
end for
16:
end while
17:
if |E| > 0 then
. If edges remain in the graph, there must be a cycle
18:
error: Cycle in graph.
19:
end if
20: end procedure

Since we are interested in executing reactions in parallel whenever the absence of data
dependencies allows us to do so, we are more interested in establishing a partial order than the
total order that we would obtain from an ordinary topological sort. With a slight adjustment
of any ordinary topological sort algorithm, we can assign levels instead of positions in a list.
This increases parallelism because any two reactions of equal depth can now execute in
parallel. In the LF compiler, we use an adapted variant of Kahn’s algorithm, shown in
Algorithm 17, to assign levels to reactions. This is still a conservative approximation of
the dependencies in our reaction graph, however. If there exists a dependency between n0
and n, then the level of n must be less than the level of n0 , denoted as l(n) < l(n0 ), but
if l(n) < l(n0 ), then this does not imply that there must exist a dependency (n0 , n) in the
reaction graph. More parallelism can be exposed through a more advanced encoding, which
we discuss in Section 4.3.
Levels alone, however, are already sufficient to exploit parallelism in common patterns
such as fork-join parallelism and pipelines. Figure 4.3 shows a typical scatter/gather pattern,
where all the Computation reactors can be executed in parallel provided there is a sufficient
number of worker threads to do so. In Fig. 4.4, a chain of reactions is triggered by a
timer with a specified period. Each reaction produces an output event that is logically
simultaneous with its input, but each stage of the pipeline is broken up by a delay specified
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Figure 4.3: A diagram of an LF program realizing a typical scatter/gather pattern.
by the parameter period. This effectively breaks up the reaction graph into disconnected
subgraphs. At each tag, there is no dependency between any two reactions in the pipeline,
so they can all be executed in parallel.

Figure 4.4: A diagram of a pipeline pattern in LF; each stage executes in parallel.

Earliest-deadline-first Scheduling
While ordering reactions by level accounts for their dependencies, it does not account for
deadlines. If there is no risk of violating any dependencies, then it would pay off it execute a
reaction with an earlier deadline, because this would make it more likely for the deadline to
be met. This strategy was formalized by Liu and Layland [136] in 1973 and is since known
as Earliest Deadline First (EDF) scheduling, probably the most common dynamic priority
scheduling algorithm for real-time systems.
We have implemented a non-preemptive version of EDF scheduling in our C-based runtime by changing the sorting criterion of QR to take into account deadlines. To do this, a
preprocessing step is carried out in the compiler to ensure that each reaction inherits the earliest deadline among all of its downstream reactions in the reaction graph. The propagation
algorithm used for this is provided in Algorithm 18. Reactions without a specified deadline
and no downstream deadlines will have a deadline of ∞ (which in any practical realization
is the maximum value that can be expressed with the used data type).
For efficiency, we pack the deadline and the level in a single unsigned 64-bit integer. The
most significant 48 bits are reserved for the deadline and the remaining 16 bits are used for
the level. All time values in the C runtime have a nanosecond precision, meaning that with
48 bits a deadline can range from 10−9 s to roughly 2.8 × 105 s (almost half a week). With 16
bits to encode the level, we allow a maximum of 65536 levels.
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Algorithm 18 Propagate deadlines between reactions in top-level reactor r
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

global variables
(V, E) ← γN (r)
. Reaction graph; vertices are reactions and edges denote dependencies
end global variables
procedure assignDeadlines(r)
for each n ∈ V . ∆(n) = ⊥ do
∆(n) ← ∞
. Assign default deadline to reactions without a deadline
end for
for each n ∈ V . ∆(n) 6= ∞ do
propagateDeadline(n)
. Propagate specified deadlines upstream
end for
end procedure
procedure propagateDeadline(n)
for each n0 ∈ V . (n, n0 ) do
if ∆(n) = ⊥ then
∆(n0 ) ← min(∆(n0 ), ∆(n))
. Inherit deadline if smaller than the current
end if
propagateDeadline(n0 )
. Continue to propagate upstream
end for
end procedure

Preemption
The scheduler in the C runtime is currently non-preemptive, meaning that once started,
each reaction runs to completion without any interruptions from other reactions. This can
negatively impact the feasibility of schedules (i.e., the ability to meet deadlines). Specifically,
without preemption, there is no possibility to suspend the execution of reactions with a later
deadline in favor of ones with an earlier deadline that may be released while all worker
threads are occupied by less urgent reactions. When combined with a preemptive thread
scheduler (and a number of worker threads that exceeds the number of cores), the runtime
could dynamically change thread priorities to achieve preemption.

4.3

Exposing More Parallelism

It would be prohibitively expensive to walk the reaction graph at runtime to discover dependencies between any two reactions that are ready to execute, and ordering reactions by their
level (i.e., a reaction with no dependencies has level 0, it’s immediate downstream neighbors
have level 1, etc.) does not expose all parallelism. For instance, could add a parallel path
from the Source to Destination reactor that has not one but two reactions (n1 and n2 ) in
sequence, which jointly would take about as much compute time as the single reaction in
each Computation reactor. In that case, level l(n1 ) = 1 and thus would be allowed to execute
in parallel with the other reactions from Computation, but l(n2 ) = 2, meaning the second
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reaction would be forced to wait for all parallel reactions to conclude, even though there
clearly is no dependency that would require this.
We can improve on this with a scheme similar in spirit as the fast dynamic casting
algorithm by Gibbs and Stroustrup [83]. Where the correctness of dynamic casting depends
on the existence a certain inheritance relationship, the correctness of selecting a next reaction
to execute hinges on the absence of certain data dependencies. Rather than walking the
inheritance tree, Gibbs and Stroustrup assign cleverly chosen IDs (prime numbers) to each
class, and use the modulo operator at runtime to figure out whether a cast is legal or not,
which is obviously much cheaper. Similarly, we assign IDs to reactions at compile time in
our scheme. But instead of primes, we use carefully chosen binary numbers, and instead
of the modulo operator, we use a bitwise AND to determine whether two reactions have a
directed path between each other; if they do, we say they are part of the same chain. We
denote the chain ID of a reaction n as i(n). A reaction n0 only truly depends on another
reaction n if the following predicate is true:
l(n) < l(n0 ) ∧ (i(n) & i(n0 )) 6= 0,
where & denotes bitwise AND. The cost of evaluating this predicate at runtime is extremely
low, and it can be evaluated lazily, meaning that the right-hand side only has to be evaluated
when the left-hand size evaluates to true.
Whereas the algorithm for assigning levels works from the roots of the dependency tree
toward its leaves, the traversal that assigns chain IDs (see Algorithm 19) works in the opposite
direction. The goal is to compute a path cover that consists of all paths between any pair of
vertices in the reaction graph consisting of a leaf node (a reaction that no reaction depends
on) and a root node (a reaction with no dependencies), and to assign a unique ID to each
such path. First, we assume some value for w, the width of the bitstring that encodes the
chain ID. We use 64 bits in our C runtime. Furthermore, we maintain a counter, c, that
we increment with each new leaf node that we visit. For each leaf, we create a fresh chain
ID that is simply 2c mod w , or, using binary operators: 1 << c % w. We then recursively
propagate that ID in a depth-first fashion. During that process, a mask gets constructed for
every visited node based on a bitwise OR of the masks constructed by subsequently visited
nodes. For any dependency that a node has beyond one, a new chain ID is allocated (i.e., c is
incremented), and then that new chain ID gets propagated. No new chain IDs are allocated
during the traversal unless branching occurs. When all the masks have returned after visiting
a node’s dependencies, its current ID is combined with the constructed mask, again using a
bitwise OR. This step ensures that each reaction has at least one bit in common with the
ID of reactions that it depends on.
Let us consider the dependency graph depicted in Figure 4.5. Assuming we have already
assigned a level to each node in the graph using Algorithm 17, we now need to assign IDs.
We start out with c = 1, and first visit H, because l(H) is greater than the level of any other
leaf node in the graph. We then proceed to visit F , E, C, and B. Once we reach B, we stop
the traversal and start backtracking. The reason for this is that there are other paths from
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Figure 4.5: An example reaction graph with assigned levels and IDs.
H that lead to B—these paths have to be explored first. Before doing that, we temporarily
assign i(B) ← 1b .
Arriving back in C, we explore a new branch, meaning we increment c, visit X, and assign
i(X) ← 10b . We return 10b back to C and assign i(C) ← 11b . We then further backtrack to
E, visit I to which we assign i(i) ← 100b after having incremented c. Then 100b is returned,
so we assign i(E) ← 111b . Arriving back at F , we have another branch to explore, hence
we increment c and visit D. But D has a remaining visit count of 1, so we temporarily set
i(D) ← 1000b . We return, backtrack to F , and assign i(F ) ← 1111b .
Finally, we backtrack to H, after which we explore the last path. We increment c once
more, and we visit G, and then D. All paths to D have now been covered, so we continue
to visit B, which now also has a visit count of zero, meaning we proceed to A and assign
i(A) ← 11001b , which is a combination of 1b that was stored in F , 1000b that was stored
in G, and 10000b the identifier associated with the current path. As we backtrack, the
last assignments to be made are i(B) ← 11001b , i(D) ← 11000b , i(G) ← 10000b , and
i(H) ← 11111b . The longest chain in graph in Figure 4.5 consists of the shaded nodes H, F ,
E, C, B, and A. We have four more chains: (H, G, D, B, A), (H, F, D, B, A) (H, F, E, C, X),
and (H, F, E, I).
For a reaction graph that has more than w chains in it, the modulo operator used on
Lines 15 and 37 facilitates the reuse of chain IDs, which could limit the amount of exposed
parallelism. In a less conservative approach, one could simply use a larger w, which would
come at the cost of having to do multiple bitwise ANDs at runtime if w exceeds the word
size of the architecture. Heuristics could also be used to find with a more economical assign-
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ment than the one achieved with Algorithm 19. Specifically, our algorithm would naively
assign different IDs to each chain in the reaction graph of the example in Figure 4.3, which
is unnecessary because the reactions of each Computation reaction can already execute in
parallel by virtue of them all having the same level. We leave the implementation of such
improvements for further work.
Note that we avoid visiting chains more than once by breaking off the recursion when
there are still other paths left that need to be visited in order to determine all bits in the
chain ID that is to be propagated to upstream reactions. Each leaf node is visited once,
and every other node will be visited once for each path from a leaf node that reaches it.
Only after all dependent reactions have been visited will the propagation of chain IDs to
upstream reactions continue. Since the number of nodes to visit is bounded by the number
dependencies that each node has (and in the worst case each node depends on every other
node), the worst-case complexity of Algorithm 19 is O(|V |2 ).

4.4

Further Optimizations

There are more opportunities for runtime optimizations. We discuss some of them.

Immediate Reactions
When a reaction sets a value on a port, any reactions that are triggered as a consequence
are added to the reaction queue QR . Once the reaction concludes, QR is checked to find
out which reaction to execute next. Sometimes the next reaction is precisely the reaction
that was pushed onto QR a moment earlier by the preceding reaction. If the preceding
reaction triggered exactly one reaction, then the overhead associated with interacting with
QR can be avoided by executing the triggered immediately, bypassing QR altogether. In
the multi-threaded runtime, this avoids acquiring a mutex lock—if there are no deadlines in
the program. If there are deadlines, then the queue still must be checked to determine the
earliest deadline in QR (or else this optimization could violate the EDF scheduling policy).
This optimization has been implemented in the C runtime.

Reacting Ahead of Physical Time
Generally, an event should not trigger any reaction before physical time has surpassed the
time value of its tag. This prevents a scenario where an event gets scheduled with a tag
smaller than the tag of an event that has already been released into the runtime system. This,
however, is a conservative rule that can be relaxed under certain circumstances. For instance,
if there are no physical actions in the program, then this scenario will simply never occur.
But even if there are physical actions, their minimum spacing might present opportunities
for safely moving ahead of physical time for limited time intervals. For example, if a physical
action a has a minimum spacing s(a) of 20 ms, and the last event L(a) = g, then we know
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Algorithm 19 Assign chain identifiers to reactions in a top-level reactor r
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:

global variables
(V, E) ← γN (r)
. Reaction graph; vertices are reactions and edges denote dependencies
c←0
. Global branch count; increases during graph traversal
const w ← 64
. Word size; 64 bits by default
end global variables
procedure assignChainIDs(r)
for each n ∈ V do
visitCount(n) ← | {n0 ∈ V | (n0 , n) ∈ E} |
. Initialize visit count
end for
leafs ← {n ∈ V | @(n0 , n) ∈ E}
while leafs 6= ∅ do
highest ← {n ∈ leafs | ∀n0 ∈ leafs . l(n) ≥ l(n0 )}
. Next nodes to visit
for each n ∈ highest do
. Visit leaf nodes, highest level first
propagateID(n, 2 c mod w )
. Propagate ID based on branch count
end for
leafs ← leafs \ highest
end while
end procedure
procedure propagateID(current, chainID)
c←c+1
. Increment branch count
mask ← chainID
. Bitmask to be adjusted based on upstream chainIDs
upstream ← {n ∈ V | (n, current) ∈ E}
. Find upstream neighboring nodes
first ← true
id ← i(current) | chainID
. Bitmask to be passed as chainID to upstream nodes
visitCount(n) ← visitCount(n) − 1
if visitCount(n) > 0 then
i(current) ← id
. Update node and return
return chainID
end if
while upstream 6= ∅ do
nearest ← {n ∈ upstream | ∀n0 ∈ upstream . l(n) ≥ l(n0 )}
. Next nodes to visit
for each node ∈ nearest do
. Visit upstream neighbors, highest level first
if first then
first ← f alse
else
id ← 2 c mod w
. Recalculate chainID passed to upstream neighbors
end if
mask ← mask | propagateID(node, id)
. Update mask (bitwise OR)
end for
upstream ← upstream \ nearest
end while
i(current) ← i(current) | mask
. Update chainID of current node (bitwise OR)
return mask
end procedure
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that no event will appear on a with a tag earlier than g 0 = g + (20 ms, 0), meaning it would
be safe to handle an event with a tag g 00 provided that g 00 < g. When this optimization is
applied, triggered reactions of realtime reactors (see Section 3.5) would simply have to wait
in the reaction queue until T > π1 (g 00 ), also blocking progress of any triggered reactions that
depend on them. This would still allow for an amount of “precomputation” upstream of
realtime reactors, thereby tightening the realtime reactors’ synchronization to physical time.

Relaxing the Barrier Synchronization
Another aspect of the default execution algorithm for reactors that limits the amount of
work that can be done in parallel is the barrier synchronization that occurs after each
synchronous-reactive step. While effective, this is relatively crude measure to ensure that
each reactor observes events in tag order and has its reactions triggered accordingly. For
instance, a reaction with no dependencies (e.g., driven by a timer) could, in principle, ignore
the barrier and precompute future output values as long as it would not present those to
downstream receivers ahead of time. And by “ahead of time” we mean “before its reactions
to events with earlier tags have concluded.” What events with earlier tags may appear (and
whether these, too, can be precomputed) depends on information that can be gleaned from
the structure of the program. Again, the minimum spacing property of actions can open up
a time window during which it is known that particular events will be absent. A reaction
could safely bypass the barrier if all its dependencies are either precomputed or known to be
absent.
It remains an open question how opportunities for precomputation can be exploited efficiently. To an extent, the decentralized coordination scheme for federated reactors described
in Section 5.2 already realizes some of these optimizations. Under decentralized coordination,
federates advance time independently (albeit subject to constraints), but all reactors within
each federate are still synchronized using a barrier. Of course, federated execution also comes
at the cost of serialized communication through sockets instead of communication through
shared memory. Thus, if this kind of approach were to be leveraged for performance gain,
then the amount of extra parallel computation would have to outweigh the communication
overhead of federated execution.

Static Scheduling
For programs that are limited to a restricted subset of behaviors, such as synchronous
dataflow [120], an optimized static schedule could substitute the dynamic runtime scheduler. This could be done automatically in the LF compiler directed by some target property.
We leave this for future work.
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Subroutines

Subroutines among some of the most rudimentary and powerful programming constructs
that exist. Virtually every programming language features them in some shape or form.
Sometimes they are called routines, subprograms, functions, methods, or procedures, but
they are all meant to do the same thing: decompose a complex programming task into
smaller, simpler steps. When used properly, they also reduce code duplication and improve
code readability. Implementing an interaction between reactors that resembles the invocation
of a subroutine is possible, but it comes with a certain amount of awkwardness. Let us
consider the example in Figure 4.6 that is inspired by a situation that is commonly found in
control logic; the need to check for some safety condition before carrying out some requested
operation. This pattern could be applied, for example, in a stall a prevention mechanism
of a fixed-wing aircraft, where Caller instance foo receives input from the control wheel and
Callee instance bar reports the angle of attack. In an airlock aboard a spacecraft, foo could be
responding to a button press requesting the door to open, and bar would report the pressure
inside the pressure vessel. The basic idea is that foo needs to momentarily gain access to
the state of bar before it can continue. This is the reactor equivalent of a subroutine.
As shown in Figure 4.6, the response to the physical action in foo has to be split into
two reactions, and whatever state computed in the first reaction that is necessary in the
second reaction needs to be stored in a state variable (this is a problem also referred to as
stack ripping). The response from the bar is fed back to foo via an input port, establishing a
feedback loop between the two reactors. In a situation like this, it would be more attractive
if foo could get a response from bar without this level of indirection, like one would achieve
with an ordinary subroutine.
Subroutine

foo : Caller
ret

bar : Callee

3

1
1

P

2

args

args

P

2

3

ret

Figure 4.6: The reactor equivalent of a subroutine.
It is possible to extend reactors with such a mechanism. We have implemented this extension in our TypeScript runtime, and it works as follows. In addition to ordinary input
and output ports, we distinguish a caller port and a callee port. Unlike inputs and outputs, these new ports are bidirectional and thus have a type associated with each direction.
In our implementation, the classes CallerPort<A,R> and CalleePort<A,R> each have two
type variables of which A stands for “arguments” and R stands for “return value.” A caller
can be connected to a callee if and only if Acaller  Acallee and Rcallee  Rcaller , following
the usual contravariant subtyping rule for functions. Instead of invoking set, a reaction
calls invoke on a caller port to directly execute the reaction triggered by the callee port
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that the caller port happens to be connected to. This pattern is much closer to an ordinary
subroutine. It does not involve cycles in the connection topology and there is no necessity
for stack ripping. We do preserve our composition mechanism based on ports, so the complete separation of implementation and composition is kept; reactors remain fully agnostic
the counterparts they may be composed with, even though they may invoke their reactions
directly. Figure 4.7 shows a version of our example that uses caller and callee ports.
Subroutine
bar : Callee

1

foo : Caller
1

P

2

P

2

3

Figure 4.7: An alternative implementation of Figure 4.6 using a caller and callee port.
Of course, connections between callers and callees imply dependencies, which are necessary to preserve determinism. These dependencies are different from the dependencies
implied by connections between regular input/output ports. While ports are used as an
intermediary, let us use the term “caller reaction” for the reaction that calls invoke and
“callee reaction” for the reaction that is executed in turn to produce the return value. A
callee reaction is triggered by a single callee port has no effects (i.e., it produces no outputs).
The callee reaction provides its return value to the caller by calling answer on its trigger.
Control returns to the caller when the callee reaction is done executing.
Connections between caller ports and callee ports imply the following dependencies:
1. Any caller reaction must depend on their corresponding callee reaction. This ensures
that any reactions that have precedence over the callee reaction due to reaction priority
will execute first. This is necessary because the state of the reactor that contains the
callee reaction must have settled before the callee reaction is invoked, or else a race
condition would arise.
2. All concurrent caller reactions that invoke the same callee must have dependencies
between them. This ensures that they enjoy mutual exclusivity and execute in a
deterministic order.
3. If there exists a reaction over which the callee has precedence due to reaction priority,
then that reaction has to have a dependency on the last caller reaction that invokes
the preceding callee, again to avoid a race condition.
Figures 4.8a and 4.8b show the reaction graphs of Figures 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. The
direct invocation of bar.3 by foo.2 leads to a dependency inversion; bar.3 in Figure 4.8a
depends on foo.2 whereas in Figure 4.8b foo.2 depends on bar.3. This particular dependency
prevents foo.2 from executing before the state of bar has settled. If we add an extra reaction,
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(b) Reaction graph of Figure 4.7
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foo
1

1

bar
2

2

2

3

1

baz
3

4

1

4

(c) Reaction graph in Figure 4.8b with one (d) Reaction graph in Figure 4.8c with one
extra reaction in the Callee
extra Caller

Figure 4.8: Reaction graphs explaining the dependencies in subroutine-like interactions.
bar.4 that depends on bar.3, then that reaction will also have to depend on foo.2, as shown in
Figure 4.8c. Finally, in Figure 4.8d, we see that if we add more callers that invoke bar.3, then
their calling reactions will have to be arranged in dependency chain, with bar.4 depending
on the last node in that chain. Support for caller and callee ports will require adaptations
to connect and disconnect to account for these type of changes to the reaction graph.

Deadlock Freedom
Causality loops will prohibit certain configurations, but a configuration without causality loops is also deadlock-free, generally a non-trivial property in concurrent systems with
blocking procedures [10, 43, 169].

Performance
The avoidance of stack ripping and the inlining of the callee reaction (it bypasses the reaction
queue), can also lead to formidable performance improvements. We found that using caller
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and callee ports in the PingPong benchmark of the Savina actor benchmark suite [99] lead
to a 6× speedup, measured in our TypeScript runtime.

4.6

Performance Benchmarks

It is too early for a full-fledged performance analysis of LF. We have a reasonably welldeveloped suite of regression tests, replicated for each target language to the extent that the
tested features are implemented in the respective targets, but the tests are concerned with
correctness, not performance. So far, our most mature targets are C and C++. Part of our
motivation to focus on these relatively low-level languages is to achieve a runtime implementation with minimum overhead. We will discuss a preliminary performance evaluation
that is performed on a Dell® PowerEdge R730 equipped with 6-core Intel® Xeon® CPU
E5-2643 v3 @ 3.40GHz and 96GB of memory. The operating system is Arch Linux.
Our most rudimentary performance indicator is a regression test that also provides a
measure of runtime overhead. This test has one reactor with single output connected to
another reactor with a single input. Each of these reactors has a state variable count; the
upstream reactor has it initialized to 0 and the downstream reactor has it initialized to 1. The
upstream reactor has a reaction triggered by a timer, which increments the reactor’s count
and assigns its value to its output port. The downstream reactor has a reaction, triggered
by its input port, that compares the input against its own count and increments that count
if it matches. The program exits when the downstream reactor’s count has reached 1 × 108 ,
i.e., after 2 × 108 reactions have executed. When executed on our evaluation system, this
program executes in 793 ms (averaged over ten runs), which translates into 40 ns per reaction
invocation.
Because reactors are a new programming paradigm, it is not immediately obvious what
would be an appropriate baseline to compare against. Since actors are strongly related and
known for their performance and widespread use, it would be interesting to compare against
those. The asynchronous message passing of actors is very different from the synchronous
communication between reactors, and it would be tempting to assume that the synchronization of reactors would impose a considerable performance cost compared to the much
less constrained communication patterns between actors. Perhaps somewhat surprisingly,
we found that this is not necessarily the case. We have started to evaluate the performance
of our C runtime by implementing a subset of the Savina actor benchmark suite, which is a
widely cited set of benchmarks developed by Imam and Sarkar [99]. The Savina suite features
three categories: micro benchmarks, concurrency benchmarks, and parallelism benchmarks.
In this preliminary evaluation we discuss one benchmark from each of these categories. A
more comprehensive evaluation of the performance of the C++ runtime has been conducted
by Hannes Klein in his Bachelor thesis [109], which covers a much larger subset of the Savina
suite than the small sampling we discuss here. Thus far, no serious effort has been made
to optimize our reactor runtime implementations, so we expect the benchmarking results
reported in [109] and this thesis to leave significant room for performance improvements.
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One of the most popular actor implementations is Akka [185]. Akka is intended for
building highly concurrent, distributed, and resilient message-driven applications in Java
and Scala. It is widely considered the implementation of the actor model on the JVM. Akka
is said to handle up to 50 million messages per second and cites a memory footprint of 2.5
million actors per GB of heap2 . We examine how reactors in C and C++—our most mature
targets—stack up against Akka actors. All obvious differences aside (reactors vs. actors,
compiled languages vs. JVM-based), the point of this comparison is to see whether reactors
and actors can play in the same league. The question is whether the cost of synchronization
in reactors is acceptable or prohibitive compared to state-of-the-art frameworks for building
concurrent software. Can we realistically have performance and determinism, too?
The default Akka configuration that we compare against automatically chooses an optimal number of worker threads based on Runtime.getRuntime().availableProcessors(),
let us call it N . On our evaluation system, N = 24. In both the C and C++ runtime,
we have found no advantage to using a number of threads greater than N . The number of
worker threads in an LF program can be specified using a target property (see Section 3.2).
PingPong
pong : Pong
2

receive

1

ping : Ping
send

receive

2

L

1

send

Figure 4.9: A reactor implementation of the Savina PingPong benchmark.

Micro Benchmark: Ping Pong
The first benchmark we discuss is the “Hello World” equivalent of an actor program. One
actor sends a message to a receiving actor that simply returns the message to the sender.
This sequence gets repeated many times, and the faster the program completes, the more
efficient the runtime system is. In other words, this benchmark provides an indication of
the overhead induced by the runtime system. A diagram of the reactor implementation of
the PingPong benchmark is shown in Figure 4.9 and the benchmark results are shown in
Figure 4.10.
Because there is no exploitable parallelism in this benchmark, we gain no benefit from
using more than one thread. Our single-threaded runtime, which has no dependency on
pthreads and is therefore more suitable for bare-metal embedded platforms, runs this benchmark a bit faster than our multi-threaded run times—it has less overhead. Our singlethreaded C runtime is consistently more than 25× faster than Akka for this benchmark, but
even the multi-threaded reactor runtimes beat Akka by an order of magnitude.
2

https://akka.io/
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PingPong (Increasing Number of Pings)

Execution Time (ms)

628
600
501
370

400

242
200

131
11 10 4
40 × 103
Akka

21 17 9
80 × 103
C++ (24 threads)

31 25 15

42 29 19

53 33
24

120 × 103
160 × 103
200 × 103
Pings
C (24 threads)
C (single-threaded)

0

Figure 4.10: PingPong: a comparison between Akka actors and reactors.

Concurrency Benchmark: Dining Philosophers
This benchmark is based on the classic concurrency problem where a group of monks, sitting
around a round table, alternate between thinking and eating noodles. In order to eat, each
monk needs two chopsticks. Each adjacent pair of philosophers shares access to a single
chopstick that they can acquire or release. This problem was originally formulated in 1965
by Edsger Dijkstra and was given its present formulation by Tony Hoare [96]. The problem
captures the basic principle of mutual exclusion and cleverly illustrates the problems of
deadlock and starvation. The solution implemented in this benchmark uses an arbitrator
that instructs philosophers what to do.
Our implementation of this benchmark revealed a deficiency in our threaded runtime that
we are still in the process of addressing. The root of the issue is that when new reactions
are pushed onto the reaction queue, worker threads are notified and compete for the work,
which leads to a lot of contention and no meaningful exploitation of parallelism because
the reactions of the philosophers take very few cycles. Initial results show that reducing
the amount of signalling or letting idle workers poll the reaction queue after a timed wait
significantly reduces contention and leads to performance comparable to Akka when it comes
to this particular benchmark. However, to understand the ramifications of such change for
other types of workloads, more investigation (and the implementation of more benchmarks)
is necessary.
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Philosophers

arbitrator : Arbitrator

philosophers : Philosopher
start

eat

1

ﬁnished

L

4

3

philosopher_ﬁnished

hungry

hungry

2

L

done

done

3

5

denied

1
2

[num_philosophers]

philosopher_start
eat

4
denied

5

Figure 4.11: A reactor implementation of the Savina Philosophers benchmark.

Parallelism Benchmark: Trapezoidal Approximation
The third and last benchmark we discuss concerns a typical master-worker pattern in which a
master process divides a problem into several sub-problems and tasks workers to solve them.
The task at hand in this particular benchmark is to approximate the area of a trapezoid.
The reactor implementation of this benchmark is depicted in Figure 4.12.
Trapezoid

master : Master
inWorkers

3

workers : Worker

1

L

2

outWorkers

inMaster

outMaster
[numWorkers]

Figure 4.12: A reactor implementation of the Savina Trapezoid benchmark.
Let us first examine the ability of the reactor runtime to exploit parallelism among the
workers. For that to occur, multiple threads are needed. We expect the execution time of the
program to scale down with the number of threads, as long as there are independent cores to
map those threads to. Our evaluation system has 6 physical cores and 24 hardware threads.
As shown in Figure 4.13, we see a close-to-linear speedup with the number of threads up to
6 threads. Beyond that point, adding more threads still reduces execution time. Overall, we
see logarithmic curve that clearly flattens out around 24 threads. The performance between
C and C++ is similar.
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Trapezoid, 50 × 106 Pieces (Increasing Number of Threads)
6.2
Execution Time (s)

6
5.17
4
3.12
2.59
1.58

1

2

4

1.3

2
0.86 0.67

0.53 0.41

0.42 0.35

8

16

32

0

Threads
C
C++
Figure 4.13: Trapezoid: reduced execution time with a larger number of worker threads.
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When comparing against Akka (see Figure 4.14), reactors again come out on top. The
difference is less dramatic with this benchmark, but the C runtime outperforms Akka by a
factor 2.3, and C++ is 2.85× faster. While a case can be made that the PingPong benchmark
is not representative of a useful program or meaningful workload, the master-worker pattern
certainly is, and the performance of reactors does not disappoint. While it is premature to
say that reactors can compete with actors on all fronts, we have established that reactors
are at the very least competitive on some fronts. More work is needed to fully understand
the strengths and weaknesses of reactors, but their ability to outperform a state-of-the-art
actor framework like Akka, is promising.
Trapezoid (Increasing Problem Size)
1,200
Execution Time (ms)

1,025
1,000
830
800
621
600
424
212

182 148

93 74
10 × 106

351

20 × 106
Akka

267 223

30 × 106
Pieces
C (24 threads)

433
290

356 400
200

40 × 106

50 × 106

C++ (24 threads)

Figure 4.14: Trapezoid: a comparison between Akka actors and reactors.

0

The distinction between the past, present and
future is only a stubbornly persistent illusion.
Albert Einstein

Chapter 5
Federated Execution
This chapter draws from and expands on previously published work titled “A Language for Deterministic Coordination Across Multiple Timelines” [143] that was co-authored with Christian Menard, Alexander Schulz-Rosengarten, Matthew Weber, Jeronimo Castrillon, and Edward A. Lee.
Actors [94, 2], as realized in Erlang [9], Akka [185], and Ray [168], are commonly used
for building distributed software, where each actor could potentially reside on a different
node and exchange messages with other actors via a network. Reactors are also suitable for
this. We refer to a reactor of which contained reactors are mapped to individual process that
exchange messages as a federated reactor, or simply a federation. We call each reactor
in a federation that gets maps to its own process a federate.
Aircraft
c : Cockpit
1

r : Camera

P

2

P

3

d : Door

disarm

disarm
doCheck

open

checkOK

open

1
2

Figure 5.1: A federated reactor that controls an aircraft door. Each reactor runs on a
different host.
Let us consider a federated version of the nondeterministic actor program discussed in
Chapter 1, depicted in Figure 5.1. In this application, we suppose that a commercial aircraft
manufacturer wishes to automate the opening of an aircraft door. The Cockpit reactor
responds to a button press in the cockpit and sets its two outputs disarm and open. The
Camera reactor performs a visual check to confirm whether a ramp is present outside the
aircraft. Only if a ramp is present, the Camera sets its checkOK output to true, causing the
disarm input of the Door to be present. The Door reactor, hosted on a networked software
component residing in the aircraft door, has two inputs: disarm and open. An event on the
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disarm input triggers a reaction that disables deployment of emergency escape slides if the
door is armed. A second reaction in the Door, triggered by the open input, opens the door.
If the door is opened when it is armed, then the slides will deploy.
In a federated execution, assigning a value to a port translates into a message being
sent over the network. Using a protocol with reliable in-order message delivery (e.g., TCP),
we can assume that messages sent between any of the reactors arrive in the correct order
with respect to other messages originating from the same sender, but for the Door reactor
it is critical that messages from different senders (i.e., the Cockpit and Camera reactor) are
observed in the correct order. A failure to satisfy this constraint could lead to an unintended
emergency slide deployment, which is both dangerous and costly.
To ensure determinism in a federated program, it is essential to preserve tags across
networked communication. For this, it is necessary to transmit tags along with the messages.
A more subtle issue is that a federate must avoid advancing logical time ahead of the tags
of messages it has not yet seen. This problem has many possible solutions, many of them
realized in simulation tools [75]. However, LF is not a simulation but an implementation
language, which introduces unique problems. In this chapter we discuss how federated
execution is realized in LF.

5.1

Reasoning About Time

It is impossible, from first principles in physics, to determine the order in which two geographically separated events occur. There is no such thing in physics as the “true” order in
which separated events occur. There is only the order seen by an observer, and two observers
may see different orders. Hence, it would be an unrealistic goal to require that if a disarm
message is “truly” sent before an open message, then the door will be disarmed before it is
opened. To use such a requirement, we would have to identify the observer that determines
the outcome of the predicate “before.”
One choice of observer, of course, is the receiver of the messages, the microprocessor in
the door that performs the disarm and open services. This is the choice made in an actor
model, (as well as publish-and-subscribe and service-oriented models), but as we have shown,
it leads to clearly undesirable outcomes. Even if the disarm and open messages originate from
the same source, they may arrive out of order. The originator sees a different order from the
recipient, as shown in Figure 5.2.
Only if, instead of relying on a physical notion of time, we define a logical or semantic
notion of time, does it become possible to ensure that every observer sees events in the same
order. This will require a careful definition of “time” as a semantic property of programs.
We will also have to stop pretending that our logical notion of time is physical time, and
instead accept a multiplicity of observers and understand the relationships between their
timelines.
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Sidebar: Distributed Discrete Event Models
Discrete-event models of computation, where time-stamped events are processed in
timestamp order, have been used for simulation for a long time [221, 41]. There is also a
long history of executing such simulations on parallel and distributed platforms, where
the primary challenge is maintaining the timestamp ordering without a centralized
event queue. The classic Chandy and Misra approach [44] assumes reliable eventual
in-order delivery of messages and requires that before any actor with two or more
input ports process any timestamped input message, that every input have at least
one pending input message. It is then safe to process the message with the least
timestamp. To avoid starvation, the Chandy and Misra approach requires that null
messages be sent periodically on every channel so that no actor is blocked indefinitely
waiting for messages that will never arrive.
The Chandy and Misra approach is the centerpiece of a family of so-called “conservative” distributed simulation techniques. An alternative, first described by Jefferson [101], is to use speculative execution. Jefferson’s so-called “time warp” approach
relies on checkpointing the state of all actors and the event queue and then handling
time-stamped messages as they become available. As messages are handled, the local
notion of “current time” is updated to match the timestamp of the message. If a
message later becomes available that has a timestamp earlier than current time, then
the simulation is rolled back to a suitable checkpoint and redone from that point.
While both of these techniques are effective for simulation, they have serious disadvantages for reactors, which are intended to be used as system implementations,
not as simulations. In addition to the overhead of null messages, the Chandy and
Misra approach suffers the more serious disadvantage that every node in a distributed
system becomes a single point of failure. If any node stops sending messages, all other
nodes will eventually grind to a halt, unable to proceed while they wait for null or real
messages. In addition to the overhead of redoing execution, the time warp approach
suffers the more serious disadvantage that in a system deployment, unlike a simulation,
some actions cannot be rolled back.
A third approach is High Level Architecture (HLA), which is a standard for distributed simulation in which several simulations can interact through a messageoriented middleware layer called a Run-time Infrastructure (RTI). This middleware
provides services for message exchange, synchronization, and federation management.
The standard was developed in the 90s under the leadership of the US Department of
Defense [53] and was later transitioned to become an open international IEEE standard. Some of the terminology we use to describe entities in the distributed execution
of reactors is borrowed from HLA, including the notion of “federates” and an entity
called RTI.
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STP threshold
open
disarm

disarm

Cockpit physical time
Door physical time
Camera physical time
logical time

Figure 5.2: Different observers may see events in a different order. An additional logical
timeline allows to establish a global ordering. After a certain safe-to-process (STP) threshold,
Door received all relevant messages and can use the logical timeline to determine that disarm
should be processed before open.
One way to provide a semantic notion of time is to use numerical timestamps [118].
If messages carry timestamps, then our requirement can be that every federate processes
messages in timestamp order. If we further require that messages with identical timestamps
be processed in a predefined deterministic order—as reactors do—then our semantics will
ensure that any two reactors with access to the same messages will agree on their order.
We know from experience with distributed discrete-event simulators, however, that it is
challenging in a distributed system to preserve timestamp order [75]. Moreover, here, we are
not interested in simulation. We are interested in cyber-physical execution, where physical
time and (imperfect) measurements of physical time play an important role. The methods
used for distributed simulation will have to be adapted, as we do here.
The use of timestamps superimposes on our distributed system a logical timeline that
must coexist with a multiplicity of timelines, measurements of physical time, and with actual
physical time. Timestamps must originate somewhere. In reactors, the scheduling of physical actions facilitates the creation of events with tags based on physical clocks, and those
same physical clocks lend a rigorous meaning to deadlines with respect to the processing of
events with a certain tag. As we will see, these building blocks can be used to preserve the
deterministic execution semantics of reactors also in federated reactor programs. Unlike in
untimed systems, it is detectable when determinism is lost; soon as a situation occurs where
a federate has moved its execution beyond the tag of an incoming message, it is clear a fault
must have occurred. This detectability enables the design of fault-tolerant systems.
The logical timeline together with the requirement that messages be processed in timestamp order provides a model of our system. Of course, no physical realization of a system can
be assured of always behaving like its models. Even the most carefully designed silicon chip,
for example, may violate the behavior of the logic diagram that defines its design. Every
engineered system will behave correctly only under some assumptions. The assumptions for
a silicon chip, for example, may include a temperature range. The approach we give here
has the distinct advantage that our assumptions are explicit and quantified.
In the aircraft door example, we can employ a decentralized coordination scheme to
ensure a system behavior that is repeatable, in that, given the same timestamped inputs,
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the response will always be the same. This solution requires that when the Door federate
receives a open message with tag g, it waits until its local physical clock hits a precomputed
threshold before acting on that message (cf. Figure 5.2). This will allows Door to continue
listing for other messages with a tag that is earlier or equal g and handle those prior or
simultaneously with the open message that it received. This guarantees that the open message
will be handled in timestamp order relative to other messages, including any disarm messages
that may originate anywhere in the system. The assumptions will include a bound E on
the clock synchronization error, a bound L on the network latency, and a bound X on
the execution time of certain pieces of code. What bounds are acceptable is application
dependent. Existing technologies can let us tighten bounds on E [100], L [113], and X [225,
187].
In reality, any reasonable handling of an open message has to make these same assumptions. If there really is no bound on network latency, how can we possibly reason about the
order in which messages are handled? If clocks differ wildly across a distributed system,
how can we expect any coherent notion of “before”? In LF, these assumptions can be made
explicit, quantified, and their violation detectable.

5.2

Decentralized Coordination

In a coordination approach based on Ptides [223], which we call decentralized coordination, it is a requirement that the physical clocks on all federates be synchronized with
some bounded error, using for example NTP [163], IEEE 1588 [67], or HUYGENS [82]. Synchronizing physical clocks enables decentralized, fault-tolerant, and bottleneck-free federated
execution while preserving the semantics of logical time. Ptides also requires being able to
bound network latencies and (certain) execution times. These three bounds (clock synchronization error, network latencies, and certain execution times) have to be made explicit. The
technique used by Ptides has been shown to scale to very large systems; it is used in Google
Spanner, a global database system that coordinates thousands of servers [50].
Ptides and Spanner make two key assumptions about the execution platform. First, they
assume that each node in the distributed system has a physical clock that is synchronized
with that of all other nodes, and that there is a bound E on the clock synchronization error.
That is, if you simultaneously ask two nodes what time it is, they will not disagree by more
than E. Second, they assume that every network connection between nodes has a bound L
on the latency for message delivery. This assumption is necessary anyway for many realtime
applications.
These two assumptions, E and L, may, of course, be violated in any physical deployment
of a physical system. Hardware failures or malicious attacks, for example, could cause violations. One interesting property of reactors is that such violations are detectable. They result
in out-of-order timestamps. This condition can be detected at run time as a fault condition,
enabling fault-tolerant system designs that adjust themselves to such fault conditions. Moreover, the assumptions E and L are explicit and quantified. Many practical system designs
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make such assumptions implicitly and without quantification, making detection of violations
difficult.

Example: A Distributed Database
We can use Spanner’s database application to explain how these two assumptions enable
efficient and deterministic federated execution. Consider a distributed database for a reservation system, where the data is replicated on two different platforms, PlatformA, depicted
in Figure 5.3 and PlatformB, depicted in Figure 5.4. Assume that the two copies of the
database are initially identical and that an update query arrives through WebServerA on
PlatformA that makes a change to a record in the database. Queries to the database will be
tagged, and the correct response of the database will be defined by the numerical order of
these tags.
At the logical start time of the execution, the first reaction of WebServerA sets up the
server to listen for incoming messages, and then starts the server, providing a callback
function to invoke when there is an incoming query. When an incoming query arrives, say
an update to a record to make a reservation, the schedule procedure is invoked to schedule
an event for its physical action, which is a trigger for the second reaction of WebServerA.
The tag gu of the scheduled event is obtained from the local physical clock, and the second
reaction will execute at a logical time equal to gu . The second reaction will forward the
tagged message to DatabaseA, which then publishes via NetworkSender the update to all
other replicas of the database, including DatabaseB. The dissemination of the update incurs
PlatformA
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update

update
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Figure 5.3: Webserver that receives updates, stores them in a local database, and forwards
them to are remote database.
network latency that is assumed to not exceed some quantity L. Furthermore, we know that
the physical time at which the update arrives at NetworkSender cannot exceed D due to a
deadline that is attached to it, indicated by the small red clock symbol the second reaction of
NetworkSender. Hence, the event will arrive at PlatformB before physical time on PlatformA
exceeds π1 (gu ) + D + L. Because of clock synchronization error, this event will arrive at
PlatformB before physical time as measured on PlatformB exceeds π1 (gu ) + D + L + E.
At around that same time that PlatformA receives the update query, suppose that PlatformB receives a query for the value of the same record being updated at PlatformA. How
should the system respond? In Spanner (and Ptides), this query at PlatformB will also be
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Figure 5.4: Webserver that receives queries, forwards them to a local database, and serves a
reply.
tagged using the local physical clock, and the semantics of the system defines the correct
response to depend on the numerical order of the tags of the two queries. If the query at
PlatformA has an earlier or equal tag to that at PlatformB, then the correct response is the
updated record value. Otherwise, the correct response is the value before the update.
Suppose that DatabaseB has a query with tag gq coming from WebServerB. Can it safely
respond to that query? To be safe, it has to be sure that it will not receive an event via its
NetworkReceiver with a tag smaller than or equal to gq after having started processing the
event with tagged gq . How can it be sure?
Such a distributed system could use the Chandy and Misra approach, which would require
PlatformA to periodically send tagged null messages to PlatformB. Then, DatabaseB will
repeatedly receive null messages on its update port with steadily increasing tags. As soon
as one of those tags exceeds gq , it can handle the event on its query port that has tag gq and
send a reply back to WebServer. However, as we have pointed out, the Chandy and Misra
approach has high overhead and is vulnerable to node failures.
In Ptides and Spanner, the approach instead is to watch the local clock, and to hold off
processing the query message until its measurement of physical time exceeds the safe-toprocess (STP) threshold equal to π1 (gq ) + D + L + E. As we previously pointed out, if
an update to the database is occurring at PlatformA with tag gu , that update will be seen
on PlatformB by physical time π1 (gu ) + D + L + E. Hence, when the local physical clock
exceeds π1 (gq ) + D + L + E, the event with tag gq can be safely processed.
Implementing this mechanism with reactors is straightforward. Upon message receipt
of the remote event with tag gu , NetworkReceiver schedules an event with tag gr using its
physical action. Assuming all the assumptions are met, π1 (gr ) ≤ π1 (gu ) + D + L + E. Hence,
the second reaction of the NetworkReceiver can use a logical action to schedule an event to
occur at π1 (gu )+D+L+E, triggering the third reaction of NetworkReceiver which will deliver
the update to the local copy of the database. In our example we assume D + L + E = 30 ms.
To ensure that queries are processed in order, PlatformB asserts a logical delay of 30 ms
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on the connection from WebserverB.query to DatabaseB.query. Such a logical delay can be
specified in an LF program using the after keyword, which increments the tag. Hence, to
determine whether to process the update first or the query first, DatabaseB is effectively
comparing tags π1 (gu ) + 30 ms and π1 (tq ) + 30 ms.
This 30 ms logical delay will translate into a physical delay that is noticeable by a person
interacting with WebserverB. The physical time that the system will wait before it starts
processing a read query at PlatformB is bounded above by 30 ms. If a faster response is
needed a thus a smaller wait time of, say, 20 ms is necessary, then this translates into an
engineering requirement that D + L + E ≤ 20 ms. This provides guidance for selection of
processing and networking technology and provides a clear criterion for determining what
hardware can correctly execute this system with the timing requirements.
Another clear advantage of this approach is that reads to the database generate no
network traffic. Only writes that update records generate network traffic.
If any of the assumptions D (the sum of the worst-case execution times of two reactions),
L (the network latency bound), or E (the bound on the clock synchronization error) is
violated, then the NetworkReceiver may find that π1 (gr ) > π1 (gu ) + D + L + E. At that
point, the NetworkReceiver can raise an alarm indicating a fault condition. For a database
system, a reasonable reaction to such a fault condition is to reject a transaction. Standard
techniques for distributed consensus can be used to accomplish this, but then the overhead
incurred by such techniques is rarely incurred. Moreover, the rarity of the occurrence can
be controlled by standard engineering methods. But, of course, faults cannot be made
impossible.
In this example, we force a federate to observe an STP threshold by inserting logical delays
along connections. To achieve the desired behavior, the delay on the connection between
WebserverB.query and DatabaseB.query has to match the STP = D + L + E that is used in
NetworkReceiver to adjust the timestamps of the events coming from PlatformA. Alternatively,
we could also choose to parameterize each federate f with a threshold STPf that it then
uses to adjust the release time of all events it handles. Specifically, on Line 15 of next (see
Section 2.7) each f would not wait until T ≥ π1 (gnext ), but until T ≥ π1 (gnext ) + STPf . This
would let us preserve the original timestamp of the events coming from PlatformA, but it
would also force the reactions to events on PlatformB to be delayed with respect to physical
time, potentially causing a noticeable delay in the handling of physical actions in PlatformB.
A trade-off can be made where a portion of the safe-to-process time is absorbed by logical
time delays along connections between federates, and the remainder translates into federates
imposing extra lag on their handling of events. These choices are ultimately application
dependent. Conceptually, Ptides achieves determinism by making the latency in the entire
system uniform. This comes at the cost of added latency along paths through the system
that are faster than the slowest one. The only way to bring down this cost is to reduce D,
L, and E.
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Example: The Aircraft Door
Decentralized coordination can also be used in the aircraft door control system in Figure 5.1.
In that example, the messages are all logically simultaneous (they bear the same tag), even
though the three federates are distributed across different hosts. When the Door federate
d receives a message with tag gm destined for its open port, then it should not invoke the
reaction triggered by open until the local clock exceeds π1 (gm ) + max(D1 , D2 ) + E + L,
where D1 and D2 are the deadlines associated with the two network interfaces that send
messages from the Cockpit and Camera federate. The use of hierarchy ensures that there
is a software entity, the container for the three reactors, that “knows” the topology, and
the use of ports with causality interfaces ensures that the dependency analysis required to
derive this threshold can be performed. If bounds on execution times are derivable from
the code [216], then D1 and D2 can also be derived automatically. Or the system could be
realized using PRET machines [130], in which case extremely high confidence in the bounds
on the execution times becomes achievable.

5.3

Centralized Coordination

It is not always feasible to obtain (or successfully estimate) reasonable bounds on execution
time, network latency, and clock synchronization error. A simpler coordination approach that
can be employed that uses a centralized controller called an RTI (Run Time Infrastructure).
This approach, which we call centralized coordination, is similar to several tools that
implement the HLA standard (High Level Architecture) [114]. In this approach, each federate
has two key responsibilities:
1. it must consult with the RTI before advancing logical time; and
2. it must inform the RTI of the earliest logical time at which it may send a message over
the network.
This centralized approach, however, has three key disadvantages. First, the RTI can become
a bottleneck for performance since all messages (except for those that travel through physical
connections), must flow through it. Second, the RTI is a single point of failure. Third, if a
physical action can trigger an outgoing network message, then the earliest next event time
is never larger than the time of the physical clock. This can lead to slow advancement of
logical time with many messages exchanged with the RTI.

5.4

Support for Federated Programs in LF

It is possible to convert an ordinary LF program into a federated program simply by substituting the main modifier with the federated keyword. This effectively turns each reactor
instance in the top-level reactor into a federate. Each federate can be mapped to particular
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host. In a federated LF program, some parts of the orchestration discussed in the distributed
database example are automated. Connections between federates (reactor instances directly
contained by a federated reactor) are automatically transformed into entities similar to the
NetworkSender and NetworkReceiver reactors in Figures 5.3 and 5.4. A federated version
version of the distributed database example is shown in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: A federated LF program with decentralized coordination for a reservation system.

In a federated execution, each federate runs in a separate process, potentially on a
different machine. If there are n federates in a program, then the code generator will generate
n + 1 separate programs; one for each federate and one for the RTI. Each of these programs
is transferred to and compiled on its designated host. A federated program is started by
starting the RTI along with all of its constituent federates.
Example Consider the federated program in Listing 5.1. This is a particularly simple
form of a federation in which a Print federate receives timestamped messages from a Count
federate. The federated keyword tells the code generator that the program is to be split
into several distinct programs, one for each top level reactor, and one for the RTI. If the
filename that contains the code of Listing 5.1 is named DistributedCount.lf, then the
following three programs will appear in the bin directory:
• DistributedCount RTI;
• DistributedCount count; and
• DistributedCount print.
The root name, DistributedCount, is the name of the .lf file from which these are generated. The suffixes count and print come from the names of the top-level instances.
There will always be one federate for each top-level reactor instance.
In addition, one or two bash shell scripts will be generated:
• DistributedCount; and
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• DistributedCount distributor.sh.
The first of these is a shell script that launches the RTI and each federate program. The
second script, DistributedCount distributor.sh, will be generated if any of the three
programs are specified to be run on a remote machine. That script will copy each source
file to its prescribed location using scp and compile it there (via ssh). The program in
Listing 5.1 specifies that the RTI shall compile and execute at rti.lf-lang.org, whereas
federate count shall be mapped to fed.lf-lang.org, and federate print is to compile and
run on localhost. A prerequisite is that user is an existing user on rti.lf-lang.org and
the system on which the LF program is compiled has to be in possession of a valid private
key in order to authenticate. Since no user is specified for fed.lf-lang.org the remote
username defaults to the name of the local user.
Listing 5.1: Minimal example of a federated LF program under centralized coordination
1
2
3
4
5
6

target C { coordination : centralized };
import Count from " Count . lf " ;
import Print from " Print . lf " ;
federated reactor DistributedCount at user@rti . lf - lang . org {
count = new Count () at fed . lf - lang . org ;
print = new Print () at localhost ;

7
8

}

count . out -> print . in ;

The coordination strategies discussed in Sections 5.3 and 5.3 are both supported in
LF. The target property coordination can be used to specify which strategy to use;
centralized is the default. It should be noted that support for federated reactors is currently experimental and still a work in progress.1
While it might be possible to carry out a fully distributed start and end of execution, our
current implementation of decentralized coordination still uses a central coordinator for that.
The issues surrounding the start and end of execution of a federation of reactors covered in
Sections 5.4 and 5.4 are identical for both mechanisms. In a federation with decentralized
coordination, no communication with the RTI is necessary during execution; each federate
independently advances time and reorders incoming messages according to their tags.

Coordinating the Start of Execution
At the start of a federated program, each federate registers with the RTI. When all expected
federates have registered, the RTI broadcasts to the federates gstart , the logical time at which
they should start execution. Hence, all federates start at the same logical time, which is
determined as follows. When each federate starts executing, it sends its current physical
time (drawn from its real-time clock) to the RTI. When the RTI has heard from all the
1

Soroush Bateni and Edward A. Lee have been the main developers of the runtime support for federated
execution currently present in LF.
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federates, it chooses the largest of these physical times, adds a fixed offset (currently one
second), and broadcasts the resulting time to each federate.
When a federate receives the starting time from the RTI, unless it is running in fast
mode (see Section 3.2), it will wait until its local physical clock matches or exceeds that
starting time. Thus, to the extent that the machines have synchronized clocks, the federates
will all start executing at roughly the same physical time, a physical time close to gstart . If
any one of the hosts has a physical clock that is far ahead or far behind the others, then
unexpected stalls at startup could result. Hence, a federation should be run only on machines
that have some level of clock synchronization, at least, for example, using NTP [163].

Coordination During Execution
When one federate sends data to another, by default, the tag at the receiver will match the
tag at the sender. We can also modify the tag by imposing a logical delay on the connection
using an after clause. For connections between federates that are marked physical (using
the ∼> syntax), the received events are tagged based on a reading of the physical clock of
the receiving federate. Even in a centralized federation, the data transmission for physical
connections can be done directly between federates instead of through the RTI.
The preservation of tags for events that are conveyed via logical connections between federates implies some constraints—even under centralized coordination. We already know that
the presence of a realtime reactor (see Section 3.5) in a federate precludes the federate from
advancing its logical time past the current reading of its physical clock. Let us conservatively
assume that this constraint applies to all federates. This means that an event with tag (t, m)
cannot be injected into the network for transport from some federate A to another federate
B until TA ≥ t. Consequently, the message from A reaches B after a physical time delay
bounded by L, the maximum time it takes the message to traverse the network, and E, the
clock synchronization error between A and B. In a centrally coordinated federation, the RTI
will deny any requests from B to advance time beyond (t, m), for the entire duration that
the message from A is in flight. Just like in the distributed database example we discussed in
Section 5.2, this can lead to a physical time delay in handling of events that originate from
physical actions in B. The cure to this problem is the same we saw in Section 5.2: if the
lag induced in B is not acceptable, then a logical delay D can be added to the connection
between A and B. Provided that D > L + E, this means that B will no longer be forced to
lag behind its physical clock due to messages coming from A.
Related to this issue, but more problematic, is the following. Suppose federates A and B
are put in a feedback loop, where A receives messages from B, and B receives messages from
A. This configuration does not only let messages from A to induce lag in B; it also allows
messages from B to induce lag in A. This type of interaction could lead to a divergence
of the amount by which A and B each lag behind their physical clock. Specifically, this is
possible when 2(L + E) − (DBA + DAB ) > 0, where DAB denotes the logical delay on the
connection from A to B and DBA is the logical delay on the connection from B to A. In
other words, unless the logical delays in the federated program mask the physical delays
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in its realization, the approximate synchronization to physical time may be lost. This is
not a very surprising observation for those familiar with the LET paradigm [108], but it is
a phenomenon not ordinarily observed distributed systems, which tend to either rely on a
purely logical notion of time (e.g., Lamport clocks [118]), or only consider physical time.

Coordinating the End of Execution
A federated execution can come to a halt for several reasons:
• Starvation: there are no more events on the event queue;
• Timeout: there is a predefined gend , an upper bound on the tag of the last event;
• Requested stop: reaction code has requested a stop (see Algorithm 3); or
• External signal: Execution is terminated externally with Control+C or kill.
These situations are covered in Section 2.7 for non-federated reactors, but in a federated
context there are a number of subtleties that are worth discussing.
Starvation
When a federate has an empty event queue (and target property keepalive is not set to
true), then the federate cannot simply invoke the shutdown procedure (see Algorithm 14),
because other federates might supply it with future work. Only when all federates are
starved, the federated execution can conclude. While there are many possible solutions for
solving this distributed consensus problem, we currently solve it by letting each starving
federate report to the RTI the total number of messages it has sent or received on each
direct connection it has to another federate. When the RTI has received such a message
from all federates, and the number of messages sent and received on each direct connection
matches, RTI broadcast a shutdown message.
Timeout
The target property timeout specifies gstop , the last logical time at which reactions should
be triggered, computed relative to gstart . Just like in an ordinary non-federated program,
shutdown reactions will execute at gstop , along with whatever reactions might be triggered
by events that are scheduled to happen at gstop . One noteworthy subtlety is that events
conveyed through a physical connection are likely to get lost if they occur near gstop . This
is simply because those events get (re)tagged based on physical time. If the assigned tag is
greater than gstop , then the event will not be handled (just like any other events with a tag
greater than gstop that might be present in the reaction queue).
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Requested Stop
When a reaction inside a federate invokes requestStop (see Algorithm 3 in Section 2.5),
then all federates have to come to agreement as to what the last tag gstop should be—a similar
consensus problem as the determination of gstart . Upon receiving a shutdown request, the
RTI asks each federate to report the earliest future tag at which it can execute the normal
shutdown sequence during which all reactions triggered by  are executed. The RTI then
picks the largest tag and tells all federates to set their gstop accordingly.
External Signal
Each federate and the RTI should catch external signals to shut down in an orderly fashion.
When a federate gets such an external signal (e.g., control-C), it should inform the RTI
that it is resigning and write an EOF (end of file) to each of its socket connections to
other federates. The RTI and all other federates should continue running until some other
termination condition occurs. When the RTI gets an external signal, then it should act as if
a stop was requested by one of the federates. This means finding the first possible gstop and
executing the normal shutdown sequence.

5.5

Conclusion

We have shown that the deterministic semantics of reactors can be preserved even when reactors are mapped to separate processes and distributed across hosts, either using a centralized
coordination scheme modeled after HLA [114], or a decentralized coordination scheme based
on Ptides [223]. In either of these schemes, time-related subtleties arise. In the decentralized case, determinism can only be preserved under well-stated assumptions about bounded
execution times, network latency, and clock synchronization error. While centralized coordination does not require explicit bounds on physical time delays in order to guarantee
a deterministic ordering of events, ignoring physical time delays can still lead to adverse
(and unexpected) system behavior. In either scheme, physical time delays due to processing,
message transport, or clock skew, can cause one federate to prevent another federate from
advancing time and handling local events in a timely manner. Under centralized coordination, circumstances exist where feedback between federates can even lead to a divergence
between logical time and physical time.
We argue that these kinds of problems are structural, quantifiable, easy to diagnose, and
straightforward to address. One solution is to add logical delays in the software to accommodate physical delays in the realization; another is to make the physical realization faster
and more time-predictable. If the cost of determinism in terms of the required latency is
too high—or the application simply does not require determinism—physical connections can
be used to remove message-ordering guarantees (and the scheduling constraints imposed by
them). One can think of the receiving end of a physical connection as a simpler version of the
NetworkReceiver in Figure 5.4 that makes received messages available directly (using a phys-
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ical action) rather than by means of a logical action in observance of some safe-to-process
threshold. The principle we advocate is that the system designer should choose to make the
system nondeterministic, rather than having this decision forced by the framework. Moreover, once a tag is assigned, the behavior of the system is deterministic. As a consequence,
even a nondeterministic design becomes testable because input test vectors can include the
assigned tags as part of the test vector.
Adopting this approach to engineering distributed systems, however, requires a reckoning with the fact that we can no longer dismiss time as a mere metric for performance. It
will require a paradigm shift in the thinking of engineers, and an investment in technologies that can drive down the cost of determinism in terms of the latency that it requires.
This includes low-latency and high-bandwidth networking technology, clock synchronization
mechanisms [141], and processors for which tight bounds on execution time of reactions can
be computed [122].

We can only see a short distance ahead, but we
can see plenty there that needs to be done.
Alan M. Turing

Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1

Further Work

This work opens up a many avenues for further work. Let us discuss some of them.

Performance Analysis
The preliminary benchmarking efforts discussed in Section 4.5 show promising results, but
more work is needed to fully understand the strengths and weaknesses of reactors when
compared to actors. We expect that implementing the remaining benchmarks from the
Savina suite [99] will provide a fuller picture, as well as opportunities for improving LF and
its runtime implementations. We have only recently started to develop tracing capabilities
for our C and C++ runtime implementations, which will certainly be an important aid
in diagnosing performance bottlenecks. It has already revealed that scheduling policies
great affect performance. Further work could focus on exploring trade-offs in the scheduling
of reactions, and finding methods for tuning the runtime scheduler to different types of
workloads.
The runtime support for federated execution of reactors (Chapter 5) is still in a relatively early stage of development and has not yet been subjected to any performance
evaluations. It would be interesting to see how federated reactors would stack up against
well-established message passing frameworks like MPI [85] or actor-based frameworks like
CAF [45], Ray [168], Akka [185], or (Scalable) Distributed Erlang [46].
While benchmarks are important indicators, they seldom serve as predictors of how
well a language or framework fares in practice. The implementation of good demonstrator
applications would certainly help prove the viability of the concepts discussed in this thesis.
In pursuit of such proofs of concept, future work could be aimed at augmenting the Robot
Operating System (ROS) [181] with a deterministic coordination layer based on LF Currently,
ROS relies on a publish-subscribe mechanism for communication between nodes. Another
potential ecosystem in which to leverage reactors is Autoware [105]. Robotics and vehicular
software aside, demonstrator applications that appeal to the imagination could be sought
121
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in the areas of Virtual Reality (VR) or computer music, which are also reactive and timesensitive by nature.

Formal Verification
Existing work around verifying actor-based programs has focused on constructing labelled
transition systems (LTS) and performing model checking to find execution traces that violate
system specifications (e.g., [198]). Dynamic partial-order reduction (DPOR) techniques have
also been successfully leveraged for the verification of actor systems [204]. The verification
of reactor programs presents a new and open problem. Reactors are intended to operate
in cyber-physical systems, which pose a unique challenge to the formulation of verification
problems; the idea of “state” that is central to the concept of model checking, has no welldefined meaning in physical reality without involving the notion of an observer [197]. This
issue aside, one way to furnish support for verifying properties about reactor programs would
be to create an LF target based on a modeling and verification language like UCLID5 [193].
The verification machinery of the target language could then be used to prove or disprove
properties about LF programs.

Runtime Improvements
Support for Mutations
Support for mutations in our runtime implementations is still under development. Our
TypeScript runtime has (so far) made the most progress toward implementing mutations,
and beginnings toward this goal have been made in the C target as well. Several of the Savina
benchmarks (such as the Sieve of Erathosthenes) actually require runtime mutations. While
we have a working C implementation of some of those benchmarks, they currently require
reaching deep into the internals of the runtime library to carry out dynamic reconfiguration
tasks. These procedures need to be abstracted and made available through the low-level API
that we outline in Section 2.5. In addition to that, it would be desirable to have higher-level
API functions for creating common patterns such as fork-join configurations and pipelines.
Preemptive EDF Scheduling
The EDF-based scheduling policy in our C runtime is nonpreemptive, which can lead to
deadline misses that are preventable under a policy in which running reactions could be
paused in order to free up resources to reactions with earlier deadlines. There are various
ways of accomplishing preemption—some being more portable than others. Under a default
round-robin time-sharing policy that is common on most existing Linux and Unix platforms,
“nice values” can be used to increase the priority of a thread. How exactly those thread
priorities affect the scheduling of threads is in the hands of the kernel. It would be interesting
to investigate whether dynamically changing nice values (using the pthreads setpriority
function) could help improve the likelihood of meeting deadlines.
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Lock-free Data Structures
The C and C++ runtime implementations rely on mutual exclusion locks to protect shared
data structures such as the event queue and reaction queue. Contention on locks can be
detrimental to performance, and there may be ways to reduce the reliance on locks by
leveraging lock-free data structures [211] that rely on atomic hardware instructions.
Exposing Even More Parallelism
As mentioned in Section 4.4, there are still unexplored opportunities for exploiting more
parallelism in the runtime system. These opportunities range from optimizations in the
assignment of chain IDs to the relaxation of the barrier synchronization that normally occurs before logical time advances. Aside from the dependencies that are readily exposed in
LF programs, timing information (such as offsets and periods of timers, minimum delays
and minimum spacing for actions) can also be used to inform optimizations in the runtime
scheduler.

Language Improvements
Syntax for Common Patterns
While the explicit connections between reactors enable the dependency analysis required for
the execution of reactors, drawing connections between ports on a one-by-one basis can be
a tedious programming task. The syntactic constructs for multiports and banks of reactors
greatly simplify this task, but only for a subset of useful connection patterns. Matrixlike arrangements, fully-connected connection topologies, or pipelines, for example, are still
difficult to express. Similar problems exist in hardware description languages. In VHDL,
the generate statement allows the digital designer to iteratively replicate and expand logic.
A similar mechanism might be suitable for LF.
Finite state machines (FSMs) are commonly used to model control logic. A reactor
can implement an FSM using state variables; the concept of modes, transitions, and the
behaviors associated with them would be encoded in the bodies of reactions. From a software
engineering perspective, it would be helpful to make these concepts visible at the LF level—in
the code, and, perhaps even more importantly, in the diagram synthesis. Leading examples
of such functionality are SCCharts [89] and the modal models in Ptolemy II [71].
Import and Package System
LF has a simple import system that requires imported classes to be listed explicitly. Name
disambiguation must be performed through an aliasing mechanism in the import statement
itself; there is no use of fully qualified names. The files in which to locate reactor classes are
identified by a (relative) path in the import statement. Whereas imported files are currently
looked up relative to the current location of the source file that is being compiled, we plan
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to develop a package system that will allow the classpath to be augmented using file-based
package descriptions similar to those used in language like Rust and Python.
WCET Analysis in the Compiler
Central to the reactor model is a semantic notion of time that is used to enforce a well-defined
ordering of events. LF is suitable for targeting anything from small bare-iron embedded
controllers to multi-core shared-memory systems and distributed systems. Having time as
a first-class citizen in the language, LF also holds promise as an excellent programming
model for real-time systems. But to fully realize this potential, the LF compiler has to be
augmented with worst-case execution time analysis capabilities. Inspiration for this could
be drawn from Fuhrmann et al. [74]. Given these tools, it should be possible to write LF
programs with hard timing guarantees.
Static Schedule Synthesis
The dynamic scheduling of reactors is very flexible. For programs that do not need this
flexibility, it might be more appropriate the generate a static schedule. For instance, if a
reactor program consists of a network of reactors that abide by the principles of synchronous
dataflow [120], then the execution can be performed according to a static SDF schedule
synthesized by the compiler instead of the generic reactor runtime scheduler.

Targeting Time-predictable Hardware
In order to realize reactor programs with ironclad timing guarantees [147], reactions must be
amenable to WCET analysis, which is necessary to perform schedulability analysis [69, 18].
Platforms that are optimized for predictable timing allow for tighter bounds on WCET and
more accurate release times, allowing for better utilization and tighter synchronization to
physical time, respectively. GameTime [192, 194], a tool for the timing analysis of software,
would be able to achieve much higher accuracy using time-predictable hardware. Two such
predictable-time platforms are Patmos [187] and FlexPRET [225].
Patmos is an architecture that is specifically designed to simplify WCET analysis and is
supported by several WCET analysis tools. At this time we have already successfully run
LF programs on Patmos and have computed WCET for reactions. The multi-threaded C
runtime has also been confirmed to run successfully on Patmos with its recently acquired
support for pthreads 1 . A closer integration between the LF and Patmos compiler is planned.
The FlexPRET microarchitecture is a realization of a PRET machine [137, 122], which
achieves repeatable timing by using a thread-interleaved pipeline, scratchpad memory instead of caches, and a specialized DRAM controller that ensures time-predictable memory
access. FlexPRET [225] distinguishes between soft and hard real-time threads, and supports
1
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an arbitrary interleaving of threads for better utilization given workloads with limited parallelism. We expect that reactors with their explicit timing constraints provide a suitable
programming model for PRET machines, which far have been lacking good software support. LF programs specify deadlines, periodic activities driven by timers, and asynchronous
external events with constraints on their spacing. The question is how to map reactions onto
hardware threads and synthesize the schedules for hard real-time threads so that deadlines
are met.

Improving Robustness of Federated Execution
Clock Synchronization
Hardware support for synchronizing clocks (IEEE 1588-2008) [67] is becoming more prevalent, but the effort (and required administrative privileges) involved in setting up Time
Sensitive Networking (TSN) could form a barrier to the adoption of federated coordination.
Integrating software-based clock synchronization capability (such as HUYGENS [82]) into
the federated runtime system, could alleviate this problem.
TSN, on the other hand, offers clock synchronization, flow control, and prioritized routing—
capabilities that federated LF programs can take advantage of. Beyond working assumptions
about the network into LF code, an interaction between the LF runtime system and TSN
configuration could potentially be established.
Handling Late Messages
A message that arrives at a federate bearing a timestamp that is earlier than the federate’s
current logical time, exposes a fault condition that can occur in a decentralized federation
when the assumptions about timing are not met. It means that the chosen STP threshold
was too small. An exception like this should probably be handled in an application-specific
way, much like deadline misses are. Adding language support for handling these kinds of
exceptions would be very useful. A sensible response to receiving late messages could be to
increase the STP threshold to reduce the likelihood of receiving late messages in the future.
Detecting Failures
Under decentralized coordination, it is not always detectable when a federate crashes. If an
upstream federate stops sending messages this could either be because it has no events, but
it could also be because message are getting lost, or because the federate itself could have
stopped working. Heartbeat messages [3] could help detect such problems.
Security
Currently, our federated runtime uses a rudimentary form of access control to prevent federates from joining the wrong federation. This should be enhanced to create an encrypted
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virtual private network for each federation. This could leverage recent work on distributed
authentication and authorization [107].
Dynamically Joining or Leaving A Federation
Mutations could also prove useful in a federated context, where it might be desirable for
the number of federates in a federation to change dynamically. To leverage the semantics of
mutations for this, it seems necessary to let the RTI be synonymous with top-level reactor
rather than act as an external entity that only coordinates the execution. A redesign along
these lines would allow a federated reactor to have reactions and mutations (besides contained
reactors), which it currently cannot.
Load Balancing
Federates are currently mapped to hosts manually. It would be useful to have runtime
support for the automatic distribution of reactors and common parallel computing patterns
like MapReduce [55].

6.2

Applications

The work by Menard et al. [162] shows how the federated use of reactors (as explained in
Chapter 5) can be used to correct nondeterminism in a real-world application, namely a
brake assistant demonstrator application that is provided by the AUTOSAR consortium for
their new AUTOSAR AP framework2 . AUTOSAR AP is an attempt to accommodate the
integration of computationally demanding AI-driven control algorithms that are necessary
to achieve autonomous driving. While there has been a lot of attention for the robustness
of AI components themselves (e.g., the vulnerability of image classifiers to adversarial input [116]), how to confidently integrate such components into safety-critical systems remains
a formidable research question. We think that the balance that reactors strike between rigor
and flexibility provides a better match for these kinds of complex integration problems than
established models like actors, publish-subscribe systems, or shared memory architectures,
in which determinism is virtually unattainable, and testing is notoriously hard [204].
Other recent work [217] suggests that there could be a role for reactors in the software
for mobile communication systems such as 5G. The challenges in those kinds of system are
similar to the AI-based automotive applications in the sense that they are computationally
demanding, time sensitive, and highly dynamic.
Another application area in which reactors could prove useful is the realm of Programmable Logical Controllers (PLCs) [191], an old but tenacious technology that has seen
little innovation since the late 1980s. While technology trends towards more sophisticated
networks, multi-core architectures, and increasingly complex microprocessor architectures,
2
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the specialized programming model used in PLCs makes it difficult to accommodate and
take advantage of these technological advances. Reactors could help bridge this gap and
drive a new wave of innovation toward increased flexibility that does not compromise the
safety guarantees that PLCs are known and praised for.

6.3

Final Remarks

The results of this thesis comprise a formal model of reactors; a description of a polyglot
coordination language, compiler toolchain, and runtime system that is capable of delivering determinism in potentially complex and highly concurrent and potentially distributed
reactive systems; and a preliminary evaluation that suggests that the deterministic concurrency of reactors does not come at a prohibitive loss in performance. This is a remarkable
result because asynchronous and nondeterministic models of concurrent computation (e.g.,
actors [95], publish-subscribe [160], distributed shared memory [167]) have been pursued and
implemented in large part for their efficiency and performance in multi-core and distributed
software. The sacrifice of determinacy in these type of systems appears to be commonly
accepted as a necessary cost.
The work in this thesis charts a path forward toward testable and understandable concurrency that is also highly performant. While more work is necessary to draw a final conclusion
on this matter, we have started to lift the veil on what seems to be a false dichotomy between
determinism and the ability to effectively exploit parallelism. We have shown, however, that
preserving determinism imposes a cost in terms of latency, a trade-off that is brought to the
forefront by the relationship that reactors establish between logical time and physical time.
While the emphasis of reactors is on determinacy, asynchrony and nondeterminism can
be realized, through the use of physical actions. Our philosophy is that the interactions
between software components should be deterministic by default. In the reactor model, any
deviation from that default must either constitute an intentional behavior that is allowed
explicitly by the programmer, or it must be due to a fault condition that is to be addressed
at runtime.
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Appendix A
Summary of the Reactor Model
Execution environment
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set
Set

of action instances
of identifiers
of port instances
of priorities
of reaction instances
of reactor instances
of reactor classes
of tags
of values
Absent value
Current tag
First tag, last tag
Current physical time
Reactor instantiation counter
Reactor instantiation function
Event queue
Reaction queue
Defunct reactor stack

A
Σ (an abstract set)
P
P = Z− ∪ Z+ ∪ {∗}
N
R
C ⊆Σ
G=T×N
V (an abstract set)
ε∈V
g = (t, m) ∈ G
gstart , gstop ∈ G
T ∈T
cinst ∈ N
ν :C ×N→R
QE
QR
SD

Reactors
Reactor instance
Set of input ports for r
Set of output ports for r
Set of actions for r
Set of state variables for r
Set of reactions contained in r
Set of mutations contained in r
Set of contained reactors of r

r = (I, O, A, S, N , M, R, P, {•, }) ∈ R
I(r) ⊆ {p ∈ P | C(p) = r}
O(r) ⊆ {p ∈ P | C(p) = r}
A(r) ⊆ {a ∈ A | C(a) = r}
S(r) ⊆ Σ × V
N (r) ⊆ {n ∈ N | C(n) = r}
M(r) ⊆ N (r)
R(r) ⊆ {r0 ∈ R | C(r0 ) = r}
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Priority function
Startup trigger for r
Shutdown trigger for r
Reactor containing reactor r
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P(r) : N (r) → P
•(r)
(r)
C(r) ⊆ R

Ports
Port instance
Port identifier
Port value

p = (x, v) ∈ P
x∈Σ
v∈V n


Reactions with p as an effect

o


S
p
∈
D(n)
N (p) = n ∈
N
(r)
∪
N
(C(p))
r∈R(C(p))
o
n
S


∨
p
∈
D
(n)
N ∨ (p) = n ∈
N
(r)
∪
N
(C(p))
r∈R(C(p))

Reactor containing p

C(p) ⊆ R

Reactions with p as a source

Actions
Action instance
Action identifier
Action value
Action origin
Minimum delay
Minimum spacing
Spacing violation policy
Last scheduled event
Reactor containing a

a = (x, v, o, d, s, p) ∈ A
x∈Σ
v∈V
o ∈ {Logical, Physical}
d ∈ {t ∈ T | t ≥ 0}
s ∈ {t ∈ T | t ≥ 0} ∪ ⊥
p ∈ {Defer, Drop, Replace}
L(a) ⊆ ({a} × V × G) ∪ ⊥
C(a) ⊆ R

Events
Event instance
Event action
Event value
Event tag
Triggered reactions

e = (a, v, g)
a∈A
v∈V
g∈G
T (a) = {n ∈ N (C(a)) | a ∈ T (n)}

Reactions
Reaction instance
Set of reaction sources
Set of reaction triggers
Reaction body
Set of reaction effects

n = (D, T , B, D∨ , H,
S∆, B∆ ) ∈ N 
D(n) ⊆ I(C(n)) ∪
r∈R(C(n)) O(r)
T (n) ⊆ D(n) ∪ A(C(n)) ∪ {•, }
B(n)
S

D∨ (n) ⊆ O(C(n)) ∪
r∈R(C(n)) I(r)

Set of schedulable actions
Reactor containing reaction n

H(n) ⊆ A(C(n))
C(n) ⊆ (
R

Reaction priority

P(n) ∈

Priority of unordered reactions
Deadline
Deadline miss handler

∀p ∈ Z− ∀q ∈ Z+ .(p < ∗) ∧ (q ≮ ∗) ∧ (∗ ≮ q) ∧ (∗ ≤ ∗)
∆(n) ∈ {t ∈ T | t ≥ 0} ∪ ⊥
B∆ (n)

Z−
Z+ ∪ {∗}

if n ∈ M(C(n))
otherwise
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Index

‘*’ in metasyntax, 59
‘+’ in metasyntax, 59
‘&’ in metasyntax, 59
absent value, 24, 66, 75, 96
accessors, 15, 21
ACP, 1
action, 15, 19, 21, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 34,
40, 42, 52, 66, 73, 96, 123
action identifier, 28
action origin, 28
action value, 28
active objects, 12
actor abstract semantics, 15
actors, 2, 2, 4, 12, 18, 20, 127
Ada, 16
Akka, 2, 121
answer procedure, 98
at keyword, 62
atomic reactor, 26
automatic layout, 56
AUTOSAR, 51, 126
Autoware, 121
Avast, x
Banach fixed point theorem, 78, 82
bank of reactors, 74, 123
bare-iron platforms, 51, 124
barrier synchronization, 96, 123
Bluespec, 14

C target, 50, 52, 58, 75, 87, 101, 122
CAF, 2, 12, 121
callee, 98
callee port, 97, 98, 99
caller, 98
caller port, 97, 98, 99
Camozzi, x
Cantor metric, 78
causality interface, 20, 39, 43
causality loop, 16, 35, 42, 43, 44
CCS, 1
CCSL, 17
centralized coordination, 114, 117
chain, 94
chain ID, 92, 93, 94
channel, 66
cleanup procedure, 47
clearAll procedure, 50
code generation, 50, 52, 65, 115
Collatz conjecture, 79
comments, 57
compiler target property, 59
complete partial order, 11, 78
computation, 1
concurrency, 1
connect procedure, 36, 37, 39, 99
connection, 19, 20, 26, 71, 74, 75, 77, 81
contained reactor, 25
container function, 26

INDEX
contraction, 81
coordination target property, 116
create procedure, 36, 37
CSP, 1
currentTag procedure, 31
cyber-physical systems, 2, 3, 11, 15, 24, 29,
83, 122
DARPA, x
dataflow, 3, 10, 14
deadline, 23, 30, 74, 86, 87, 90, 109
deadline miss handler, 31, 47, 74, 87
decentralized coordination, 96, 110, 114,
116, 119, 125
defunct reactor stack, 32
delete procedure, 36, 37
delta cycles, 14
denotational semantics, 82
DENSO, x
dependency graph, 14, 40, 42
determinism, 8, 54, 78, 107, 119, 127
disconnect procedure, 36, 39, 99
discrete events, 44, 78, 108
discrete-event systems, 11
Distributed Erlang, 121
distributed shared memory, 13, 127
doStep procedure, 36, 45, 47
down set, 81
downstream, 27, 33, 39, 43, 52, 71, 87, 90,
91, 96, 100
dynamic partial-order reduction, 122
EDF scheduling, 90
Erlang, 2, 12
Esterel, 13
event, 18, 25, 40
event loops, 2
event queue, 32, 35, 36, 45, 48, 59, 60, 88,
118, 123
event value, 18, 23, 25, 29, 79
execute procedure, 45
fast target property, 59, 117
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fault-tolerant systems, 109, 110
FCRP, x
federate, 96, 106, 114, 117, 125
federated execution, 107, 110, 115
federated keyword, 62
federated reactor, 63, 106
federation, 62, 106, 125
files target property, 59
finite state machine, 123
fixed point, 44, 79, 82
flags target property, 59
FlowPools, 14
Ford, x
futures, 5, 14
GameTime, 124
generalized ultrametric space, 11, 44, 54,
78, 79, 82
get procedure, 31
Giotto, 16
hardware description languages, 14
hierarchy, 19
iCyPhy, x
identifiers, 23
import statement, 60
importing reactors, 60
inheritance, 64
input port, 25, 26, 66, 77, 78, 100
invoke procedure, 97
isolation types, 14
Kahn process networks, 9, 10, 14
Kahn’s algorithm, 89
Kahn-MacQueen principle, 9
keepalive target property, 59
labelled transition systems, 122
LabVIEW, 15
largest common prefix, 81
LET paradigm, 17, 88
LF, i, x, 11, 12, 21, 50, 54, 121

INDEX
Linda, 13
LLCDs, 15
logical action, 16, 28, 32, 44, 66, 67, 84,
88, 112, 120
logical connection, 71
logical keyword, 66
logical simultaneity, 10, 18, 20, 25, 31, 78
logical time, 3, 11, 13, 15, 16, 18, 19, 22,
24, 28, 29, 31, 33, 35, 39, 40, 43,
45, 47, 48, 59, 62, 67, 70, 72, 73,
81, 83, 86, 107, 111, 119, 123, 125,
127
logical time delay, 88
Lustre, 13, 19
LVars, 14

main keyword, 62
MARCO, x
metasyntax notation, 59
metric spaces, 82
microstep index, 24, 29, 35, 36, 42, 67, 79,
81
minimum delay, 28, 67, 73, 123
minimum spacing, 22, 28, 29, 36, 68, 96,
123, 125
modal models, 123
models, 8, 9, 109, 122
modularity, 9
MPI, 121
multiclock Esterel, 13
multiport, 65, 74, 123
multiport width, 75, 77
mutable keyword, 65
mutation, 25, 31, 36, 41, 82, 122, 126
mutex lock, 33, 48, 50, 94

new keyword, 63
next procedure, 48
no-compile target property, 59
Node.js, 53
nondeterminism, 1, 2, 4, 7, 12, 13, 23, 67,
71, 79, 83, 87, 120, 126, 127
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NSF, x
NTP, 117
object orientation, 51, 61, 63
objects, 2
observer pattern, 14
operational semantics, 82
output port, 12, 25, 26, 52, 77, 78, 87, 100
ownership semantics, 52
P, 2, 12
PALS, 11
parameter assignment, 63
path cover, 92
physical action, 16, 22, 23, 28, 32, 59, 62,
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physical keyword, 66
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physical time delay, 117, 119
physicalTime procedure, 31
port, 19, 21, 27, 30, 40, 52, 73, 74, 77, 81,
88, 107
port graph, 43, 43
port identifier, 27
port value, 27
preamble block, 61
precedence, 31, 32, 43
precedence graph, 42
preemption, 91, 122
priority function, 25
priority queue, 88
priority set, 26
promises, 14
pthreads, 45, 50, 51, 84, 101, 122
Ptides, 3, 110–113, 119
Ptolemy II, 15, 20
publish-subscribe, 2, 127
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Reactive C, 13
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ReactiveX, 14
reactor, i, x, 18, 25, 26, 77, 81
reactor containment, 19
reactor instantiation, 55, 63
reactor parameters, 52, 62
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reactor-cpp, 51, 100, 101
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real concurrency, 2
real-time languages, 16
Real-time Maude, 3
realtime keyword, 62
realtime reactors, 62, 96, 117
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reference counting, 51
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requestStop procedure, 32, 36, 47, 119
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Savina benchmark suite, 100, 121, 122
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Scala actors, 2
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SD Erlang, 121
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sequential constructiveness, 20
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set procedure, 31, 32, 33, 97
shutdown keyword, 73
shutdown procedure, 47, 118
shutdown reactions, 37, 60, 118
shutdown trigger, 20, 25, 73
Siemens, x
Signal, 13, 19
signal, 78
simulation, 11, 15, 107, 108
SL, 13
spacing violation policy, 28, 29, 68
Spanner, 3, 9, 110–112
sparse synchrony, 18, 22
SpecC, 15
STARnet, x
start procedure, 37
startup keyword, 73
startup trigger, 20, 25, 45, 73
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97, 100, 123
Statecharts, 20
STP threshold, 112, 113, 120, 125
strictly contracting, 79, 81
superdense time, 15, 24, 35, 78
SyncCharts, 13
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SytemC, 15
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threads target property, 64
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time type, 58, 66
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timer offset, 68, 123
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